Senate Rule — Prizes

Prize Rules

1. Award

The Prizes set out in the Schedule shall be awarded by Senate.

2. Paragraph (a) — Recommending authority

Paragraph (a) of the rules relating to a prize indicates the authority which recommends to Senate the award of the prize.

3. Paragraph (b) — Eligibility

Paragraph (b) indicates who may be considered for the prize.

4. Paragraph (c) — Basis for award

Paragraph (c) indicates the basis for award of the prize. The Prize is awarded to the person who, in the opinion of the recommending authority, fulfils the requirements set out in that paragraph.

5. Paragraph (d) — Nature of prize

(1) Paragraph (d) indicates the nature of the prize.

(2) If the nature of a prize is not stated as a fixed sum of money the value of the prize will be approximately equal to the annual income from the fund which supports it.

(3) If the nature of a prize is stated as money or a fixed sum of money, the Vice-Chancellor may direct that in lieu of money, books, instruments or other equipment necessary to the student’s program be awarded to a value approximately equal to the value of the prize.

(4) If the nature of a prize is stated as something other than money or a fixed sum of money, the prize shall be selected by the prize winner.

(5) If a fund supports 2 or more prizes the value of each prize will be an approximately equal share of the income of the fund.

6. Paragraph (e)

Paragraph (e) indicates any other relevant provisions.

7. Equal merit

If, in the opinion of the recommending authority, there are 2 or more candidates of substantially equal merit, a prize may be shared equally among them.

8. No candidate of sufficient merit

Each prize shall be awarded annually except in a year in which the recommending authority determines that there is no candidate of sufficient merit to justify its award.

9. Complete requirements within year

A person shall not be eligible for a prize unless that person has obtained the qualification on which award of the prize is based within —

(a) the year;

(b) if the qualification relates to 2 or more years, the minimum number of years reasonably required to obtain the qualification; immediately preceding the making of the award.

10. Conditional award

(1) If a prize is awarded subject to the later performance of some condition by the person to whom it is awarded and the rules relating to the award do not require applications to be lodged, the faculty board or other recommending authority may prepare a list of persons qualified in order of merit and recommend to Senate that the award be made to the person highest on the list who gives an undertaking to perform the condition.

(2) If Senate approves the recommendation, the award shall be deemed to be made to that person.

(3) If before the time arrives for performing the condition that person intimates an intention not to perform the condition, the award shall be deemed to have been made to the person next highest on the list who gives the undertaking.

11. Lapse

Unless the Vice-Chancellor in special circumstances otherwise determines, a prize shall lapse if it is not claimed by the awardee within 12 months of its award.

12. Contrary intent

These general rules are subject to a contrary intention shown in the rules relating to a prize.

13. Dictionary

“advanced course” means a course at level 2 or higher.

“late year course” means a course at level 3 or higher.

14. Transitional

Where the award of a prize is based on work undertaken in 2000, the award must be determined by applying the rules in force on 31 December 2000.
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Accenture Prizes in Business Information Systems
ALS Limited Prizes
ALS Prize for Geochemistry
Joan Allsop Prize
Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Indigenous Medicine Prize
Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Medicine Prize
Ossie Andersen Prize in Mining Engineering
Ross Anderson Memorial Prize
Anthropology Honours Prize
Molly and Jim Ashe Memorial Award in Shelter Animal Care
Ashurst Prize in Labour Law
Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists Prize
Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational Medicine Prize
Australian Association of Special Education (Brisbane Branch) Award
Australian Computer Society Prize
Australian Dental Association Queensland Prize
Australian Institute of Physics Prize
Australian Medical Association Memorial Prize
Australian Society for Parasitology Prize
Australian Society of Animal Production Prize in Animal Production
Australian Society of Animal Production Prize in Animal Science
Australian Society of Orthodontists (Qld Branch) Mary Moffatt Memorial Prize
Bagster Memorial Prize
Richard Baldauf Prize in Education
Sir Charles Barton Prize
Biarr Prize for Women in Operations Research
Bing and Ross Barnard Biotechnology Prize
Biochemistry Alumni Prizes
Biological Sciences Evolution Prize
Biological Sciences Genetics Prize
School of Biological Sciences Honours Prize
The Alan Blackshaw Prize
The Bill Blake Prize in Construction Law
Board of Architects Prize
G. M. Bonnin Memorial Prizes
John Bostock Prize in Psychiatry
Ellen Julia Bourke Prize in History
Andrea Bowler Memorial Prize for Family Law
AusSafe Consulting Prizes in Occupational Health & Safety
Arthur Boyd Prize
John Braithwaite Prize in Criminology
Percy Brier Memorial Prize
Brisbane School of Arts Prizes
Emery Brodie Award
Dr Magdalen Brodie Memorial Prize
Ben Brown Encouragement Award for Agricultural Science
Ben Brown Memorial Medal for Agricultural Science
Thomas Brown and Sons Ltd Prize
Ronald Brownlie Memorial Prize
W.H. Bryan Memorial Prize
R.J. Bulley 1960 Prize
Margaret Bullock Prize
R.H.G. Burns Memorial Prize
Yvonne Burns Prize in Paediatric Physiotherapy
E.R. Butler Prize
Gordon Campbell Prize in Anatomy
Reginald Capps Memorial Prize
Mary I. Cavanagh Rural Placement Prize in Occupational Therapy
Chalmers Prize
B. & B. Chamala Memorial Prize
Carole J. Chandler Memorial Prize
Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand Prize
Chemistry Honours Research Prize
The Chidgzez Entrepreneur Prize
Chin Family Trust Prize in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
George Christensen Memorial Prize
Clarey Memorial Prize
Davies Collison Cave Biotechnology Prize
Conrad Gargett Architectural Design Prize
Conrad Gargett Public Architecture Prize
Lilian Cooper Prize
Corrs Chambers Westgarth Prize in Civil Procedure
The CPM Prize for Construction Management
Margaret Cribb Memorial Prize
The Paul Crook Honours Thesis Prize
Robert Dalley-Scarlett Memorial Prize
David Leeder Davies Prize in Trade Practices Law
Maria De Donatis Memorial Prize in Corporate Law
John and Jan De Jersey Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Prize
Delta Sigma Delta – John Sagar Prize
Devahuti Prize in History
The Tiffany Dobbs Memorial Prize
Ralph Doherty Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Contribution to Community
James Dowie Memorial Prizes
John F. Dunkley Memorial Prize
dwp Prize for Architecture
Fred Z. Eager Research Prize in Veterinary Science
Economic Society of Australia (Qld) Prize
Charles Ede Antiquities Museum Prize
E.S. Edmiston Prize
Embassy of Spain Award
Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand – South East Queensland Division Prize for Bachelor of Environmental Management (Sustainable Development)
Tom Keightley Ewer Memorial Prize in Animal Husbandry
Family Law Practitioners’ Association Queensland Prize in Family Law
Financial Management of Australia Association (QLD) High Achievers in Commerce Prize
Fisher Lawrence Prize
Ford Memorial Prize
Isabel Forrest Memorial Prize
Aurora L. Forster Prize
4MBS Musica Viva Sid Page Memorial Prize in Chamber Music
49th Battalion A.I.F. Honour Fund Prize
The Luke Filei Prize in Asian Legal System
Josiah Francis Prize
Herbert Smith Freehills Prize in Law
Michael French Prize in Psychology
Margaret Fyfe Year 2 Physiotherapy Prize
Gadens Prize in Commercial Law
Galvanizers Association of Australia Prize
Professor Ian Gardner Prize in Occupational Health
Gaulton Family Prize in Small Animal Surgery
General Staff Self Development Prize
Geotechnical Engineering Program Prize
The Gitanjali Bajaj Prize in Public International Law
Goodman Foundation Marine Biology Prize
Goddard Prize in Veterinary Nutrition
Guy Goodricke Prize
Grassie and Bassett Prize in Educational Administration
Gordon Grigg Prize in Vertebrate Zoology
Russell Grigg Memorial Prize
Guild Insurance Prize
Daniel Hamilton Prize
Susan Hamilton Second Year Biochemistry Prize
Susan Hamilton Third Year Biochemistry Prize
C.H.V. Harding Prize for Postgraduate Study in Planning
C.H.V. Harding Prize in Transportation Engineering
Walter Harrison Prizes
Harrisonslaw Prize in Succession Law
Elsie Hanwood Memorial Prize
Lizzie Heal-Wanny Prize
Elias A. Heiser Prize in Classics and Ancient History
D. A. Herbert Prize in Botany
Michael F. Hickey Memorial Honours Prize
Hill’s Pet Nutrition Buddy Prize in Veterinary Nutrition
Ian Hinckfuss Prize in Philosophy
Dr Konrad Hirschfeld CBE Prize
The Mr and Mrs Ho Prize in Electrical Engineering
Noel James Holt Memorial Prize
Hong Kong Alumni Prize
Alexander McEwan Hopkins Memorial Prize
Jim Hoskin Prize
HRH Princess Alice, Duchess of Gloucester, Prize in Global Health
Madalen Kitty Ravenhill Hubert Memorial Prize
G H Hutchinson Practical Work Prizes in Mining and Metallurgical Engineering
IML Language Prizes
The Indigenous Women Engineering Excellence Prize
Alexander Inglis Memorial Prize
Institution of Mechanical Engineers Frederick Barnes Best Student Prize
Richard Jago Memorial Prize
Raymond James Memorial Prize
Oz Minerals Prize
‘Ollie’ Paterson Prize
The Occupational Therapy Australia Jenny Strong Medal for Graduate Entry Masters Students in Occupational Therapy
The Occupational Therapy Australia Mary Rankine Wilson Student Medal
The Occupational Therapy Australia Sara Philcox Student Medal
The Occupational Therapy Australia Sylvia Rodger Medal for Graduate Entry Masters Students in Occupational Therapy
The Rama Krishna Sastry Pappu Memorial Prize in Business
Frank Pavlin Memorial Prize
J. Owen Pearn Memorial Prize
A. E. E. Pearse Prize
Kent Pearson Memorial Prize
Associate Professor Martin Pearson Prize
Eric W Peet Memorial Prize in Medical Ethics
F. A. Perkins Prizes in Entomology
Performance Health Prize in Occupational Therapy
Patheon Biotechnology Communication Prize
Pfizer Australia Prize
Pharmaceutical Defence Ltd Prizes
Pharmacy Interests Women’s Group Prize
The Physics Prizes
Planning Institute of Australia, Queensland Division, Prizes
Harold Plant Memorial Prize
Patricia Mary Poacher Prize
Richard Pollett Prize
Virgil Power Prize
Douglas Price Memorial Prize
Priest Memorial Prize
QIA Memorial Medallion
Garry Quayle Memorial Prize for Excellence in Student Research
Money Department Of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy Mines Chief Inspector’s Award For Excellence In Mine Safety
The Queensland Alliance for Environmental Health Sciences (QAEHS), Higher Degree by Research Quality Awards
RACGP Ben Adsett Memorial Prize
RACI Trevor Appleton First Level Chemistry Prize
RACI Trevor Appleton Third Level Chemistry Laboratory Prize
Ethel Raybould Prize in Mathematics
Peter Hale Cox Architecture Prize
Dr Michael Reading Memorial Prize
Enid Reeves Memorial Prize
John Rendle-Short Prize in Child Health
Hildegard Reuther Memorial Prize
H.C. Richards Memorial Prize
Bruce Rigsby Prize in Anthropology
Allan Robb Memorial Prize
Charles Robertson Memorial Prize in History
William Nathaniel Robertson Prize
The Responsible Wood Prize
C.N. Ross Prize
Margaret Julia Ross Prize in Australian History
Dr Helen Row — Zonta Memorial Prize
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists Women’s Health Prize
Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Ophthalmologists (Qld Branch) Prize
Royal Geographical Society of Queensland, Keith Smith Prize
Steele Rudd Memorial Essay Prize
The Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Prize
John Ryley Memorial Prize in Pig Medicine
Howden Saggers Lawyers Prize in Criminal Procedure
Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology Prize
The Gary Sansom Prize in Agribusiness
SAS Merit Prize for Data Science
Kos Scalvos Leadership Prize
Isolde Schaupp Memorial Prize for Classical Guitar
School of Chemical Engineering Program Prizes
School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences Academic Excellence Award in Biochemistry
School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences Academic Excellence Award in Microbiology and Parasitology
School of Pharmacy, HDR Student Best Publication Awards
Norman Sheridan Memorial Prizes
Dr Mark Skinner Prize for Academic Excellence
SIMTARS Dr Peter Golledge Prize for Mine Safety Research Excellence
Sleath String Performance Prize
Henry Roderick Smith Prize in Ancient History
Society of Hospital Pharmacists of Australia (SHPA) Prize
SQ AustMM Branch Encouragement Awards
Southside Dental Study Club – Professor R R Stephens Prize
Dr John Springhall Prize in Veterinary Science
The Staveley Prize
Bertram Dillon Steele Prize
James Cecil Stevenson Memorial Prize
Jean and Joyce Stobo Memorial Prize
Neville G. Sutton Prize in Surgery
Kenneth Swanwick Memorial Prize
Alrene Sykes Memorial Prize
Tax Institute Prizes in Law
Edward Taylor Memorial Prize
University of Queensland Library Excellence Award
The Theosophical Society Perennial Philosophy Prize
Kenneth A. Thiess Prize
Catherine Thorp-Cramb Prize in Doctors’ Mental Health
John William Tierney Memorial Prize
Town Planning Thesis Prize
#transformlaw KWM Prize
Donald Tugby Anthropology Prize
Donald Tugby Musicology Prize
Donald Tugby Postgraduate Archaeological Research Prize
Donald Tugby Prize for Art History
Donald Tugby Prize in the Psychology of Peace
Donald Tugby Prize in Excellence in Equine Clinical Practice
Donald Tugby Prize in Nanotechnology
John H. Tyer Prize in Internal Medicine
Queensland University Squadron Alumni Prize
UQCHU Honours Prize in Archaeology
UQLS Medal for Outstanding Achievement
UQ Rowe Scientific Chemistry Award – 2nd year laboratory prize
UQ Rowe Scientific Chemistry Award – 3rd year laboratory prize
Valuers Registration Board of Queensland Prize
Van Niel International Prize for Studies in Bacterial Systematics
N.V. Varghese Prize for Comparative Education
R. & A.E. Veitch Prize
Veterinary Alumni Prize
VIPAC Advanced Dynamics & Vibrations Prize
Maude Walker Prizes
Warren Walsh Memorial Award
Lindsay and Richard Watson Prize
Burnett William Wendorff Memorial Prize for Classical Piano
F.T.M. White Prize
Joan Wickham Memorial Prize
John Wienholt Memorial Prize
Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Child Health
Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Obstetrics and Gynaecology
Herbert John Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Anatomy
Herbert Smith Freehills Prize in Law
John Hughes Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Law
C.H. Williams Prize
Dulcie Evelyn Williams Memorial Prize
Lesley Merle Williams Memorial Prize
Wilmar Sugar Prize in Chemistry
Libbie Wilson Prize
R. Martin Wilson Memorial Prize in Architecture
H.J. Windsor Prize
Peter Wood Memorial Prize in Planning
Gertrude Mary Woolcock Memorial Prize
William Woolcock Memorial Prize
Kay Young Memorial Prize
Accenture Prizes in Business Information Systems
(Established in 2001 and maintained from income from a donation from Accenture Australia.)
(a) **Recommending Authority**
    Head, School of Business.
(b) **Eligibility**
    Prize 1 – Any student completing BISM2202 Data Analytics and Information Management
    Prize 2 – Any student completing BISM3208 Business Information Strategy
(c) **Basis for Award**
    Prize 1 – Highest mark in the first attempt at BISM2202
    Prize 2 – Highest mark in the first attempt at BISM3208
(d) **Nature of Prize**
    $1500 for each prize

ALS Limited Prizes
(Established in 1984 and maintained by an annual gift from ALS Limited (formerly Campbell Brothers Limited).)
(a) **Recommending Authority**
    Head, School of Business.
(b) **Eligibility**
    Any student completing TIMS3309
(c) **Basis for award**
    Highest mark in the first attempt at TIMS3309.
(d) **Nature of prize**
    $2000.

ALS Prize for Geochemistry
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from ALS Limited.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
    Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
    Any student.
(c) **Basis for award**
    Highest grade in either ERTH3205 or ERTH4222.
(d) **Nature of prize**
    $1,000.
(e) **Other provisions**
    Have not previously been awarded the ALS Prize for Geochemistry.

Joan Allsop Prize
(Founded in 1960 by an initial gift of $500 from Joan W. Allsop, EdD Col., MA, BEd and supplemented by further gifts from time to time amounting in total in 1985 to $10,000.)
(a) **Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.**
(b) **Postgraduate BA Honours (History) students.**
(c) **Best results in history courses during the previous year while undertaking the pass degree.**
(d) **One or more books and money.**

Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Indigenous Medicine Prize
(Established in 2018 the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund established in 2019. This gift is in recognition of the many years of support for medicine by the Medical Special Interest Group of Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
    Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) **Eligibility**
    Year 1 MD students who are of Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander descent, who regard themselves as an Australian Aboriginal and/or Torres Strait Islander and who are so considered by the community in which the student lives or has lived.
(c) **Basis for award**
    Highest aggregated results for first year MD courses.
(d) **Nature of prize**
    Money to the value of at least $1,000 but limited to the annual income from the fund.

Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Medicine Prize
(Established in 2018 by the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund established in 2019. This gift is in recognition of the many years of support for medicine at UQ by the Medical Special Interest Group of Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
    Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) **Eligibility**
    Year 1 MD students.
(c) **Basis for award**
    Highest aggregated results for first year MD courses.
(d) **Nature of prize**
    Money to the value of at least $1,000 but limited to the annual income from the fund.
Ossie Andersen Prize in Mining Engineering
(Established in 1990 in memory of the late Ossie Andersen and maintained by annual gifts from his daughter, Dr K.P. Filmer, and her family. The Prize commemorates the many contributions made to the mining industry by Mr Andersen during his employment in the Inspectorate of the Queensland Mines Department. Mr Andersen who retired in 1973 was an enthusiastic supporter of the safe and economic development of the mining industry for the nation’s benefit.)
(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the Head, Division of Mining Engineering.
(b) Students in the third year of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in any field of engineering within the mining engineering discipline.
(c) Highest aggregate marks from first and second semester mining laboratory reports.
(d) Books to the value of $400.

Ross Anderson Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1961 on the initiative of The University of Queensland Staff Association by contributions amounting to approximately $600 from the parents and friends of Harry Ross Anderson, first Professor of Public Law, and first Staff Association representative on the Senate of the University, who died on 23 February 1961.)
(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
(c) Basis of Award
Highest overall mark in first attempt at the course entitled Constitutional Law.
(d) Nature of Prize
Money to the value of at least $100 for the purchase of books.

Anthropology Honours Prize
(Established in 2008 and maintained by annual funding from the School of Social Science.)
(a) Head, School of Social Science.
(b) Students who have completed the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in the field of anthropology.
(c) Highest overall marks in the anthropology honours program.
(d) $500.
(e) The prize may not be shared.

Molly and Jim Ashe Memorial Award in Shelter Animal Care
(Established in 2018 by a donor in appreciation of her loving and devoted parents)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science after consultation with a selection committee which includes:
(i) A relevant University staff member in the School of Veterinary Science
(ii) A relevant University staff member from the Small Animal Clinics course
(iii) A relevant University staff member from the Centre for Animal Welfare and Ethics
(b) Eligibility
Full time students currently enrolled in a course owned by the School of Veterinary Science
(c) Basis for award
The prize is awarded to the person who applies and who has contributed significantly to improving the health and well-being of animals cared for in shelters. This contribution can be from research, student placements and/or through volunteering in an animal shelter.
(d) Nature of prize
$1,000

Ashurst Prize in Labour Law
(Established in 2013 and maintained by an annual gift from Ashurst)
(a) Head, School of Law.
(b) Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) dual degrees.
(c) Student who achieves the highest marks in their first attempt at the non-examination assessment in LAWS5122.
(d) $500.

CPA Australia Prizes in Accounting
(Maintained by grants from CPA Australia for the purpose of encouraging students of accountancy to proceed to the degree in Commerce within The University of Queensland.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Business.
(b) Eligibility
Bachelor of Commerce (BCom) students (including duals).
(c) Basis for award
Prize 1 – Highest overall mark in first attempt at ACCT2110.
Prize 2 – Highest overall mark in first attempt at ACCT3103 and ACCT3104.
Prize 3 – Second highest overall mark in first attempt at ACCT3103 and ACCT3104.
(d) Nature of prizes
(i) Prize 1 – $500
(ii) Prize 2 – $250 and Ethics and Governance Module of the CPA Program plus one year Associate Membership fee valued at $325
Prize 3 – $250 and Ethics and Governance Module of the CPA Program
(ii) a certificate of achievement.

(e) Other provisions
The prizes may not be shared. In the event that there are two or more students with the same mark the Head will determine the recipient of the prize.

Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists Prize
(Established in 1998 and maintained by an annual gift from the Australian and New Zealand College of Anaesthetists, to foster the teaching of anaesthesia, its related disciplines and perioperative medicine to medical students, and to raise awareness of the specialty and its image among medical students and recent graduates.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, on the recommendation of the head of the anaesthesiology and critical care discipline.
(b) Final year students undertaking the Bachelor of Medicine/Bachelor of Surgery or the Doctor of Medicine
(c) Best overall performance in the anaesthetic component of the critical care course examination.
(d) (i) $500; and
(ii) a certificate.
(e) If paragraph (c) is satisfied by 2 students, 2 prizes (of the value referred to in paragraph (d)) may be awarded.

Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational Medicine Prize
(Established in 1981 and maintained by an annual gift from the Queensland Branch of the Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational Medicine.)
(a) A committee comprising the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, the Head, School of Population Health (or nominee) and the President of the Queensland Branch of the Australian and New Zealand Society of Occupational Medicine.
(b) Year 3 MBBS or MD students.
(c) Best essay on a topic related to occupational health submitted as –
(i) a critical appraisal of published material; or
(ii) a scientific literature review.
(d) $500.
(e) The winner will be requested to present the result of their essay to a meeting of the Queensland Branch.

Australian Association of Special Education (Brisbane Branch) Award
(Established in 1996 and maintained for an initial period of 10 years by an annual gift from the Australian Association of Special Education Incorporated (Brisbane Branch).)
(a) Head, School of Education.
(b) Students completing the degree of Master of Educational Studies in the Field of Study, ‘Supporting Diverse Learners’, in the strand of ‘Inclusion and Special Needs’
(c) Highest grades in both EDUC7210 and EDUC7230.
(d) $500.

Australian Computer Society Prize
(Established in 1987 and maintained by an annual gift from the Australian Computer Society (Queensland Branch).)
(a) Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
(b) Students who –
(i) complete at least #12 level 3 of COMP, COSC, CSSE, DECO or INFS courses in one year; and
(ii) will complete the program requirements in the year the prize is awarded.
(c) Highest GPA in those courses.
(d) (i) $1000; and
(ii) One year’s free membership of the Australian Computer Society; and
(iii) An Australian Computer Society prize certificate.

Australian Dental Association Queensland Prize
(Established in 1947 and maintained by an annual gift from the Australian Dental Association Queensland.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Dentistry.
(b) Eligibility
First time, Year 5 BDSc(Hons) students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest overall Grade Point Average calculated on all compulsory courses in the BDSc(Hons) course list.
(d) Nature of prize
$2000.

Australian Institute of Physics Prize
(Established in 2002 by an annual donation from the Australian Institute of Physics.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students completing the BSc (Physics) or third year of BAdvSc(Hons), Physics.
(c) Basis for award
Highest GPA in the courses which contribute to the Physics major. The minimum GPA for the prize to be awarded is 6.0.
(d) Nature of prize
Books to the value of $200.
(e) Other provisions
The prize is to be awarded to, at most, one student, only once per calendar year.
Australian Medical Association Memorial Prize
( Established in 2002 and maintained by the Queensland Branch of the Australian Medical Association. Since 1961 the prize has been awarded as a school-based prize by the School of Medicine. )
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest GPA in years 3 and 4 of the program.
(d) (i) $1,000; and
(ii) a medallion; and
(iii) a book.

Australian Society for Parasitology Prize
( Established in 1992 and maintained by an annual gift from the Australian Society for Parasitology.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students in programs administered by the Faculty of Science.
(c) Basis for award
Highest mark in PARA3002.
(d) Nature of prize
$400.

Australian Society of Animal Production Prize in Animal Production
( Established in 1976 and maintained by an annual gift from the Queensland Branch of the Australian Society of Animal Production to acknowledge the close liaison between the Society and the School of Veterinary Science. )
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
School of Veterinary Science students who –
(i) completed VETS5024; and
(ii) submitted in their final year a critical essay in an area of relevance to livestock.
(c) Basis for award
Highest mark for first attempt in VETS5024.
(d) Nature of prize
(i) $200 for the purchase of books; and
(ii) an ASAP certificate; and
(iii) two year membership to the Australian Society of Animal Production (the ASAP).
(e) Other provisions
The prize will be presented at a special meeting of the Queensland Branch of the ASAP.

Australian Society of Animal Production Prize in Animal Science
( Established in 1997 and maintained by an annual gift by the Queensland Branch of the Australian Society of Animal Production. )
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on advice from a subcommittee of the Australian Society of Animal Production (the ASAP).
(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in -
(i) Bachelor of Agricultural Science (Honours) program; or
(ii) Bachelor of Science (Honours) program with a major in animal and veterinary bioscience; or
(iii) Bachelor of Sustainable Agriculture (Honours) with a major in livestock and poultry science.
(c) Basis for award
Best thesis in an area of relevance to livestock in a course of at least 4 units.
(d) Nature of prize
(i) $200; and
(ii) an ASAP certificate; and
(iii) two year membership to the ASAP.
(e) Other provisions
The prize will be presented at a special meeting of the Queensland Branch of the ASAP.

Australian Society of Orthodontists (Qld Branch) Mary Moffatt Memorial Prize
( Established in 2005 and maintained by an annual donation from the Australian Society of Orthodontists. The prize recognises the contribution of the Moffatt family to orthodontics. The prize replaces the former Mary Moffatt Memorial Prize which had been established in 1941 by Mr J B Moffatt (Orthodontist) in memory of his mother. )
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Dentistry.
(b) Eligibility
First time, Year 4 BDSc(Hons) students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest three marks in the Orthodontics component of the fourth year courses.
(d) Nature of prize
Prize 1 - $500
Prize 2 - $300
Prize 3 - $200
Bagster Memorial Prize
(Established in 1940 and maintained by the income of a gift of $256.83 from past students and colleagues, in memory of the late Professor L.S. Bagster, Professor of Chemistry in the University.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Chemical Engineering.
(b) **Eligibility**
Any second year student enrolled in any field within the chemical engineering discipline in the Bachelor Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(c) **Basis for award**
Greatest proficiency in compulsory practical work at the second level.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$100 for the purchase of books.

Richard Baldauf Prize in Education
(Established in 2015 in memory of Professor Richard Baldauf and in recognition of his career.)
(a) Head, School of Education
(b) HDR student who has published in a journal approved by the Head, School of Education during the academic year
(c) **Best paper**
$1000

Sir Charles Barton Prize
(Established in 1988 and maintained by the income from a bequest of $7,000 made to the University by Sir Charles Newton Barton.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Civil Engineering.
(b) **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in any field within the civil engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(c) **Basis for award**
Best thesis.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money.

Biarri Prize for Women in Operations Research
(Established in 2015, the prize is offered through an annual gift from Biarri Optimisation.)
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science recommendation from the Head, School of Mathematics and Physics.
(b) Female students who have completed MATH3202 and MATH4202.
(c) **Highest combined average mark in MATH3202 and MATH4202.**
(d) $1000.
(e) Where there are two students of equal merit, the prize will be awarded to the student who has the highest GPA for that Semester.

Bing and Ross Barnard Biotechnology Prize
(Established in 2011 and maintained by an annual gift from Bing and Ross Barnard.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Bachelor of Biotechnology (Honours) students.
(c) **Basis for award**
Highest GPA across BIOT6121/BIOT6122 (or equivalent) and RBUS6911 (or equivalent). If two or more students obtain the same GPA then the prize will be awarded to the student with the highest weighted percentage across BIOT6121/BIOT6122 (or equivalent) and RBUS6911 (or equivalent). If more than 1 student has the same highest weighted percentage then the prize will be shared.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000.

Biochemistry Alumni Prizes
(Established in 1995 and maintained by donations from the Department of Biochemistry alumni of The University of Queensland.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Biochemistry students.
(c) **Basis for award**

| Prize 1 - Highest mark in BIOC2000. |
| Prize 2 - Highest overall mark for any 4 of the following courses – |
| (i) BIOC3000; |
| (ii) BIOC3003; |
| (iii) BIOC3005; |
| (iv) BIOL3004; |
| (v) BIOL3006; |
| (vi) BIOL3222; |
| (vii) BIOC3006. |
| Prize 3 - Highest overall mark in Biochemistry Honours. |
(d) **Nature of prize**
Prize 1 - $150
Prize 2 - $150
Prize 3 - $200

Biological Sciences Evolution Prize
(Established by the School of Biological Sciences in 2012 from a generous bequest from the estate of Mr John Patrick Salisbury to support the purpose, activities and endeavours of the School of Biological Sciences).
(a)  **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b)  **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science students who have completed at least 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences
(c)  **Basis for award**
Highest mark for the first attempt at the second year course in the field of Evolution
(d)  **Nature of prize**
$1,000

Biological Sciences Genetics Prize
(Established by the School of Biological Sciences in 2012 from a generous bequest from the estate of Mr John Patrick Salisbury to support the purpose, activities and endeavours of the School of Biological Sciences).
(a)  **Recommending Authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b)  **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students who have completed at least 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences
(c)  **Basis of Award**
Highest mark for the first attempt at either of the second year courses in the field of Genetics
(d)  **Nature of Prize**
$1,000

School of Biological Sciences Honours Prize
(Established by the School of Biological Sciences in 2012 from a generous bequest from the estate of Mr John Patrick Salisbury to support the purpose, activities and endeavours of the School of Biological Sciences).
(a)  **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b)  **Eligibility**
Bachelor of Science (Honours) or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students enrolled in the School of Biological Sciences
(c)  **Basis for award**
Highest Honours overall percentage mark for students completing in Semester 1 and highest overall percentage mark for students completing in Semester 2
(d)  **Nature of prize**
$3,000 for each semester’s prize

Alan Blackshaw Prize
(Established in 1994 in recognition of the contribution to the Department of Dr Alan Blackshaw a former Head of Department of Physiology and Pharmacology and maintained by the income on a fund contributed to by the School of Biomedical Sciences.)
(a)  **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.
(b)  **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or the Bachelor of Biomedical Science programs; or a dual program including any of these programs.
(c)  **Basis for award**
Highest overall percentage marks at the first attempt for the courses –
(i) BIOM2011 or BIOM2013 and;
(ii) BIOM2012.
(d)  **Nature of prize**
Money limited to the annual income of the fund.

The Bill Blake Prize in Construction Law
(Established in 2016 in memory of Bill Blake and maintained by an annual gift)
(a)  **Head, School of Law**
(b)  **Students enrolled in the LLB(Hons) or an LLB(Hons) dual degree**
(c)  **Highest mark in first attempt at Construction Law**
(d)  **$500**

Board of Architects Prize
(Established in 1949 and maintained by an annual gift from the Board of Architects of Queensland.)
(a)  **Head, School of Architecture.**
(b)  **Students enrolled in one of the following programs -**
(i)  Bachelor of Architecture; or
(ii) Bachelor of Architectural Design; or
(iii) Master of Architecture
(c) Highest GPA in in either -
   (i) the Bachelor of Architecture; or
   (ii) the Bachelor of Architectural Design and the Master of Architecture.
(d) $1,000 and a certificate.

G. M. Bonnin Memorial Prizes
(Established in 1975 as a memorial to the late Dr G. M. Bonnin and maintained by a fund amounting to $6,043 subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Languages and Cultures.
(b) Eligibility
   Prize 1 - Day students.
   Prize 2 - Evening students.
(c) Basis for award
   Highest mark in GRMN1020.
(d) Nature of prize
   Money to the value of at least $1,000.
(e) Other provisions
   The prize is awarded on the condition that the recipient enrols in GRMN2010 in the following year.

John Bostock Prize in Psychiatry
(Established in 1961 as a tribute to Research Professor John Bostock, formerly Senior Psychiatrist to the Brisbane Hospital and Research Professor in Medical Psychology at The University of Queensland, and maintained by an annual gift from the Queensland Branch of the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Psychiatry.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) First time, year 3 MBBS or MD students.
(c) Greatest proficiency in the progressive summative assessment in the mental health rotation in year 3.
(d) $500 and a medallion.
(e) The Prize will be presented at the Annual Meeting of the Queensland Branch of the Australian Medical Association.

Ellen Julia Bourke Prize in History
(Established in 1987 by a gift of $5,000 from N.T.P. Keleher in memory of his sister Ellen Julia Bourke.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students enrolled in a degree administered by the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences.
(c) Highest mark for first attempt at HIST2245.
(d) Money.

Andrea Bowler Memorial Prize for Family Law
(Established in 2002 in memory of Andrea Bowler, a former Deputy Registrar of the Family Court of Australia, Brisbane Registry and maintained by an annual donation from the Family Law Practitioners’ Association Queensland.)
(a) Head, School of Law (the Head) on advice from –
   (i) a representative of the donor; and
   (ii) the course coordinator for the course entitled Family Law.
(b) Any student who gains a grade of 5 or more in the course entitled Family Law.
(c) Most outstanding applicant based on —
   (i) academic results;
   (ii) active participation in extracurricular activities such as social justice issues, community relations, sporting or recreational activities; and
   (iii) an interest in family law.
(d) $1000.
(e) (i) Applications must be submitted to the Head by the closing date for applications.
   (ii) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

AusSafe Consulting Prizes in Occupational Health & Safety
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual donation of $1500 by AusSafe Consulting.)
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science in consultation with the Head, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences.
(b) Students enrolled full-time in the Bachelor of Occupational Health and Safety Science (Hons).
(c) Three annual prizes for the student(s) obtaining:
   (1) Highest GPA across all courses in the 1st year of the BOHSSc(Hons)
   (2) Highest GPA across all courses in the 2nd year of the BOHSSc(Hons)
   (3) Highest GPA across all courses in the 3rd year of the BOHSSc(Hons)
(d) $500 per prize.

Arthur Boyd Prize
(Founded in 1951 by contributions to a fund amounting to $528.25 for a testimonial to Arthur Boyd, DSc, Associate Professor of Mechanical and Electrical Engineering, and a member of the University teaching staff from 1919 to 1950.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, on advice from the relevant head of school.
(b) Eligibility
Any student completing the sixth semester of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best experimental work.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Books.

(e) **Other provisions**
The award of the prize must be rotated among the following engineering disciplines, starting with civil engineering in 1965:
- Chemical engineering — Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Chemical)
- Civil engineering — Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Civil)
- Electrical engineering — Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Elec)
- Mechanical engineering — Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mech)
- Mining and Chemical & Metallurgical engineering — Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) (Mining) or BE (Chemical and Metallurgical).

**John Braithwaite Prize in Criminology**
(Established in 2004 to honour Professor John Braithwaite’s contribution to Criminology. Maintained by an annual sum from the School of Social Science.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Social Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students completing the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Criminology or Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice (Honours). In the case of Bachelor of Criminology and Criminal Justice (Honours) students, all honours courses and the thesis must be undertaken in the School of Social Science.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest result in the Criminology or Criminal Justice honours program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$500.

**Percy Brier Memorial Prize**
(Founded in 1972 by an initial gift of $1,600 and a further gift in 1979 of $1,000 from Mr Eric B. Brier, BE, MICE, FIEAust, and subsequently augmented by gifts of cash and shares from Miss Ella Brier. This prize was established in memory of Mr Brier’s late father Percy Brier, FTCL, ARCO, who, from 1906 to 1970, practised as a professional musician and teacher of music in Queensland and who made a noteworthy contribution to music in this State by his collection of material relating to the early musical history of Queensland.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Music.

(b) **Any student.**

(c) **Composition of greatest promise submitted under the conditions of the award imposed for that year by the Head of School of Music.**

(d) **Money consisting of that portion of the income from the fund for the preceding financial year available for the Prize under the terms of the endowment.**

**Brisbane School of Arts Prizes**
(Established in 1967 by a gift of $7000 from the Committee of the Brisbane School of Arts.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Communication and Arts.

(b) **Eligibility**
Prize 1 - Students completing a BA or B Advanced Humanities (Hons) with a major offered by the School, who have obtained:
(i) more than #16 and not more than #32 towards completion of the BA or B Advanced Humanities (Hons) degree by the end of the year of award; and
(ii) at least #6 in that year for advanced courses offered by the School.
Prize 2 - Students who have by the end of the year of award:
(i) completed the requirements of the BA or B Advanced Humanities (Hons); and
(ii) completed a BA or B Advanced Humanities (Hons) major (#16) in courses offered by the School.
Prize 3 - Students completing the requirements of the BA (Hons) English Literature in the School.

(c) **Basis for award**
Prize 1 - Greatest proficiency in courses referred to in subparagraph (b).
Prize 2 - Greatest proficiency in courses referred to in subparagraph (b).
Prize 3 - Greatest proficiency in the BA (Hons) program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
The combined value will be limited to the annual income from the endowment fund of approximately $2,500 split between the Prizes for the purchase of books.

**Emery Brodie Award**
(Established in 1990 and maintained from a bequest by the late Emery Brodie.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Civil Engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in any field within the civil engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest mark in first attempt in CIVL4110 in a year when the course is offered.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Dr Magdalene Brodie Memorial Prize
(The prize was founded in 1969 by a gift of $525 by Mr E. Brodie to perpetuate the memory of his wife, Magdalene Brodie, MD Pecs MBBS, formerly Assistant Professor of Children’s Diseases at Pazmany University, Budapest, who subsequently came to Queensland and after graduation here was engaged in general practice, particularly in relation to children’s diseases. In 2018, the prize fund grew through a generous $50,000 contribution by an anonymous donor.)
(a) **Recommending Authority**
Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) **Eligibility**
MBBS or MD students.
(c) **Basis for award**
The top two students in the Paediatrics & Child Health clinical rotation, based on academic achievement.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000 for each recipient.

Ben Brown Encouragement Award for Agricultural Science
(Established in 1992 in memory of Ben Brown, a graduate of the Agricultural Science Faculty who died just after completing his B AgrSc(Hons) degree. Maintained from the income of a fund donated by his relatives and friends.)
(a) **Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.**
(b) First year students within the School of Agriculture and Food Science who are enrolled in an undergraduate Agricultural Science program and have completed at least #16.
(c) **Highest GPA**
(d) **$1000.**

Ben Brown Memorial Medal for Agricultural Science
(Established in 1992 in memory of Ben Brown, a graduate of the Agricultural Science Faculty who died just after completing his B AgrSc (Hons) degree. Maintained from the income of a fund donated by his relatives and friends.)
(a) **Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.**
(b) Students completing Bachelor of Agricultural Science with Honours Class I.
(c) **Highest overall GPA at the end of the program.**
(d) A medal.

Thomas Brown and Sons Ltd Prize
(Established in 1963 by a gift of $2,000 from Thomas Brown & Sons Ltd to commemorate the centenary of the Company.)
(a) **Head, School of Business.**
(b) Students completing BCom program with honours in Commerce.
(c) **Best thesis towards the degree.**
(d) **Money.**

Ronald Brownlie Memorial Prize
(First awarded in 1987. The Prize was formalised by the Senate in 2001. Maintained by gifts from the Brownlie family and the University's agricultural mechanisation staff.)
(a) **Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.**
(b) Students within the School of Agriculture and Food Science undertaking an undergraduate program with a plant related discipline.
(c) **Highest mark at first attempt in AGRC2040.**
(d) **$150.**

W.H. Bryan Memorial Prize
(Established in 1968 as a memorial to the late Professor W. H. Bryan and maintained by the income from a fund of $2,050 subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students who have completed the first year of the BSc or BAdvSc(Hons) program at the first attempt and have enrolled for second level Geology and Mineralogy with the intention of pursuing a geological career.
(c) **Basis for award**
Best student in first level Geology and Mineralogy.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $400.

R.J. Bulley 1960 Prize
(Established in 2006 and originally maintained by an annual donation from The Hon. R.J. Bulley. From 2012 this prize was funded through an endowment established by a bequest.)
(a) **Recommending Authority**
Head, School of Law.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
(c) **Basis of Award**
Highest marks in the course entitled Law of Evidence.
(d) **Nature of Prize**
Margaret Bullock Prize
(Established in 1998 by donations from colleagues, friends and past students to recognise the contribution of Professor Margaret Bullock, AM, PhD to The University of Queensland Department of Physiotherapy and to the advancement of research in Physiotherapy.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
(b) **Eligibility**
Final year Bachelor of Physiotherapy honours students.
(c) **Basis for award**
The highest GPA in HRSS3100, HRSS3201 and HRSS4300.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$150.

R.H.G. Burns Memorial Prize
(Established in 1970 by a gift of $1000 from Mrs Thelma Burns in memory of her late husband, Robin Gardner Burns, BVSc, Senior Lecturer and Reader in Veterinary Surgery at The University of Queensland from 1946 to 1968.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Final year Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) students.
(c) **Basis for award**
Highest mark in VETS5030.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $150.

Yvonne Burns Prize in Paediatric Physiotherapy
(Established in 2003 by donations from members of the physiotherapy profession. This prize was created in recognition of Yvonne Burns’ outstanding contribution to physiotherapy teaching, research and practice, particularly in the field of paediatrics.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences on the advice of a selection committee consisting of the head, physiotherapy division or nominee, a member of the University's teaching staff in the field of paediatric physiotherapy and a member of the Australian Physiotherapy Association (Paediatric Special Group).
(b) **Eligibility**
Physiotherapists completing —
(i) the MPhty(Paeds); or
(ii) the MPhil or PhD programs; and
who demonstrate high achievement in the field of paediatric physiotherapy.
(c) **Basis for award**
Best performance in an oral presentation to the selection committee and answers to questions from the selection committee relevant to the clinical application of research or coursework studies in paediatric physiotherapy.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$200.
(e) Candidates will be required to —
(i) make a short oral presentation to the selection committee; and
(ii) answer questions from members of the selection committee, on a topic to be advised by the Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.

E.R. Butler Prize
(Established in 1998 and maintained from the income from a bequest by the late Edward Richard Butler.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in the third year of an undergraduate Agricultural Science program.
(c) **Basis for award**
The student obtaining the highest grade in LAND3007.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$200.

Gordon Campbell Prize in Anatomy
(Established in 2011 and maintained by an annual gift from Professor Julie Campbell and the School of Biomedical Sciences in honour of Emeritus Professor Gordon Campbell, who was an integral member of the then Anatomy Department. His specialty was Histology.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.
(b) **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in the first year of the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or the Bachelor of Biomedical Science program; or a dual program including any of these programs.
(c) **Basis for award**
Highest overall percentage marks at the first attempt for the courses —
(i) BIOM3002; and
(ii) BIOM3003 or ANAT3022.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$500

Reginald Capps Memorial Prize
(Established to perpetuate the memory of Reginald Capps, the first technician appointed to the Department of Human Movement Studies, by contributions amounting to approximately $500 donated by his friends and by staff of the University.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head of School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences.
(b) **Eligibility**
Undergraduate students undertaking a plan of study in the field of Human Movement Studies.
(c) **Project which makes the best use of the technical resources of the school.**

Money to the value of at least $500.
(d) Money.

Mary I. Cavanagh Rural Placement Prize in Occupational Therapy
(Established in 2007 by The University of Queensland occupational therapy graduate Dr Matthew Molineux as a tribute to his grandmother Mary Cavanagh, recognising her support of his occupational therapy education.)

(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences in consultation with the Head, Division of Occupational Therapy.
(b) Third year BOccThy or BOccThy(Hons), or first year MOccThySt students who are planning to undertake a ten week clinical placement in a rural or regional location.
(c) Best application based on –
   (i) GPA and previous clinical experience; and
   (ii) written application of no more than 500 words discussing –
      (A) the benefits to be gained from a rural or regional placement, including clinical skills; and
      (B) commitment to rural or regional occupational therapy practice
(d) $2,000 for the cost of accommodation in and travel to the rural and regional location.
(e) (i) Application forms must be lodged by 30 October in the year preceding the placement.
    (ii) At the completion of the placement, the prize recipient must –
      (A) write a report for an appropriate UQ publication and an OT Australia newsletter at the completion of the placement; and
      (B) make a presentation to students.

Chalmers Prize
(Established in 1962 by a gift of $1,050 made by Miss Eleanor Chalmers with a subsequent amount of $500 from Miss Chalmers’s estate in 1990.)

(a) Head, School of Pharmacy.
(b) Students completing the BPharm or BPharm(Hons).
(c) The most deserving student on the basis of not only academic success but also other matters deserving of recognition, including qualities of character, participation in general undergraduate activities, and financial need.
(d) Money.

B. & B. Chamala Memorial Prize
(Established in 1998 by a gift of $2,500 from Associate Professor Shanakria Chamala, in memory of his parents Baliah and Bhumamma. Baliah and Bhumamma Chamala came from the remote village of Chilver, Andhra Pradesh, in India and believed in the value of knowledge, the role of agribusiness in sustainable rural community development, in providing services to rural communities and in encouraging young professionals to work in rural areas.)

(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on consultation with the Head, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences.
(b) A student within the School of Agriculture and Food Sciences and enrolled in Semester 6 of an undergraduate Agribusiness program
(c) Highest GPA over the first 5 semesters of the program.
(d) $200.

Carole J. Chandler Memorial Prize
(Established in 1999 by the Department of Classics and Ancient History in memory of the late Mrs Carole J. Chandler who died in 1998.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) First year undergraduate students.
(c) Overall best performance in 2 ancient history courses.
(d) Money.

Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand Prize
(Established in 1965 and maintained by an annual grant from Chartered Accountants Australia & New Zealand.)

(a) Head, School of Business.
(b) Any student.
(c) Highest overall achievement in first attempt at FINM2401.
(d) $200.

Chemistry Honours Research Prize
(Established in 1999 by a bequest from the late Trevor John Beckmann.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
   Students who complete the Bachelor of Science (Honours) program or the fourth year of the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) in the field of chemistry in the year of the award.
(c) Basis for award
   A high level of achievement in the research component of the honours program and a demonstration of a high potential for independent research.
(d) Nature of prize
   Money to the value of at least $500.

The Chidzey Entrepreneur Prize
(Established in 2018 and supported by the Chidzey Entrepreneur Prize Endowment)

(a) Recommending authority
   Director of UQ iLabs
(b) Eligibility
Participants in a team that has –
(i) at least one UQ student, researcher or alumni founder in their membership;
(ii) successfully completed the ilab UQ Germinate program in the year the prize is awarded; and
(iii) participated in the final pitch/demonstration event.

(c) Basis for award
Best team determined on the basis of progress over the course of the ilab Germinate program and performance at
the final pitch/demonstration event. Final scores will be a combination of judging by ilab personnel and live scoring from the
audience at the Germinate Pitch Event.

(d) Nature of prize
$5,000 shared equally between the team members

Chin Family Trust Prize in Entrepreneurship and Innovation
(Established in 2018 to encourage and support Chinese students studying at UQ Business School to develop their skills in
entrepreneurship and innovation. The prize is maintained by an annual gift from The Chin Family Trust until an endowment fund is
built to support the prize in perpetuity.)

(a) Recommending authority
Academic Dean and Head of UQ Business School.

(b) Eligibility
An applicant is eligible for the award if the applicant -
(i) is an international student who is a citizen of P.R. China; and
(ii) is enrolled in a program administered by the UQ School of Business; and
(iii) completes a pre-incubator program through UQ Idea Hub in the year of award and prior to the prize
application closing date; and
(iv) submits an application to the recommending authority by the closing date for applications.

(c) Basis for award
Best applicant determined on the basis of -
(i) participation in the UQ Idea Hub pre-incubator program; and
(ii) strength of personal statement with application that addresses the experience and benefit of completing the
pre-incubator program, and the applicant’s interest in pursuing a career in entrepreneurship and innovation.

(d) Nature of prize
$1,000.

George Christensen Memorial Prize
(Established in 1971 by a bequest of $1,854.90 from the late Dr Frederick George Christensen, Oral Surgeon, Reader in Anatomy,
University of Queensland.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Dentistry.

(b) Eligibility
First time, Year 4 BDSc(Hons) students.

(c) Basis for award
Highest combined mark at the first attempt in the oral surgery component of clinical courses in Year 4.

(d) Nature of prize
Money for the purchase of a decorative and useful token.

Cleary Memorial Prize
(Established in 1976 as a memorial to the late Dr J.W. Cleary and maintained by the income, from a fund of $1,135.76 subscribed
by his former colleagues, students and friends.)

(a) Head, School of Political Science and International Studies.

(b) Honours year Political Science or International Relations students.

(c) Greatest proficiency in the year.

(d) Books.

Davies Collison Cave Biotechnology Prize
(Established in 2013 and maintained by an annual gift from Davies Collison Cave)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science

(b) Eligibility
Undergraduate students

(c) Basis for award
Highest mark overall mark in BIOT2002 and BIOT3004

(d) Nature of prize
$1,000.

Conrad Gargett Architectural Design Prize
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from Conrad Gargett Architecture.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head of School of Architecture.

(b) Eligibility
Bachelor of Architectural Design students.

(c) Basis for award
Highest GPA in the architectural design courses in the first 5 semesters of the Bachelor of Architectural Design.

(d) Nature of prize
(i) $1,000; and
(ii) an offer of “professional experience” with Conrad Gargett Architects.
Conrad Gargett Public Architecture Prize
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from Conrad Gargett Architecture. The prize is awarded to an architecture student who submits an architectural design project that best embodies ideas for architecture and its relationship to the public realm. The object of the prize is to enable a graduate to obtain special experience overseas and gain greater understanding and knowledge of the role public architecture in the formation of cities and communities.)

(a) Head, School of Architecture.
(b) Bachelor of Architecture or Master of Architecture students.
(c) Best application based on -
   (i) an architectural design project completed in -
       (A) year 4 or 5 of the Bachelor of Architecture; or
       (B) Master of Architecture; and
   (ii) a travel proposal that addresses the object of the prize.
(d) (i) Certificate of award; and
     (ii) $5,000; and
     (iii) $2,000 contribution to travel; and
     (iv) $500 book voucher; and
     (v) 2 years membership to the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA).
(e) (i) Applications must be lodged with the Head of School by the date set by the Head.
     (ii) The recipient must present a seminar at The University of Queensland on return from their overseas experience to share the knowledge and experience gained.

Lilian Cooper Prize
(Established in 1991 and maintained by an annual gift from the Queensland Medical Women’s Society in memory of Lilian Cooper, the first woman registered as a medical practitioner in Queensland.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest overall achievement in the four years of the MBBS or MD program.
(d) A prize determined by the Queensland Medical Women’s Society of at least $100 in value.
(e) The Prize will be presented at the Annual General Meeting of the Queensland Branch of the Australian Medical Association.

Corrs Chambers Westgarth Prize in Civil Procedure
(Established in 1983 and maintained by an annual gift from Chambers McNab Tully and Wilson, Solicitors (now known as Corrs Chambers Westgarth Lawyers).)

(a) Recommending authority
    Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
    Any student.
(c) Basis for award
    Highest overall mark for first attempt in LAWS5215 Civil Procedure
(d) Nature of Prize
    $1,000

The CPM Prize for Construction Management
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from Construction Project Management Pty Ltd).

(a) Recommending authority
    The prize shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head, School of Civil Engineering, after consultation with a selection committee, comprising two academic staff members from the School of Civil Engineering.
(b) Eligibility
    Students in third or fourth year enrolled in any field of the civil engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(c) Basis for award
    One third year prize and one fourth year prize to be awarded to students with the best performance in a course or courses dealing with construction and project management. This may include research-based courses where the research topic is in construction and project management.
(d) Nature of prize
    $1,000 each prize

Margaret Cribb Memorial Prize
(Established in 1995 as a memorial to the late Mrs Margaret Cribb former staff member of the Department of Government. Maintained by the income accruing on the sum of donations made by her family, former colleagues and friends.)

(a) Recommending authority
    Head, School of Political Science and International Studies.
(b) Eligibility
    Any student.
(c) Basis for award
    Greatest proficiency in level 3 political science courses.
(d) Nature of prize
    Money

The Paul Crook Honours Thesis Prize
(Originally established in 2000 and maintained by the Department of History, the prize has been funded since 2016 by a donation from UQ alumnus Harry Kriewaldt [BA (Hons) 2007]. That year the prize was named after Emeritus Professor Paul Crook, who
taught history at The University of Queensland from 1962 until 1998 and has served as a supervisor, mentor, and advocate for students embarking on their research careers through their thesis.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Honours BA (History) Students.
(c) Best honours thesis.
(d) $1000.
(e) A copy of the winning thesis will be made available to the donor and Emeritus Professor Paul Crook.

Robert Dalley-Scarlett Memorial Prize
(The prize was established in 1962 as a memorial to Robert Dalley-Scarlett, MusD, by a gift of $4,000 by Mrs Dalley-Scarlett and the public subscription of a sum of approximately $3,400. Additional gifts of $2,600 and $10,000 were received from Mrs Dalley-Scarlett in 1981 and 1991 respectively.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Music
(b) Eligibility
Any student
(c) Basis for award
One prize is awarded each semester for the highest overall mark in MUSC7250 or MUSC7260 with a minimum grade of
(d) Nature of prize
Money equal to the annual income from the fund allocated to this Prize.

David Leeder Davies Prize in Trade Practices Law
(Established in 1992 and maintained by the income from a gift of $8,000 from the family and friends of the late Mr David Leeder Davies, a graduate of The University of Queensland Law School and the University of London Law School, and a member of the Bars of Queensland and Papua New Guinea.)
(a) Head, School of Law.
(b) Any student.
(c) Highest mark in first attempt at LAWS5138.
(d) Law books.

Maria De Donatis Memorial Prize in Corporate Law
(Established in 1998 and maintained from a gift from the family and friends of the late Maria De Donatis, a graduate of The University of Queensland Law School and a solicitor of the Supreme Court of Queensland.)
(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
Female student.
(c) Basis of Award
Highest overall marks in first attempt at the courses entitled Corporate Law, Law of Property A and Law of Property B or Corporate Law, Foundations of Property Law and Interests in Property.
(d) Nature of Prize
$500.

John and Jan De Jersey Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Prize
(Established in 2009 and maintained by an annual gift from John and Jan de Jersey.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Any student who –
(i) has completed one of the following programs at the university in the year in which the prize is awarded –
(A) Bachelor of Science;
(B) the third year of the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours);
(C) another relevant pass degree that served as the entry qualification for the Bachelor of Science (Honours) program (BSc(Hons)); and
(ii) is enrolled in the BSc(Hons) or the fourth year of the BAdvSci(Hons), in the field of biochemistry.
(c) Basis for award
Highest marks in 8 units in level 3 courses administered by the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences and undertaken in one of the pass degrees referred to in paragraph (b)(i).
(d) Nature of prize
$1,000.

Delta Sigma Delta – John Sagar Prize
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from Delta Sigma Delta Fraternity, Queensland Graduate Chapter.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Dentistry.
(b) Eligibility
Year 2 BDSc(Hons) students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest marks at first attempt in the second year the BDSc(Hons) program.
(d) Nature of prize
$750 for the purchase of textbooks in Dentistry or Medicine.
Devahuti Prize in History
(Established in 1974 and maintained by donation from Professor D.P. Singhal, former Professor of History of The University of Queensland, in honour of his wife, Dr D. Devahuti who was a member of the staff of the Department of History for 11 years.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students completing postgraduate BA honours (History) with class 1 honours and specialising in Asian History.
(c) Greatest proficiency in the program.
(d) $500.
(e) If no student who has so specialised attains a standard sufficiently meritorious to warrant the award of the prize it may be awarded to a student otherwise qualified.

The Tiffany Dobbs Memorial Prize
(Established in 2015 in memory of Tiffany Dobbs and funded by a donation from Kentucky Equine Research)
(a) Associate Dean (Academic) Faculty of Science
(b) Bachelor of Equine Science or Bachelor of Applied Science (Equine Science) students
(c) Highest mark in the course titled 'Equine Nutrition and Health'
(d) $500

Ralph Doherty Prize for Outstanding Achievement in Contribution to Community
(This prize was established in 2017 in memory of Prof Ralph Doherty and is intended to honour his significant contribution to medical research, the broader community, and his invaluable support of UQ medical students. The prize is funded by an endowed gift from Dr Alan Van Tran and Mrs Minh Ha Tran.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine after consultation with a member of academic staff teaching in any field of the MD.
(b) 4th year MD students.
(c) Most meritorious application based on –
   (i) demonstrated significant all-round contribution to the community such as social projects or voluntary community work; and
   (ii) demonstrated achievement in academic research contribution; and
   (iii) personal qualities, including leadership potential.
(d) $1000.
(e) The prize may be awarded to a group of students and the award money split equally.

James Dowrie Memorial Prizes
(Founded in 1950 by a gift of $2,000 by the Metal Trades Employers’ Association (now Metal Trades Industry Association) in memory of Mr James Dowrie, who was a pioneer ironmaster in the City of Brisbane and Chairman of the Association from its inception to his death.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
(b) Eligibility
   Prizes 1 and 2 — Any student enrolled in the fields of mechanical or mechanical and aerospace engineering having 16 units or fewer to complete the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
   Prize 3 — Any student enrolled in the fields of mechanical or mechanical and aerospace engineering in the third year of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(c) Basis for award
   Prizes 1 and 2 — Best results in the third year.
   Prize 3 — Best results in the first 2 years.
(d) Nature of prize
   Books or equipment.
(e) Other provisions
   If more than 1 person meets the requirements for Prize 3 set out in rule (c), preference must be given to a student who has gained practical experience in the industry that is additional to the experience prescribed for the relevant program.

John F. Dunkley Memorial Prize
(Established in 1979 by a gift of $1,000 from Dr John F. Dunkley.)
(a) Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Students completing the MBBS or MD.
(c) Best results in the progressive summative assessment in the obstetrics and gynaecology and neonatology rotation in the final year of the program.
(d) Money.

dwp Prize for Architecture
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual gift from dwp to encourage and recognise excellence in students pursuing a Master of Architecture degree.)
(a) Recommending Authority
   Head, School of Architecture on the advice of a committee comprising the Studio Coordinator of the Architecture and Commerce Design Studio, the Studio Teaching Assistant of the Architecture and Commerce Design Studio and a dwp representative.
(b) Eligibility
   Any student who completes the "Architecture and Commerce Design" Studio prior to shortlisting for the award and who is eligible to graduate from the Master of Architecture Program in the year of award.
(c) Basis for Award
   The Prize will be awarded to the student who, in the opinion of the committee, delivers the highest quality presentation of their work.
Fred Z. Eager Research Prize in Veterinary Science
(Established by a gift of $6,000 from Miss Miriam E. Wippell in memory of the late Fred Z. Eager, the income of the fund being used to provide a prize to encourage research in Veterinary Science within The University of Queensland.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science, on the recommendation of the Head, School of Veterinary Science.

(b) Eligibility
Holders of degree in veterinary science who —
(i) are enrolled in a higher degree in the field of veterinary studies at this University;
(ii) have completed successfully at least one year of full-time study (or the part-time equivalent).

(c) Basis for award
The potential for the applicant’s postgraduate study to make an outstanding contribution to the veterinary sciences discipline, based on consideration of the applicant’s report and discussions with the Head, School of Veterinary Science and the applicant’s supervisor.

(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $4000.

Economic Society of Australia (Qld) Prize
(Established in 1962 and maintained by an annual gift from the Queensland Branch of the Economic Society of Australia and New Zealand.)

(a) Head, School of Economics.
(b) Students completing the BEcon.
(c) Greatest overall proficiency in third level Economics courses.
(d) (i) $400
(ii) two years full ordinary membership of the Society.

Charles Ede Antiquities Museum Prize
(Established in 1998 and maintained by an annual gift from Mr James Ede in honour of his father, Mr Charles Ede.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students enrolled in courses offered in classics and ancient history.
(c) Best piece of written work (maximum 2,000 words) on a topic relating to the Antiquities Museum.
(d) Money.
(e) A copy of the winning essay will be forwarded to the donor.

E.S. Edmiston Prize
(Established in 1967 and maintained by the income of a gift of over $1,600 from past students, colleagues and industry, in memory of Associate Professor E.S. Edmiston, who was associated with the Applied Science in Industrial Chemistry course for 30 years.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Chemical Engineering.

(b) Eligibility
Any student who –
(i) is enrolled in either the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field in the chemical engineering discipline; and
(ii) has attained #32 total credit but has not attained #40 total credit towards their program or dual program in the year of the award with at least #24 completed at The University of Queensland; and
(iii) has successfully completed all compulsory courses listed in years 1 and 2 of the program course listed for a chemical engineering discipline; and
(iv) is a continuing student and intends to enrol in courses listed for year 3 of the program.

(c) Basis for award
Highest cumulative GPA for those courses completed towards the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(d) Nature of prize
Money.

Embassy of Spain Award
(Established in 2008 and maintained by an annual donation from The Education Office of the Embassy of Spain in Australia.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Languages and Cultures.

(b) Eligibility
Students currently enrolled in the BA Honours program or the BIntSt Honours program in a Spanish-related research area.

(c) Basis for award
The student with the highest overall GPA in their Spanish Major or Extended Major in their previous studies.

(d) Nature of prize
(i) Books to the value of $200; and
(ii) a certificate.

Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand – South East Queensland Division Prize for Bachelor of Environmental Management (Sustainable Development)
(Established in 2012 and maintained by an annual donation from the Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand – South East Queensland Division to 2017.)
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Students who have completed the requirements of the Bachelor of Environmental Management – Sustainable Development.
(c) Highest overall GPA in Bachelor of Environmental Management – Sustainable Development
(d) $200 and 1 year’s Associate membership to the Environmental Institute of Australia and New Zealand (not including the International Journal of Environment Management).
(e) No more than 2 prizes may be awarded. If three or more students achieve the same GPA, the prizes will be awarded to the student(s) who, in the opinion of the Head, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, most actively participated in student activities.

**Tom Keightley Ewer Memorial Prize in Animal Husbandry**
(Established in 1998 by a gift from the estate of the late Professor TK Ewer, who became the first Dean of Veterinary Science appointed when the School of Veterinary Science re-opened after World War II).

- **Recommending authority**
  - Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

- **Eligibility**
  - BVSc and BVSc(Hons) students

- **Basis for award**
  - Highest marks in:
    - ANIM1024 – Animal Husbandry,
    - VETS1023 – Animal Handling, Behaviour & Welfare,
    - ANIM2501 – Applied Animal Nutrition and Grazing Management, and
    - VETS4034 – Theriogenology

- **Nature of prize**
  - Money to the value of at least $500

**Family Law Practitioners’ Association Queensland Prize in Family Law**
(Established in 1994 and maintained by an annual gift from the Family Law Practitioners’ Association Queensland.)

- (a) Head, School of Law.
- (b) Any student.
- (c) Highest mark in first attempt at LAWS5121 Family Law.
- (d) $200.
- (e) The recipient of the Andrea Bowler Memorial Prize for Family Law is eligible for this prize.

**Financial Management of Australia Association (QLD) High Achievers in Commerce Prize**
(Established in 2014 and maintained by annual donation from (and in conjunction with The Macquarie Group), The Financial Management of Australia Association QLD).

- **Recommending authority**
  - Head, School of Business on advice from a panel consisting of –
    - a representative from the Financial Management of Australia Association (Qld) University of Queensland Board; and
    - the Manager of Academic Administration, School of Business (or nominee); and
    - a representative of The Macquarie Group.

- **Eligibility**
  - Students who are –
    - (i) enrolled full-time in the Bachelor of Commerce or dual program that includes the Bachelor of Commerce; and
    - (ii) domestic students in accordance with The University’s Student Fees Policy; and
    - (iii) Bachelor of Commerce students and have completed between 16 and 24 units; or
    - (iv) Bachelor of Commerce dual degree program students and have completed a minimum of 16 units towards the Bachelor of Commerce component and are not expected to graduate in the year following the award; and
    - (v) have achieved a GPA of at least 6 for courses that contribute to their Bachelor of Commerce.

- **Basis for award**
  - Most outstanding applicant based on –
    - (i) desire to pursue a career in finance
    - (ii) active participation in co-curricular, leadership and teamwork activities.

- **Nature of prize**
  - (i) $1,000 and;
  - (ii) participation in a 12 month mentoring program with The Macquarie Group

- **Other provisions**
  - (i) Applications must be submitted to the Head by the closing date for applications.
  - (ii) Short-listed applicants may be interviewed.

**Fisher Lawrence Prize**
(Established in 2018 as an endowed prize by Dr Catherine A. Lawrence and Geoff Lawrence. The donors – both ‘first in family’ to go to university – have created this award in recognition of the impact of tertiary education on their own families, and in gratitude for the support and encouragement of their families in making their own study possible.)

- **Recommending authority**
  - Academic Registrar or nominee

- **Eligibility**
  - Aspire Scholarship or Young Achievers Scholarship recipients completing their first 16 units in the year of award at Bachelor level.

- **Basis for award**
  - Best GPA.

- **Nature of prize**
  - Money to the value of at least $1,000 but limited to the annual income of the fund.

- **Other provisions**
The prize cannot be shared. In the event that there are multiple students with the same GPA, the Prize will be awarded to the student who is also (in order of preference):

(i) Indigenous Australian
(ii) Rural or regional background.

**Ford Memorial Prize**

(Founded in 1916 by a gift of $200 from the Queensland United Licensed Victuallers’ Association in memory of Lieutenant S.K. Ford and Corporal T.W. Ford, both of whom lost their lives in the defence of the Empire.)

(a) Head, School of Communication and Arts.
(b) Undergraduate students.
(c) Best poem in English submitted to the Registrar by the end of second semester.
(d) Books.
(e) (i) Examiners for the Prize shall be appointed annually by Senate on the recommendation of the Head.
(ii) No student may be awarded the Prize more than twice.

**Isabel Forrest Memorial Prize**

(Established in 1992 to commemorate the contribution made by the late Isabel Forrest to the profession of social work and maintained by a fund subscribed to by her family, colleagues and friends.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Head, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work.
(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) program.
(c) **Basis for award**
   Highest mark in SWSP4281 or SWSP4282 or SWSP4283.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money.

**Aura L. Forster Prize**

(Established in 1974 by the Australian Physiotherapy Association (Queensland Branch) which collected moneys amounting to $1,090.66 to establish the Aura L. Forster Fund to commemorate the contribution of Miss Aura Louisa Forster, DipPhty Hon.BPhty, FCSP, to the University and to the advancement of physiotherapy.)

(a) A committee consisting of the Head School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences and the President of the Australian Physiotherapy Association (Queensland Branch).
(b) Students completing the BPhty or BPhty(Hons) who have not failed in any year of the program and who have not been granted a supplementary examination in the third or fourth years of the program.
(c) Greatest proficiency throughout the program.
(d) Money.

**4MBS Musica Viva Sid Page Memorial Prize in Chamber Music**

(Established in 1988 in memory of Sidney B. Page and maintained partly by annual gifts from 4MBS — Music Broadcasting Society of Queensland Ltd and Musica Viva (Queensland Branch) and partly from income of a fund established by donations from his family, colleagues and friends. Sidney Page was Deputy Librarian, of this University from 1966–1972 and Librarian of Griffith University from that time until 1983. He was a member of the Music Faculty Board from 1971 until his death in 1987 and a founding member of the Music Broadcasting Society of Queensland Ltd.)

(a) Head, School of Music.
(b) Ensembles consisting of up to 8 students of the University.
(c) The ensemble which gives the most outstanding performance in the competition.
(d) (i) Money; and
(ii) an annual gift from 4MBS; and
(iii) a season ticket to the Musica Viva concert series.
(e) (i) The competition is held in Semester 2 each year and is judged by an advisory panel appointed by the Head of School which submits a brief report on each performance to the Head of School together with its recommendations.
(ii) Each ensemble must perform a piece of 10 to 15 minutes duration that is approved by the Head of School.

**49th Battalion A.I.F. Honour Fund Prize**

(Established in 1973 by a gift of $526.50 from the 49th Battalion 1914–45 Association.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Australian-born students who pursued secondary school studies at a school in the State of Queensland and who have been enrolled in the Faculty of Arts or the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences for at least 4 semesters.
(c) Greatest proficiency, in the opinion of the Head of School, in an advanced Australian History course which was taken for the first time.
(d) Books.

**The Luke Filei Prize in Asian Legal Systems**

(Established in 2012 and maintained by an annual gift from Luke Filei, General Counsel, Walmart Asia Realty and a graduate of The University of Queensland Law School)

(a) Head, School of Law
(b) Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) dual degrees
(c) Student who achieves the highest marks in their first attempt at LAW5167
(d) $888
Josiah Francis Prize
(Established in 1967 by a gift of $400 by Lady Edna Clarke Francis in memory of the late Sir Josiah Francis, MP.)
(a) Head, School of Political Science and International Studies.
(b) Any student.
(c) Highest total marks for the School of Political Science & International Studies’ introductory course in Australian Politics.
(d) Books.

Herbert Smith Freehills Prize in Law
(Established in 1993 and maintained by an annual gift from Freehills, Solicitors (now known as Herbert Smith Freehills).
(a) Head, School of Law.
(b) Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
(c) Highest overall mark at first attempt in LAWS2111 Law of Contract A and LAWS2112 Law of Contract B.
(d) $1000.

Michael French Prize in Psychology
(Established in 1983 as a memorial to Michael French, Senior Tutor in the Department of Psychology from 1975 to 1981 and maintained from the income of a fund subscribed by his wife, colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Head of School of Psychology.
(b) Third year students who enrol in a fourth year program in psychology in the following year.
(c) Highest GPA in level 3 Psychology courses.
(d) Books.

Margaret Fyfe Year 2 Physiotherapy Prize
(Established in 1986 as a tribute to Dr Margaret Fyfe and in recognition of the valuable services rendered by her to electrotherapy research and practice and to the physiotherapy profession, and maintained by a fund subscribed by her colleagues and former students.)
(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
(b) Year 2 BPhty or BPhty (Hons) students.
(c) The highest GPA for Year 2.
(d) $250.

Gadens Prize in Commercial Law
(Established in 2008 and maintained by an annual gift from Gadens Lawyers.)
(a) Head, School of Law.
(b) Students enrolled in the LLB(Hons) or an associated dual degree.
(c) Best performance in first attempt at LAWS5136 Commercial Law.
(d) $1,000.

Galvanizers Association of Australia Prize
(Established in 1989 and maintained by annual donations from the Galvanizers Association of Australia.)
(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the Head, Division of Materials.
(b) Students in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program or dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program
(c) Best report on an assignment relating to the use of galvanizing.
(d) $500 and a certificate.

Professor Ian Gardner Prize in Occupational Health
(Established in 2015 by a donation of $5000 by Professor Ian Gardner)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science in consultation with the Head, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences.
(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Occupational Health and Safety Science (Hons)
(c) Basis for award
   Highest mark in OHSS2000 – Occupational Health
(d) Nature of prize
   $2000

Gaulton Family Prize in Small Animal Surgery
(Established in 2018 and supported by an annual gift by Dr Norbert Gaulton in memory of his brother, Dr Ian Gaulton BVSc (UQ 1974))
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or the Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours)
(c) Basis for award
   Highest marks in Companion Animal Clinical Studies (VETS4010)
(d) Nature of prize
   $1,000
General Staff Self Development Prize
(Established in 1993 and maintained by the income from funds donated in the Annual Appeal.)
(a) President, The University of Queensland Secretaries’ and Office Professionals’ Association.
(b) Members of the general staff who have been employed at the University for at least 3 years.
(c) Written application which demonstrates most outstanding achievements in self-development, whether of an academic or non-academic nature.
(d) $150.

Geotechnical Engineering Program Prize
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from the Geotechnical Engineering Centre (GEC), funded by the industry partners for the GEC).
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology in consultation with the Director of the Geotechnical Engineering Centre and Head, Division of Mining Engineering
(b) Prize 1 - Students who are
   (i) enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in the dual major of Civil and Geotechnical Engineering.
   (ii) graduating in the year of award.
Prize 2 -
   (i) enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) in the dual major of Mining and Geotechnical Engineering.
   (ii) graduating in the year of award.
(c) Prize 1 –
   Highest cumulative GPA for the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Bachelor of Engineering or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) components of a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), with the dual major of Civil and Geotechnical Engineering.
Prize 2 –
   Highest cumulative GPA in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) components of a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), with the dual major of Mining and Geotechnical Engineering.
(d) Prize 1 and 2 - Medal.

The Gitanjali Bajaj Prize in Public International Law
(Established in 2018 and maintained by an annual gift from Gitanjali Bajaj.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, TC Beirne School of Law
(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours)
(c) Basis for award
   Best performance in first attempt in the course entitled Public International Law
(d) Nature of prize
   $1,500

The S.D Golding Postgraduate Geochemistry Prize
(Established by Professor Sue Golding in 2018. Professor Golding is a treasured staff member and an alumnus of The University of Queensland. Throughout the 1970s she worked in resource exploration and production in Australia and South Africa. Sue played a major role in development and management of isotope geochemistry facilities in the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences, and this prize was established to recognize and reward excellence in a peer reviewed paper authored by a student.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on advice from the Head of School, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences.
(b) Eligibility
   The prize is open to students who have submitted an application by the due date and are enrolled in one of the following programs -
   (i) Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Geology)
   (ii) Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) (Geology)
   (iii) Graduate Certificate in Mineral Resources
   (iv) Graduate Diploma in Mineral Resources
   (v) Master of Mineral Resources
   (vi) Master of Philosophy
   (vii) Doctor of Philosophy
(c) Basis for award
   Best peer reviewed published paper on geochemistry as decided by the School of Earth and Environmental Sciences Research Committee.
(d) Nature of prize
   The annual value of the prize is equal to the annual income from the fund.

Goodman Foundation Marine Biology Prize
(Established by the School of Biological Sciences in 2012 from a generous bequest from the estate of Mr John Patrick Salisbury to support the purpose, activities and endeavours of the School of Biological Sciences. The Goodman Family Foundation award the prize in honour of the Foundation’s support of the School which began in 2014, and it’s ongoing, gifting annually some $20,000 to benefit marine research in Moreton Bay. Additional support from the Goodman Family Foundation has reinvigorated UQ’s marine science engagement in this region and created the Moreton Bay Foundation to focus expertise, wisdom and
enthusiasm for the benefit of Moreton Bay. This prize celebrates excellence in undergraduate marine biology and encouragement for the recipient to forge a career to the betterment of our coasts, seas and oceans.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students who have completed at least 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences.

(c) **Basis of award**
Highest mark for the first attempt of the second year course in the field of Marine Biology.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000.

**Nanette Gottlieb Japanese Language Prize**
(Established in 2013 and funded by an endowment fund created by a gift from Professor Nanette Gottlieb and further subscriptions from the University's Japanese language community.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Languages and Cultures.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in the BA program who have completed JAPN1011, JAPN1012, JAPN2021 and JAPN2022 and are currently enrolled in JAPN2101 and JAPN3002.

(c) **Basis for award**
The student with the highest combined mark in JAPN1011, JAPN1012, JAPN2021 and JAPN2022.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $500.

**Guy Goodricke Prize**
(Established in 1964 by a gift of $1,000 from the Reverend G.A. and Mrs Goodricke in memory of their son, Guy Goodricke, who held the position of Demonstrator in the Department of Psychology at the time of his death in March 1963.)

(a) **Head of School of Psychology.**
(b) Students completing at least #6 of level 2 psychology courses.
(c) Most distinction in those courses.
(d) Money.

**Grassie and Bassett Prize in Educational Administration**
(Established in 1988 and maintained from the annual interest on a sum of $7,000 being the proceeds from the sale of the now discontinued Administrators' Bulletin donated by its founder and editor, Dr M.C. Grassie, in agreement with its Editorial Board which was chaired by Professor G.W. Bassett.)

(a) **Head, School of Education.**
(b) Master and PhD students involved in the study of educational administration.
(c) Most meritorious performance.
(d) (i) Money.
(ii) A citation.
(iii) Two years full membership of the Australian Council for Educational Leaders.

**G.M. Grassie Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1984 by a gift of $4,000 from Dr & Mrs M. C. Grassie and Dr S. L. Grassie in memory of Graeme, their son and brother.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Languages and Cultures.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolling for the first time in Research Quarters 2, 3 or 4 of the year of the award, or Research Quarter 1 of the following year in a PhD or MPhil after having completed a BA Honours or a BIntSt Honours in French from this University.

(c) **Basis for award**
The student with the highest overall GPA in the BA Honours or the BIntSt Honours.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $800.

(e) **Other provisions**
If no students meet the eligibility criteria set out in rule (b), the prize is to be awarded to the student who completed the BA Honours or BIntSt Honours in French from this University in the year of the award with the highest GPA .

**Gordon Grigg Prize in Vertebrate Zoology**
(Established in 2007 by the School of Integrative Biology (now known as the School of Biological Sciences) in recognition of Professor Grigg's contribution to the Department of Zoology, the School of Integrative Biology and the advancement of research and teaching in zoology.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science students who have completed 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences.

(c) **Basis of award**
Highest mark for first attempt in the 2nd year course in the field of zoology.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000.
Russell Grigg Memorial Prize
(First established by the Queensland Agricultural College in 1949 through a donation by Mrs C M Grigg in memory of her husband, Russell Grigg, who lost his life in combat during World War II. The prize was formalised by the University in 2000.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b) Eligibility
Students completing the second year of the BAppSc or BS Agr or BAgribus/BSAgr program in the field of horticulture
(c) Basis for award
Highest overall marks in the horticultural courses of the second year of the program
(d) Nature of prize
Books to the value of $100

Guild Insurance Prize
(Maintained by an annual gift from Guild Insurance. The prize was formalised by Senate in 2009.)
(a) Head, School of Pharmacy.
(b) Year 4 BPharm or BPharm(Hons) students.
(c) Highest mark in PHRM4031.
(d) $200.

Daniel Hamilton Prize
(Established in 1992 in memory of Dr Daniel Hamilton, a former lecturer in the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology and maintained by the income on a fund contributed by his colleagues and friends.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.
(b) Eligibility
Any student enrolled in the first year of the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or Bachelor of Biomedical Science programs; or a dual program including any of these programs.
(c) Basis for award
Highest percentage mark in first attempt at BIOL1040.
(d) Nature of prize
Money limited to the annual income from the fund.

Susan Hamilton Second Year Biochemistry Prize
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from Emeritus Professor Susan Hamilton)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students in programs administered by the Faculty of Science
(c) Basis for award
Highest overall mark in BIOC2000
(d) Nature of prize
$250

Susan Hamilton Third Year Biochemistry Prize
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from Emeritus Professor Susan Hamilton)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b) Eligibility
Students in programs administered by the Faculty of Science
(c) Basis for award
Highest overall mark in BIOC3000
(d) Nature of prize
$250

C.H.V. Harding Prize for Postgraduate Study in Planning
(Established in 1986 by a gift from Mr C.H.V. Harding.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
M Urb&RegPlg and MPhil students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest GPA while completing the requirements of the M Urb&RegPlg or the outstanding dissertation or thesis in the M Urb&RegPlg or MPhil in the field of planning.
(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $300.

C.H.V. Harding Prize in Transportation Engineering
(Established in 1996 and maintained by the income from a gift to the University of $25,000 by Mrs M.A. Harding to commemorate the career of C.H.V. Harding in Transportation Engineering.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Civil Engineering.
(b) Eligibility
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field within the civil engineering discipline.

(c) **Basis for award**
The student who has demonstrated academic proficiency in CIVL2410 and who, through that proficiency and participation in sporting, cultural or other extracurricular activities, shows personal promise for leadership in the Civil Engineering profession upon graduation.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money.

**Walter Harrison Prizes**
(Founded in 1967 as a memorial to the late Professor W.N.L. Harrison and maintained by the income from a fund in excess of $1,700 subscribed by his former colleagues in the profession and at the University, students and friends.)

(a) **Recommending Authority**
Head, School of Law.

(b) **Eligibility**
Any student.

(c) **Basis of Award**
Prize 1 – Highest marks for first attempt at courses entitled Law of Property A and Law of Property B or Foundations of Property Law and Interests in Property. Prize 2 – Highest marks for first attempt at the course entitled ‘Legal History’, in a year when the course is offered.

(d) **Nature of Prize**
Money to the value of at least $150 for each prize.

**Harrisonslaw Prize in Succession Law**
(Established in 2015 and maintained by a biennial gift from Harrisonslaw to match the biennial offering of LAWS5130.)

(a) **Head, School of Law**
(b) **Students enrolled in the LLB, LLB (Hons) or an LLB dual degree**
(c) **Student who achieves the highest marks in their first attempt at LAWS5130 – Succession Law**
(d) **$500**

**Elsie Harwood Memorial Prize**
(Established in 2009 and maintained by a bequest from the late Dr Elsie Harwood, Pioneering Australian Geropsychologist and UQ Academic who, along with others, was instrumental in establishing the Department of Psychology at the University.)

(a) **Head, School of Psychology.**
(b) **Students undertaking honours in Psychology.**
(c) **Best thesis on the topic of ageing.**
(d) **$250.**

**Lizzie Heal-Warry Prize**
(Founded in 1910 by a gift of $200 from the late Lizzie Heal-Warry, wife of the late George L. Warry, Esq.)

(a) **Head, School of Communication and Arts.**
(b) **Female students who have not been awarded the prize.**
(c) **Highest mark in a first year literature course in the School of Communication and Arts.**
(d) **Books.**

**Elias A. Heiser Prize in Classics and Ancient History**
(Established in 1989 and maintained by an annual gift from Mr B. Heiser in memory of his grandfather, Elias A. Heiser.)

(a) **Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.**
(b) **Students who have completed at least 12 units towards a major in Ancient History or Classical Languages.**
(c) **The most deserving student based on diligence and enthusiasm for the relevant major and involvement in the activities of the School.**
(d) **$500.**

**D. A. Herbert Prize In Botany**
(Established in 1990 in memory of the late Professor D. A. Herbert and maintained from the income accruing on a sum of $2,400 donated by members of his family.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students who have completed 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest mark for the first attempt in the 2nd year course in the field of botany.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1000.

**Adrian Heyworth-Smith Memorial Latin Prize**
(Established in 2010 and maintained by the annual income from a donation of $20,000 from the Heyworth-Smith Family, the Faculty of Arts and the School of History, Philosophy, Religion and Classics.)

(a) **Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.**
(b) **Students who –**
   (i) have completed a major in Classical Languages, that includes at least 12 units in Latin; and
(ii) are enrolled in either –
  (A) an honours program; or
  (B) a masters program,
  in Classical Languages; and

(iii) has not been awarded another prize or scholarship in the year of the award that the Head considers to be similar; and

(iv) has not previously been awarded the prize.

(c) Greatest proficiency in at least 12 units of Latin language courses undertaken as part of the Classical Languages major in the Bachelor of Arts pass degree.

(d) Money.

(e) If in a year there is no eligible student under rule (b), the prize may be awarded to a student who achieves the greatest proficiency in at least 12 units of combined Latin or Greek language courses, including at least 6 units in Latin language courses, undertaken as part of the Classical Languages major in the Bachelor of Arts pass degree.

Michael F. Hickey Memorial Honours Prize
(Established in 2003 in honour of Professor Michael Francis Hickey who joined the Department of Anatomy in 1942 as a full-time lecturer and held the Chair of Anatomy from 1959 until his death in 1968. In 1962 he introduced three anatomy courses for Science students, thus paving the way for the enrolment of future postgraduate research students. The prize is maintained by the School of Biomedical Sciences.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.

(b) Eligibility
   Students completing an Honours program in the disciplines of Anatomy or Developmental Biology (or equivalent)

(c) Basis for award
   Highest overall percentage in the Honours year.

(d) Nature of prize
   $250.

Hill’s Pet Nutrition Buddy Prize in Veterinary Nutrition
(Established in 2005 in honour of Dr Mark Morris Sr and his famous patient “Buddy”. This award recognises veterinary students who have demonstrated a superior ability to apply principles of small animal clinical nutrition in the practice of animal health. The award is maintained by an annual gift from Hill’s Pet Nutrition.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
   Teams of students enrolled in ANIM2501 who choose dogs or cats as the focus of their applied nutrition assignment.

(c) Basis for award
   Highest grade in an ANIM2501 applied nutrition assignment which has focussed on dog or cat applied nutrition.

(d) Nature of prize
   Money to the value of at least $600 split between the recipients and a certificate supplied by Hill’s Pet Nutrition.

(e) Other provisions
   The winning team must consist of no more than 4 students.

Ian Hinckfuss Prize in Philosophy
(Established in 1998 by the Department of Philosophy in honour of a former colleague, Ian Hinckfuss, Reader in Philosophy, who died in 1997.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.

(b) First year student.

(c) Best overall result in first level philosophy courses.

(d) Money.

Dr Konrad Hirschfeld CBE Prize
(Established in 2018 by a gift from the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland. This prize is established through the drive and support of Emeritus Professor Dr Mary Mahoney AO. The prize honours the valuable contribution to teaching and medicine made by pioneering Queensland thoracic surgeon, Dr Konrad Hirschfeld CBE, and his long association with the University.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.

(b) Eligibility
   Year 1 MD students.

(c) Basis for award
   Highest aggregated results in Clinical Practice 1 and 2.

(d) Nature of prize
   $1,000.

The Mr and Mrs Ho Prize in Electrical Engineering
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from an alumnus to honour their parents. Mr and Mrs Ho are good role models to family, friends and the wider community. Mr Ho is the first among five siblings to receive a state sponsored scholarship to pursue a diploma in mechanical engineering in 1971. He has since built a successful career spanning Malaysia and Indonesia. Mrs Ho is the eldest of seven siblings. She grew the family business, helping put her siblings through school. Together, Mr and Mrs Ho have been loving, dedicated and faithful to their children. All three children have managed to complete university studies and are contributing members of society.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.

(b) Eligibility
Final year student enrolled in any field within the electrical engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Best thesis in an electrical engineering discipline

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$1,000

**Noel James Holt Memorial Prize**

(Established in 1993 and maintained by the income from a gift of $4,000 made by Pioneer International Limited in memory of Mr Noel Holt, a former General Manager of the Company.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Head, School of Civil Engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field within the civil engineering discipline.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Best overall performance in the first attempt at CIVL2210.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Books worth $300.

**Hong Kong Alumni Prize**

(Established by Mr Lawrence Au in 2018 and supported by alumni of The University of Queensland, this endowed prize recognises excellence in academic achievement for students from Hong Kong completing their first year of studies.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Academic Registrar or nominee

(b) **Eligibility**  
International undergraduate students who:

(i) are Hong Kong citizens; and

(ii) have completed senior in Hong Kong; and

(iii) have completed the first year of study towards a UQ Bachelor program in the year prior to the year of award; and

(iv) have not completed any other tertiary study.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest GPA in the first year of a UQ program.

(d) **Nature of award**  
Money not less than $1,000.

**Alexander McEwan Hopkins Memorial Prize**

(Established in 1982 by a gift of $1,000 from Mr and Mrs J. Hopkins in memory of their son Alexander McEwan Hopkins, an honours graduate of the Department of Mechanical Engineering.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the Head of the Mechanical Engineering discipline.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Any student who -

(i) is completing the 6th semester of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program; and

(ii) is enrolled in one of the following fields –

(A) mechanical engineering;  
(B) mechanical and aerospace engineering.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Best performance in the design or laboratory course nominated at the start of semester 5 by the Head of School after consulting the Head of the discipline.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$100.

**Jim Hoskin Prize**

(Established in 1994 in memory of James Philip Hoskin a past student enrolled in the BLandResSc in the Faculty of Agricultural Science and maintained by the income from a fund donated by his family.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Students enrolled in an undergraduate Environmental Science program with a focus on Natural Resource Science.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Best performance in ENV/M4321, ENV/M4322, ENV/M4323 or ENV/M4324.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Money to the value of at least $400.

**HRH Princess Alice, Duchess of Gloucester, Prize in Global Health**

(Established in 2019 by an endowed gift from an anonymous benefactor. This prize is established in recognition of the HRH Princess Alice, who visited Queensland on many occasions while her husband was Governor General of Australia, as well as areas of the world where adequate basic health care are insufficient. Princess Alice was a committed and hard working member of the Royal Family who traveled extensively to Asia and Africa, where public health and development work is vital to improving basic healthcare.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Head, School of Public Health.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Students enrolled in the Master of Public Health.
The Indigenous Women Engineering Excellence Prize
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from UQ Mechanical Engineering alumna Amanda Dryden to encourage and reward indigenous female engineering students who achieve the greatest proficiency in the Bachelor of Engineering program).

(a)  Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(b)  Any female student who identifies as Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander and is enrolled full-time in both semesters of an approved undergraduate Engineering program, including the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in the year of award;
(c)  Prize 1: Highest GPA for the year calculated over courses which count towards the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering or the Bachelor of Engineering component of a Bachelor of Engineering dual program or the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) component of a Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) dual program.
(d)  Prize 1: $1,500
(e)  Prize 2: $1,000
Alexander Inglis Memorial Prize
(Established in 1952 by a bequest of $400 under the will of Alexander Inglis, Public Accountant, of Brisbane.)
(a) Head, School of Business.
(b) Candidates for a degree within the Faculty.
(c) Highest pass in first attempt at ACCT2102.
(d) Books.

Institution of Mechanical Engineers Frederick Barnes Best Student Prize
(Established in 2005 and maintained by an annual gift from the Institution of Mechanical Engineers (IMechE).)
(a) A committee comprising the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, a member of the academic staff teaching in a relevant mechanical engineering discipline, and a representative of IMechE.
(b) Students enrolled in the final year of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, in a mechanical engineering discipline.
(c) Outstanding student of the year.
(d) (i) a cash or book voucher prize to a value determined by the Head of School in consultation with the IMechE; and
(ii) an inscribed medal commemorating the award; and
(iii) a certificate.
(e) The Prize may not be shared.

Richard Jago Memorial Prize
(Established in 1983 by an initial gift of $5,000 from Professor and Mrs J.D. Jago in memory of their late son Richard, a graduate of the University in engineering and computer science, a President of the Computer Club and who had a major interest in the applications of advanced computer technology for the benefit of society. The Prize will be maintained by subsequent gifts from Professor and Mrs Jago.)
(a) Head of School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
(b) Students pursuing a postgraduate degree program by way of research in the School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
(c) Most deserving student on the basis of —
(i) the excellence of the student’s academic and research record; and
(ii) the extent to which the student will benefit from the activity; and
(iii) the relevance to society of the student’s research and the proposed activity; and
(iv) if all other considerations are equal, preference will be given to research and activities involving the design, development or application of computer software.
(d) Money.
(e) The Prize shall be used for the purpose of furthering research by a visit to another institution, attendance at a conference or any other approved activity requiring a period of absence from Brisbane.

Raymond James Memorial Prize
(Established in 1997 and maintained by the income from a donation of $5,000 made to the Department of Psychiatry by David, Richard and Prudence James, in memory of their father Dr Raymond James, a forensic psychiatrist.)
(a) A committee of 3 members of the psychiatry discipline nominated by the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Third year MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest mark in the mental health rotation.
(d) Money.

O.A. Jones Memorial Prize
(Established in 1983 as a memorial to the late Dr O.A. Jones, a former Reader in the Department of Geology and Mineralogy and maintained by the income from a fund of $2,830 donated by former colleagues, family and friends.)
(a) Recommending Authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Any student.
(c) Basis for award
Greatest proficiency in third level courses in the field of economic geology or related subjects.
(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $500 for the purchase of books.

T.G.H. Jones Award for Academic Excellence in Chemistry
(Established in 1971 by the bequest of $600 from the late Professor T. G. H. Jones, a member of the staff of the University from 1915, until his retirement in 1965. He was a Professor of Chemistry from 1940 and a member of the Senate for 25 years. From 2007, the prize is maintained by annual funding from the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences. The name of the prize was amended in 2008.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science.
(c) Basis for award
Best overall marks in –
(i) #4 of level 2 courses; and
(ii) #8 of level 3 courses,
in the discipline of chemistry.
(d) Nature of prize
$200.

**Journalism Prize**
(Established in 1964 and maintained by a fund accumulated from a gift of $195.60 made by the Empire Press Union, London, in 1926.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Communication and Arts.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students who have by the end of year of award, completed the requirements of the Bachelor of Journalism program.

(c) **Basis for award**
Greatest proficiency in the Bachelor of Journalism program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $200.

**The Valerie Joy Prize in Film and TV Studies**
(Established in 2014 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift from Ms Valerie Joy who graduated from UQ in 1963 with a Bachelor of Social Studies. Ms Joy has a strong passion for film. Through this gift she wishes to foster the development of tomorrow’s film talents.)

Head, School of Communication and Arts.

(a) Student enrolled in the Bachelor of Arts or BA dual degrees majoring in Film and Television Studies who have completed at least 6 courses in the major.

(b) Highest GPA for courses listed in the Film and Television Studies major.

(c) $1,000.

**John Kapeleris Medal for Biotechnology**
(Established in 2013 and maintained by an annual donation from Dr John Kapeleris.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students who, in the year of the award, have completed the final semester of the MBiotech, MBiotech (Adv) or MBiotechResEx.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest cumulative GPA in the MBiotech, MBiotech(Adv) or MBiotechResEx program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
(i) $500; and
(ii) a book prize; and
(iii) Certificate of Achievement.

**The Karl Kessler Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1992 in memory of Karl Kessler, a medical student of the University who died in 1989 while in his final year of study. Maintained by the income from a fund contributed by his friends.)

(a) The prize is awarded annually by Senate on the recommendation of a committee comprising of -
(i) the Academic Vice President, UQMS, or nominee as Chair; and
(ii) the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine or nominee; and
(iii) the Director of Infectious Disease, Royal Brisbane and Women’s Hospital; and
(iv) a patron of UQMS.

(b) An applicant is eligible for the award, if the applicant -
(a) is a Year 3 MBBS or MD student who plans to undertake an approved end of year elective in the field of infectious disease; and
(b) submits an application by the due date addressing the following criteria:
(i) outline of the elective; and
(ii) expected outcomes.

(c) The prize is awarded to the student who, in the opinion of the committee, submits the best application.

(d) Money
On their return, the recipient must submit an essay outlining their elective experience. The essay will be reproduced in the annual UQMS magazine.

**Dr Elaine Katte Prize in Medicine**
(Established in 2006 and maintained by an annual gift from Dr Elaine Katte.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.

(b) Final year MBBS or MD students who have not repeated a year of the program.

(c) Highest overall marks for the 4 years of the program.

(d) (i) $2,000; and
(ii) Faculty of Medicine academic achievement certificate bearing the name Dr Elaine Katte Prize in Medicine, the name of the recipient, the year of the award, and the words: Awarded on the basis of highest overall marks achieved over the four years of the MBBS program, taking into account participation in student activities.

(e) If two or more students achieve the same overall marks, the prize will be awarded to the student who most actively participated in student activities.

**Duncan Kemp Prize**
(Established in 1983 by a gift of $3,000 from Mr and Mrs D. H. Kemp in memory of their son, Duncan Kemp, first year student in the Faculty of Veterinary Science at the time of his death in June 1982.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science, after consultation with a committee, comprising –
(i) Head, School of Veterinary Science (the Head),
(ii) A member of The University of Queensland Veterinary Students Association; and
(iii) Three (3) representatives of the students enrolled in the fourth year of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) programs and elected by those students.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students entering Year V of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) who submit an application for the prize which includes evidence acceptable to the Head of having lived and worked on an animal-based farm or property.

(c) **Basis for award**
Combined highest mark in VETS4034 and VETS4035 in previous year

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $650

**Robert Kennedy Prizes in Anatomy**
(Established in 2002 and maintained from a bequest of $13,000 donated to the University by Robert Kennedy.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.

(b) **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or the Bachelor of Biomedical Science programs; or a dual program including any of these programs.

(c) **Basis for award**
- Prize 1 - Highest percentage mark in BIOM2020;
- Prize 2 - Highest percentage mark in first attempt at BIOL2200;
- Prize 3 - Highest percentage mark in first attempt at BIOM2208.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money limited to the annual income from the fund.

**Dr M.H.M. Kidwai Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1979 as a memorial to the late Dr M.H.M. Kidwai and maintained by a fund subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)

(a) **Recommending Authority**
Head, School of Law.

(b) **Eligibility**
Any student.

(c) **Basis of Award**
Highest overall mark in the first attempt at the course entitled *Administrative Law*.

(d) **Nature of Prize**
Money to the value of at least $150 for the purchase of books.

**Jiro Kikkawa Ecology Prize**
(Established by the School of Biological Sciences in 2012 from a generous bequest from the estate of Mr John Patrick Salisbury. The prize was named to recognise Emeritus Professor Jiro Kikkawa’s distinguished contributions to the field of Ecology as well as his role as Head of the Department of Zoology at The University of Queensland from 1980 to 1987.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science

(b) **Eligibility**
Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students who have completed at least 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest mark for the first attempt at the second year course in the field of Ecology

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000

**David Andrew Krnak Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1993 to perpetuate the memory of David Andrew Krnak, an Electrical Engineering graduate of the University, and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by a major donation from his parents and donations from his former co-students, staff of the University and friends.)

(a) **Head of School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.**

(b) Students completing an approved undergraduate engineering program, including the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in any field of engineering in one of the following disciplines -
(i) Electrical Engineering;
(ii) Electrical and Biomedical Engineering;
(iii) Electrical and Computer Engineering;
(iv) Software Engineering; or
(v) Computer Systems Engineering.

(c) **Highest GPA for the degree.**

(d) **Money.**
William Marquis Kyle Philosophy Prize  
(Founded in 1963 by a gift of $600 by Mrs Kyle in memory of her husband William Marquis Kyle, Professor of Philosophy from 1939 to 1961 and subsequently Emeritus Professor, who died on 25 September 1962.)  
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.  
(b) Undergraduate students who have completed 16 units of philosophy courses.  
(c) Highest overall marks in advanced level philosophy courses undertaken in the year of the award.  
(d) Money for the purchase of books.

Ray Ladd Prize  
(Established in 1994 in recognition of the contribution to the Department of Dr Ray Ladd a former Reader in the Department of Physiology and Pharmacology and maintained by the income of a fund contributed to by the School of Biomedical Sciences.)  
(a) Recommending authority  
Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.  
(b) Eligibility  
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Science, Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) or the Bachelor of Biomedical Science programs; or a dual program including any of these programs.  
(c) Basis for award  
Highest percentage mark in first attempt at BIOM2402.  
(d) Nature of prize  
Money limited to the annual income from the fund.

Laidley Freemasons Prize  
(Established in 2011, the prize is maintained by an annual gift from a fund donated by members of Laidley Masonic Lodge, and administered by the Bursary Committee of United Grand Lodge of Queensland.)  
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science (the Associate Dean).  
(b) Students who -  
(i) have completed at least 16 units of a program offered by the Faculty of Science at Gatton campus; and  
(ii) are enrolled in a subsequent semester of the program referred to in paragraph (b)(i); and  
(iii) have not previously been awarded the prize.  
(c) Best personal statement submitted to the Associate Dean, by the closing date for applications, which addresses the following –  
(i) involvement in community service;  
(ii) leadership potential;  
(iii) integrity of character.  
(d) Money to the value of at least $1,200.  
(e) The recipient may be asked to take part in promotional activities to promote the prize.

Jeanette Landmann Memorial Prize  
(Established in 2000 to commemorate the contribution made by the late Jeanette Landmann to the profession of social work and maintained by a fund established by her family, friends and colleagues.)  
(a) Head, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work.  
(b) Student’s enrolled in the Bachelor of Social Work or Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) program.  
(c) The highest mark at the level 3 course entitled ‘Moral and Ethical Foundations of Social Work’.  
(d) Books.

Karl and Gertrude Langer Memorial Prizes  
(Established in 1986 as a memorial to the late Karl Langer, Architect and Town Planner, and Gertrude Langer, Art Historian and Critic, and maintained by the income of the trust fund.)  
(a) Recommending Authority  
Head, School of Architecture  
(b) Eligibility  
Students enrolled in one of the following programs -  
(i) Bachelor of Architecture;  
(ii) Bachelor of Architectural Design; or  
(iii) Master of Architecture.  
(c) Basis for Award  
Best architectural drawing.  
(d) Nature of Prize  
Money to the value of at least $300 but limited to the income of the fund.

Michael Lattke Prize in Studies in Religion  
(Established in 2013 and maintained by an annual gift from Dr Irmtraud Petersson and Emeritus Professor Michael Lattke, who taught in The University of Queensland’s Department of Studies in Religion and its successor, the School of History, Philosophy, Religion and Classics, from 1981 to 2007. The prize is to encourage and reward excellence and the pursuit of excellence in Studies in Religion (Religionswissenschaft))  
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry  
(b) Students enrolled in a Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in a field relevant to Studies in Religion.  
(c) Best Honours thesis.  
(d) (i) $1000.  
(ii) If two prizes are awarded, then the value of each prize will be an approximately equal share of the value of the prize.  
(e) A copy of the winning thesis will be made available to Emeritus Professor Michael Lattke and Dr Irmtraud Petersson if the thesis has already been published by the University and is publicly available.
Henry Law Prize
(Established in 1985 as a memorial to the late Dr Henry Law and maintained by a fund subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Head of School of Psychology.
(b) Students taking a fourth year program in Psychology.
(c) Best overall result in methodology courses in Psychology taken at levels 3 and 4.
(d) Money.

Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM Prize
(Established in 2018 by a gift from the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland. This prize is established in recognition of Adjunct Professor Joan Lawrence AM’s support of the study of medicine at The University of Queensland.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Public Health.
(b) Eligibility
   All students who have completed the Master of Public Health.
(c) Basis for award
   Highest GPA for courses completed in the year of award.
(d) Nature of prize
   $1,000.

Douglas H.K. Lee Honours Prize
(Established in 1997 and maintained annually by the School of Biomedical Sciences.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Biomedical Sciences.
(b) Eligibility
   Students completing an Honours program in the field of Physiology or Pharmacology (or equivalent).
(c) Basis for award
   Highest overall percentage in the Honours year.
(d) Nature of prize
   $250.

Marshall Lee Prize
(Established in 2014 by the School of Earth Sciences in memory of Marshall Lee)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b) Eligibility
   3rd year students enrolled in ERTH3050 who have attended the fieldtrip as part of the course
(c) Basis for award
   Greatest merit as demonstrated by:
   (i) Team player
   (ii) Mentorship
   (iii) Supports colleagues
   (iv) Assist others to achieve their goals
(d) Nature of prize
   Geology Essentials Kit

Keith Leopold Prize
(Established in 1986 as a tribute to Professor Keith Leopold in recognition of the valuable services rendered by him in the teaching of German and maintained by a fund subscribed by his former colleagues and students.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Languages and Cultures
(b) Eligibility
   Any student.
(c) Basis for award
   Highest mark in GRMN2130.
(d) Nature of prize
   $150.

Charles Mitford Lilley Memorial Prize
(Established in 1958 as a memorial to the late Dr Charles Mitford Lilley, Surgeon to the Brisbane Hospital and Clinical Lecturer in Surgery in The University of Queensland, by a gift of $600 from the amount subscribed by his colleagues and friends to honour his memory.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Year 3 MBBS or MD students who are not in receipt of another surgery rotation prize.
(c) Greatest merit in the surgery rotation.
(d) Books or instruments.

Lions of Queensland John Francis O’Grady Memorial Prize
(Established as a scholarship in 1960 with an initial fund of $1,400 by the Lions Club of Queensland as a memorial to John Francis O’Grady, who was Consul in Brisbane for the United States of America from February 1958 until his death in June 1960. The scholarship was converted to a prize in 2011.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students who are enrolled in an honours program in history.
(c) Greatest proficiency in advanced history courses dealing with American influence in either Asia or the Pacific or Australia, undertaken in the Bachelor of Arts pass degree.

(d) Money.

The Malouf Family Prizes
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from the Malouf family until an endowment fund is built to support the prize in perpetuity.)

(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Pharmacy

(b) Eligibility
Prize 1: Student has completed Year 2 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) in the year of award, and is progressing into year 3
Prize 2: Student has completed Year 3 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) in the year of the award, and is progressing into year 4

(c) Basis of Award
Prize 1: Greatest overall proficiency by a student in all courses in year 2 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) that is progressing to year 3 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours).
Prize 2: Greatest overall proficiency by a student in all courses in year 3 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) that is progressing to year 4 of the Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours).

(d) Nature of Prize
$500 each prize

Marsden Jacob Prize in Memory of Dr Tony Hand
(Established in 2010 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift of $25,000 from Marsden Jacob Associates in memory of their colleague and friend Dr Tony Hand, a Doctor of Philosophy in the field of Economics from The University of Queensland.)

(a) Head, School of Economics.
(b) Student enrolled in Bachelor of Economics.
(c) Highest mark for first attempt at either of the following courses -
   (i) Economics of Natural Resources (ECON3710);
   (ii) Environmental Economics (ECON3700).
(d) $1,000.

Ola Mary MacPherson Prize
(Established in 1991 and maintained from a bequest of $5,000 by the late O. M. MacPherson, the first female to graduate with a Bachelor of Veterinary Science from the university.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science, on the recommendation of a selection committee, comprising –
   (i) the Head, or nominee (as chair of the committee); and
   (ii) a mixed-gender group of 4 representatives of the students enrolled in Year 5 of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science program, elected by those students.
(b) Eligibility
Females completing the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) program.
(c) Basis for award
Superior academic ability and the most initiative, imagination and practicality in coping and contending with problems throughout the program.
(d) Nature of prize
$500

Don Mannison Prize
(Established in 1992 and maintained by the income from a fund contributed to by friends and colleagues of the late Donald Sherwood Mannison, a Reader in the Department of Philosophy.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Postgraduate BA honours (Philosophy) students.
(c) Best results in the program.
(d) Money.

Charles Ferdinand Marks and Elizabeth Gray Marks Prize
(Established in 1978 by a bequest to The University of Queensland of $2,000 by Miss Edris Marie Blanche Marks as a memorial to her parents Charles Ferdinand Marks and Elizabeth Gray Marks.)

(a) Recommending authority
Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.

(b) Eligibility
Students who have completed the second or later year of the MBBS or MD program and are intending to undertake a research project as part of the requirements for the MBBS/MD-MPhil or MBBS/MD-PhD programs.

(c) Basis for award
The Prize is awarded on the basis of academic record, the feasibility of the proposed project and the tangible benefits that may be expected to accrue from the project.

(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $350.

The Master of Molecular Biology and Master of Bioinformatics Prize
(Established in 2013 and maintained by annual funding from the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Students who, in the year of the award, have completed the final semester of the MMolBiol/MMolBiol (Adv) / MMolBiol ResEx or MBioinf/MBioinf (Adv) / MBioinf ResEx.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest cumulative GPA in the MMolBiol or MBioinf programs.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$500.

**Margaret May Prize**  
(Established in 1986 as a tribute to Mrs Margaret May and in recognition of the valuable services rendered by her to concepts and practice of therapeutic movement and to the physiotherapy profession, and maintained by a fund subscribed by her colleagues and former students.)

(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.

(b) First year BPhty(Hons) students enrolled for the first time.

(c) Highest mark in PHTY1100, PHTY1200 and PHTY1221.

(d) $150.

**Mary and Peter Londy Prize**  
(Established in 2019 with a gift from Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland Inc in honour of Mary and Peter Londy and maintained with additional donations from the Girdis Family.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic), or nominee.

(b) **Eligibility**  
UQ Link Scholarship holders, who have completed between 24 and 32 units in the year of award.

(c) **Basis for award**
   (i) Best GPA.
   (ii) In the event that multiple students have the same GPA, the Prize will be awarded to the students from a rural or regional background.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$1000.

**Neil May Memorial Prize**  
(Established in 1976 by gift of $1 200 from Mrs Pauline May in memory of her late husband, the late Dr N. D. S. May, Foundation Head of the Department of Veterinary Anatomy.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Students enrolled in their second year of a Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours).

(c) **Basis of award**  
Highest cumulative marks in VETS1021, VETS2011 and VETS2012.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Books worth $175.

**MBA Women's Leadership Impact Prize**  
(Established in 2018, by MBA Alumna Ms Stephanie Elwin)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Academic Dean and Head of UQ Business School after consultation with the MBA Director.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Female students who will graduate with an MBA in the year of the award with a minimum GPA of 5.5.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Most outstanding applicants based on GPA and strength of personal statement outlining community involvement and impact.

(d) **Nature of prize**
   (i) $2,000; and
   (ii) UQ Business School achievement certificate.

(e) **Other provisions**
   (i) A student may only apply on one occasion for the prize.
   (ii) Applicants may be interviewed.

**McBride Psychology Prize**  
(Established in 1992 as a tribute to Professor Glenorchy McBride, former Professor of Psychology at the University and maintained by the income from a fund given by his colleagues, students and friends.)

(a) Head of School of Psychology.

(b) Student taking a fourth year program in Psychology.

(c) Best thesis in ethology or social psychology.

(d) Money.

**My Tax Saver Prize**  
(Established in 2007 and maintained by an annual gift from My Tax Savers Pty Ltd, formerly known as Australian Taxation Reporter Pty Ltd.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Law.

(b) Eligibility
Any student.

(c) Basis for award
Highest overall mark at first attempt in LAWS5144.

(d) Nature of prize
One year subscription to My Tax Saver.

Dr Paul Stuart McCarthy Memorial Prize
(Established in 2008 and maintained by the income from a donation of $25,000 by Mrs Haila McCarthy on behalf of her family, in memory of her son Dr Paul Stuart McCarthy.)

(a) Recommending authority
The prize shall be awarded on recommendation from the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(i) the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, as chair of the committee; and
(ii) the Academic Vice-President, University of Queensland Medical Society (UQMS); and
(iii) one member of the McCarthy family

(b) Eligibility
The prize is open to students who –
(i) have submitted an application form by the closing date for applications; and
(ii) are enrolled in Year 4 of the Bachelor of Medicine/Bachelor of Surgery or Doctor of Medicine program; and
(iii) have undertaken an approved clinical rotation in the year of the award and have completed this rotation either interstate or overseas.

(c) Basis for award
Awarded to the most meritorious student based on -
(i) a report of no more than 1000 words on their interstate or overseas study experience; and
(ii) a personal statement addressing the following:
   (A) integrity of character; and
   (B) contribution to the UQMS; and
   (C) involvement in community service; and
   (D) demonstrated interest in sport or adventure or both.

(d) Nature of prize
Money

(e) Other provisions
The report will be reproduced in the annual UQMS magazine.

Thomas William McCawley Memorial Prize
(Established in 1995 by a bequest of $10,000 by Miss M. McCawley to perpetuate the memory of her father, the Honourable Thomas William McCawley first President of the Queensland Arbitration and Industrial Commission, Chief Justice of Queensland and Member of the Senate of The University of Queensland.)

(a) Senate on the recommendation of the Head, School of Law.

(b) Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) Students.

(c) Greatest proficiency in LAWS5122 taken for the first time.

(d) Money for the purchase of books.

Dr John McCulloch Memorial Prize
(Established in 2011 and maintained by an annual gift from Mr Gary Portley in memory of Dr John McCulloch OAM (1938-2010). John was a senior parliamentary research officer at the State Parliamentary Library (1984-1995) with a special interest in the advancement of gender equity. John had a long connection to The University of Queensland: roles included activity as a student, as a tutor, and as an elected Sub-Dean of the Arts Faculty. This prize was formalized by Senate in 2015.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Communication and Arts, after consultation with a judging panel determined by the Work In Progress Conference Committee.

(b) Eligibility
Students who –
(i) are undertaking a higher degree by research program in the School of Communication and Arts
(ii) have not previously been awarded the prize
(iii) have submitted an application by the closing date for applications as determined by the Head.

(c) Basis for award
Most outstanding applicant based on -
(i) A written and fully referenced paper of no more than 2,000 words (excluding bibliography). The paper must be presented at the conference for the student to be eligible for the award.
(ii) Quality of scholarship and written expression and relevance to the annual conference theme.

(d) Nature of prize
$1000

McCullough Robertson Prizes
(Established in 1990 and maintained by an annual gift from McCullough Robertson, Solicitors of Brisbane.)

(a) Head, School of Law.

(b) Prize 1 - Full-time, second year Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) students.
Prize 2 - Full-time, third year Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Commerce/Bachelor of Laws (Honours) students.

(c) Highest grades in the year.
(d) Each prize – $700.
(e) To be eligible, students must have been enrolled in at least two LAWS courses in the year of the prize.

McElwain Prize
(Established in 1984 as a tribute to Professor Emeritus D.W. McElwain, former Professor of Psychology, and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Head of School of Psychology.
(b) Students taking a fourth year program in Psychology.
(c) Best individual research thesis in Psychology.
(d) Money.

McGraw-Hill Book Prizes
(First established as a school-based prize in 1999, the prize has been maintained by McGraw-Hill Company Pty Ltd since 2002 and is now awarded by Senate.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Year 2 MBBS or MD students.
(c) The highest scores in the second year examinations.
(d) Two prizes, each consisting of books to the value of at least $100.

Katharine McGregor Memorial Postgraduate Prize
(Established in 1980 by a gift of $5,000 by Miss A. Hooper, Mrs. H.S. Chesterman, Dr and Mrs J. Russell, Mr W. St C. Smith and Miss C. Smith to commemorate the memory and contribution to the discipline of Classics of their friend Miss Katharine McGregor.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students who have –
   (i) graduated from this university with at least a 2A Honours degree; and
   (ii) who are enrolled in either the –
       (A) Master of Philosophy; or
       (B) Doctor of Philosophy,
       In Classical Languages or Ancient History.
(c) Greatest proficiency in the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) program.
(d) Money.

Katharine McGregor Prize for Introductory Latin or Greek
(Established in 1980 to commemorate the memory and contribution to the discipline of Classics of Miss Katharine McGregor by her friends Miss A. Hooper, Mrs H.S. Chesterman, Dr and Mrs J. Russell, Mr W. St.C. Smith and Miss C. Smith and maintained by the income on a gift of $1,000 donated by them for this purpose.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Any student.
(c) Highest marks at first attempt in LATN2120 or GREK2120.
(d) Money.

McInnes Wilson Lawyers Prize in Law of Torts I & Law of Torts II
(Established in 2018 and maintained by an annual gift from McInnes Wilson Lawyers.)
(a) Recommending Authority
   Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a dual degree including the Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
(c) Basis of Award
   Highest overall marks at the first attempt in Law of Torts I & Law of Torts II completed in the same calendar year.
(d) Nature of Prize
   $1000.

Bryan Hugh McKay Prize
(Established in 1985 by the Association for the Development of the Intellectually Handicapped and since 1994 maintained by an annual donation from the Rotary Club of Jimboomba.)
(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.
(b) Students who obtain a grade of at least 5 in both OCTY2104 and OCTY2208.
(c) Highest overall marks for OCTY2104 and OCTY2208.
(d) $500.

Paul McLean Prize in Ethics
(Established in 1996 as a memorial to the late Paul McLean and maintained by a fund obtained from the sale of his library.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Any student.
(c) Most meritorious performance in an advanced course in Moral Philosophy.
(d) 50% of the income of the fund.

Paul McLean Prize in Logic
(Established in 1996 as a memorial to the late Paul McLean and maintained by a fund obtained from the sale of his library.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry
(b) Any student.
(c) Most meritorious performance in an advanced logic course in the Discipline of Philosophy.
Janine McMaster-Kirkwood Prize in Income Tax Law
(Established in 2015 and maintained by an annual gift from the Kirkwood Family.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Law
(b) Eligibility
Any student.
(c) Basis for award
Student with the best performance in their first attempt at LAWS3101 Income Tax Law in each semester.
(d) Nature of prize
$750 in each semester.
(e) Other provisions
The prize may not be shared.

Measured Group Honours Prize
(Established in 2013 and maintained by a gift from Measured Group, a company established in 2006 by Lyon Barrett to provide high quality geological modelling, database management and resource evaluation in the Mining Industry.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associated Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on the recommendation of the Head, School of Earth and Environmental Sciences in conjunction with the Director, Measured Group
(b) Eligibility
Students who are enrolled in a Bachelor of Science (Honours) or fourth year of a Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) in the field of Geology completing a thesis in any of the following areas:
(i) coal; or
(ii) structural geology; or
(iii) sedimentary geology
with preference given to students undertaking coal related projects.
(c) Basis for award
Highest GPA
(d) Nature of prize
$2000

Mechanical Engineering Acoustics Prize
(Established in 1994 and maintained by an annual gift from Renzo Tonin Ron Rumble)
(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
(b) Any student.
(c) Best result in MECH3250.
(d) $300.

Mechanical Engineering Mathematics Prize
(Established in 1983 and supported through an endowed gift by D.N.P. and J.P. Murthy.)
(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
(b) Final year students in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours)/Master of Engineering program or dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in any field of engineering within the mechanical engineering discipline.
(c) Best thesis which is mathematical in nature and deals with either basic engineering science or engineering management.
(d) The annual value of the prize is approximately equal to the annual income from the fund.

A.C.V. Melbourne Prize
(Founded in 1954 by a legacy of $400 given by Mrs Melbourne as a memorial to her husband Alexander Clifford Vernon Melbourne formerly Lecturer and later Associate Professor in History at the University from 1913–1943.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Third year Bachelor of Arts students enrolled in a major or extended major in history.
(c) Best results in history courses in the previous year.
(d) Books.

J.L. Michie Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1948 by the subscription of $2 008.32 by past students, colleagues, and friends of the late John Lundie Michie, Professor of Classics in The University of Queensland from 1910 until his death in 1946.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students of the Faculty of Humanities and Social Sciences who are enrolled in an honours program in Classical Languages.
(c) Greatest proficiency in Latin or Greek language courses undertaken in the Bachelor of Arts pass degree.
(d) Money.

J.L. Michie Memorial Prize for Ancient History
(Founded in 1980 by a bequest of an amount of $4 473 by the late John Lundie Michie, Professor of Classics in The University of Queensland from 1910 until his death in 1946.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students of the Faculty of Social Sciences who are enrolled in an honours program in Ancient History.
(c) Greatest proficiency in Ancient History courses undertaken in the Bachelor of Arts pass degree.
(d) Money.

The Microbiology Prize
(The award commemorates the work done by the academic staff appointed between 1949 and 1972 towards the development of a broadly-based Department of Microbiology, with the support of tutorial, research, technical and administrative staff and graduate students. Staff were: Emeritus Professor VBD Skerman (general microbiology, taxonomy, microbial data); Professor WJ Halliday (immunology); Emeritus Professor KJC Back (microbial metabolism); Dr JG Atherton (virology); Dr HW Doelle (fermentation technology); Dr AC Hayward (phytobacteriology); Dr GHG Davis (medical bacteriology); Dr DS Teakle (plant pathology); Dr IC MacRae (applied and environmental microbiology). The award was established in 2002.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
Students completing the BSc or third year in the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) program in the field of microbiology.

(c) Basis for award
Highest overall mark for 8 units from the following courses –
(i) BIOL3003;
(ii) MICR3001;
(iii) MICR3002;
(iv) MICR3003;
(v) MICR3004.

(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $1000.

(e) Other provisions
The recipient’s entitlement to the prize is conditional on the recipient successfully enrolling in the BSc (Honours) or in the fourth year in the Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) program in microbiology in the following year.

Mining Engineering Program Prize
(Established in 2010 and maintained by annual funding from the School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.)

(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.

(b) Eligibility
Students graduating from the Bachelor of Engineering program (BE), or a dual program that includes the BE component, in any field of engineering in the mining engineering discipline.

(c) Highest cumulative GPA in the BE program.

(d) Medal.

Minter Ellison Prize in Law
(Established in 1977 and maintained by an annual gift from Minter Ellison.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Law.

(b) Eligibility
Students completing the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).

(c) Basis for award
Highest overall marks for the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) program.

(d) Nature of prize
$1000.

Dr Margaret Mittelheuser AM and Morgans Prize in MBA Accounting and Finance
(Established in 2006, in honour of Dr Margaret Mittelheuser AM, the first female stockbroker in Australia, and maintained by the income of a perpetual endowment fund, established by gifts from RBS Morgans Ltd and from her sister, Dr Cathryn Mittelheuser AM.

(a) Academic Dean and Head of UQ School of Business in conjunction with the MBA Director.

(b) Students who have graduated with the MBA in the year of the award

(c) Highest combined marks in the first attempt at both ACCT7804 Accounting & Business Analysis and FINM7805 Financial Management.

(d) (i) $1,000; and
(ii) School of Business academic achievement certificate

(e) (i) A student is only eligible to be considered for the prize once.
(ii) A student granted an exemption for either course in (c) is not eligible.
(iii) If two or more students achieve the same combined marks, the prize will be awarded to the student, who has, in addition, also achieved the highest cumulative GPA within the MBA program.

Laurie Moloney Memorial Prize
(Established in 2016 Livingstones wish to support a prize in memory of their colleague Laurie Moloney.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Business

(b) Eligibility
Undergraduate students at The University of Queensland

(c) Basis for award
Highest overall mark in first attempt at MGTS3605 Negotiating Employment Agreements

(d) Nature of prize
$2,000.

(e) Other provisions
(i) The prize recipient may also be offered work experience or internship opportunities.
The prize may not be shared. In the event that there are two or more students with the same mark the Head will determine the recipient of the prize.

Professor David A.F. Morgan OAM Prize for Academic Improvement
(Established in 2018 and maintained by an annual gift from UQ MBBS alumnus Professor David A.F. Morgan OAM, to encourage and recognise academic improvement.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.

(b) **Eligibility**
Third year MD/MBBS students.

(c) **Basis for award**
The student who demonstrates the most improvement in GPA from the end of year 1 to the end of year 3.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$3,000.

Ian Morley Prize
(Established in 1990 and maintained by the income from a bequest of $5,000 by the late I.W. Morley and donations from colleagues and friends.)

(a) **Director, Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre, on advice from the heads of the –**
(i) mining engineering; and
(ii) minerals process or chemical and metallurgical engineering disciplines.

(b) Postgraduate students studying mining, metallurgy, mineral processing or petroleum in the Julius Kruttschnitt Mineral Research Centre or in the discipline of –
(i) mining engineering; and
(ii) minerals process or chemical and metallurgical engineering.

(c) Selected on the basis of academic achievement, reports of work experience, leadership and personality, and apparent need.

(d) $3,000.

Thomas Morrow Prize
(Founded in 1910 by a gift of $300 from the late Mr Thomas Morrow.)

(a) **Academic Board.**

(b) Undergraduate students.

(c) **Best essay written on a topic in —**
(i) Australian literature; or
(ii) Australian history; or
(iii) Scientific inquiry in Australia.

(d) Books worth at least $100 and money.

(e) The award of the prize shall be rotated among the 3 fields.

The MPN Consulting Structural Design Prize
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from MPN Consulting.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
The prize shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head, School of Civil Engineering, after consultation with a selection committee, comprising —
(i) Head, School of Civil Engineering
(ii) Course Coordinator for a course dealing with structural design within the School of Civil Engineering
(iii) one representative from MPN Consulting with University staff comprising the majority.

(b) **Eligibility**
Third-year students enrolled in any field of the civil engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, completing a structural design course under the School of Civil Engineering.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best performance in a structural design challenge set by MPN in consultation with the course co-ordinator for a course dealing with structural design.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,500 to be distributed at the discretion of the selection committee.

A.R. Munro Prize
(Founded in 1960 by a gift of approximately $1,400 from Mr Munro’s past students and colleagues.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the head of the mechanical engineering discipline.

(b) **Eligibility**
Any student enrolled in the third year of the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best set of Mechanical Engineering Design calculations and drawings compiled as part of the work of the program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money for the purchase of books or suitable equipment.

(e) **Other provisions**
The winning design and other selected designs will be suitably displayed as soon as possible after the award is made, and in any case for a period of not less than two weeks at the commencement of semester in the following academic year.
**Tony Murphy Prize in Electrical Engineering**  
(Established in 1984 to perpetuate the memory of Tony Murphy, an engineering graduate of the University, and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by a major donation from the parents of Anthony David Murphy and donations from his former co-students, staff of the University and friends.)  
(a) Head of School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.  
(b) Domestic students in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy completing the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or the Integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program in Electrical Engineering.  
(c) Most improved student.  
(d) Money.

**Music Honours Prize**  
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual gift from Mr Noel Wilmott)  
(a) Head, School of Music  
(b) Students enrolled in  
   (i) the Bachelor of Music (Honours) program or associated dual degree programs; or  
   (ii) the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) program in the field of Music; or  
   (iii) the Bachelor of Advanced Humanities (Honours) program in the field of Musicology  
(c) Highest GPA in the #16 of courses used to determine the class of Honours  
(d) $500

**George Naylor Prize**  
(Established in 1994 and maintained from the income of a fund of $10,000 donated by Dr G.R.S. and Dr G.R.E.A. Naylor.)  
(a) Head of School of Psychology.  
(b) First year students.  
(c) Greatest proficiency in core level one psychology courses in one academic year.  
(d) $500.

**Nelles Family Prize in Memory of Thomas Hubert Nelles**  
(This prize in memory of Thomas Hubert Nelles is funded through many gifts to the UQ Union that were subsequently passed to the University. Through this support, and gifts from Thomas’ family, the prize will be offered for a term of 5 years starting from 2015.)  
(a) Recommending authority  
   Head, School of Languages and Cultures.  
(b) Eligibility  
   Students enrolled in GRMN3020.  
(c) Basis for award  
   Highest mark in GRMN3020.  
(d) Nature of prize  
   $300.  
(e) Other provisions  
   For students achieving the same course mark the student with the best overall GPA will receive the prize.

**Thomas Henry Nevitt Memorial Prize**  
(Established in 1991 and maintained by the income from a bequest by the late T.H. Nevitt.)  
(a) Head, School of Business.  
(b) Students completing the BCom degree.  
(c) Most outstanding academic record in courses taken while enrolled for the degree and credited towards the degree.  
(d) Money.

**Margaret Nickson Prize in Voice and Accompaniment**  
(Established in 1977 and originally maintained by an annual gift from Margaret G. Nickson, ARCM, half-time lecturer in Singing at The University of Queensland 1975-1978 and part-time teacher at the Queensland Conservatorium of Music. The prize was maintained from 2003 to 2017 by a biennial gift from international soprano diva, Lisa Gasteen, and is currently maintained by an annual gift from School of Music staff.)  
(a) Recommending authority  
   Head, School of Music.  
(b) Eligibility  
   Students enrolled in a course offered by the School of Music.  
(c) Basis for award  
   Most outstanding performance by 2 students in partnership as singer and pianist.  
(d) Nature of prize  
   $250 each to the singer and the pianist.  
(e) Other provisions  
   (i) The repertoire performed by each partnership must be presented by the same two performers throughout  
   (ii) A student may perform in any year both as a singer and as a pianist in separate partnerships, but may not participate in the same capacity in more than one partnership.

**Margaret Nicoll Memorial Prize**  
(Founded in 1958 and maintained by the income from a gift of $2,000 made by the Australian Physiotherapy Association (Queensland Branch) to perpetuate the memory of Miss Margaret Nicoll, who was a Diplomate of The University of Queensland in Physiotherapy and did much for crippled children as Physiotherapist at the Montrose Home for Crippled Children.)
(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences after consulting a representative of the Australian Physiotherapy Association (Queensland Branch).
(b) First time, final year BPhty or BPhty(Hons) students.
(c) Greatest proficiency in clinical practice to be determined by the student with the highest marks in the year 4 core physiotherapy practice courses.
(d) Money.

**W.H.R. Nimmo Award**
(Established in 1981 by the Institution of Engineers, Australia — Queensland Division to honour the name of Mr W.H.R. Nimmo, a renowned Queensland Engineer, and maintained by an annual donation of a suitably inscribed medal and $250.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean, Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(b) Eligibility
Any student enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(c) Basis for award
Best thesis.
(d) Nature of prize
Certificate and $250.

**O'Brien Family Prize for Wind and Brass**
(Established in 2018, the prize is maintained by an annual gift from the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, in recognition of the O'Brien family's long association with the School of Music.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Music.
(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours).
(c) Basis for award
Most outstanding performance in wind or brass as determined at the annual competition held by the School of Music.
(d) Nature of prize
$1,000.

**Michael P. O'Donnell Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1977 as a memorial to the late Michael P. O'Donnell and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Any student other than recipients of the Dulcie Evelyn Williams Memorial Prize.
(c) Basis for award
Greatest proficiency in 6 units of level 3 pure mathematics courses, taken in one year or in 2 years if a part-time student.
(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $1000.

**Robertson O’Gorman Prizes in Criminal Law**
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from Robertson O’Gorman)
(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) program.
(c) Basis of Award
Prize 1 – Student who achieves the highest marks in their first attempt at the course entitled *Criminal Law and Procedure A* or *Criminal Law Principles, Offences & Defences*.
Prize 2 – Student who achieves the highest mark in their first attempt at the course entitled *Criminal Law and Procedure B* or *Criminal Law: Process and procedure*.
(d) Nature of Prize
$1,000 for each prize.

**Tian P.S. Oei Clinical Research Prize**
(Established in 2010 and maintained by a $5,000 donation from the Emeritus Professor Tian P. S. Oei who was a distinguished and dedicated researcher in clinical psychology, and mentor of many students undertaking clinical psychology research at The University of Queensland from 1984 to 2009.)
(a) Head, School of Psychology.
(b) Students completing a Doctor of Psychology in the year of the award, in one of the following fields –
   (i) Clinical Psychology;
   (ii) Clinical Neuropsychology and Clinical Psychology;
   (iii) Clinical Psychology and Health Psychology;
   (iv) Clinical Psychology and Geropsychology.
(c) Best individual doctoral thesis in psychology.
(d) $200 for the purchase of books. 
Ethel Osborn Prize
(The prize was established in 1983 following a bequest of $15,000 from John Gilmour in memory of his wife, Ethel Osborn
Gilmour, an Australian and international singer and part-time Examiner in Singing with the Department of Music at The University
of Queensland, 1952–1962.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
   Head, School of Music.
(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor
   of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours).
(c) **Basis for award**
   Most outstanding performance in classical voice.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money equal to the annual income from the fund.

Oz Minerals Prize
(Established in 1948 as the Zinc Corporation Scholarship by a gift of $10,000 from the Zinc Corporation Limited, and altered to the
Zinc Corporation Prize in 1969. The prize was renamed the Pasminco Prize in 2001 and further renamed to the Zinifex Prize in
2004 and then the Oz Minerals Prize in 2014.)
(a) **Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology after consultation with the
   Director, Sustainable Minerals Institute.**
(b) Students who, in either the year of the award or the preceding year –
   (i) graduated with a Master of Philosophy (or equivalent) or Doctor of Philosophy; and
   (ii) whose postgraduate work was in the broad field of mineral processing or extractive metallurgy.
(c) **Most worthy.**
(d) **Money.**
(e) The Associate Dean (Academic) will determine the number of prizes to be awarded each year.

"Ollie" Paterson Prize
(Established in 1984 and maintained by a gift of $5,000 from Mineral Deposits Limited to perpetuate the memory of Oliver Douglas
Paterson who served the University as a Senior Lecturer in Mining Engineering and later became Managing Director of Mineral
Deposits Limited.)
(a) **Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, on advice from the head of
   school of each of the following disciplines –
   (i) mining engineering;
   (ii) chemical and metallurgical engineering;
   (iii) chemical and materials engineering;
   (iv) mechanical and materials engineering;
(b) Students completing an Approved Program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering
   (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of
   Engineering, or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program
   in the following disciplines –
   (i) mining engineering;
   (ii) chemical and metallurgical engineering;
   (iii) chemical and materials engineering;
   (iv) mechanical and materials engineering.
(c) **Best seminar in the program.**
(d) **Money.**

The Occupational Therapy Australia Jenny Strong Medal for Graduate Entry Masters Students in Occupational Therapy
(Established in 2006 and maintained by an annual grant from the Occupational Therapy Australia (Queensland), as a tribute to
Jenny Strong and in recognition of the valuable services rendered by her to the profession of Occupational Therapy.)
(a) **Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences after consultation with the Head of Division of Occupational Therapy.**
(b) Students completing the MOccThySt.
(c) **Highest GPA over the 2 years of the program.**
(d) (i) an engraved medal; and
   (ii) an OT Australia certificate of achievement.

The Occupational Therapy Australia Mary Rankine Wilson Student Medal
(Established in 1987 and maintained by an annual grant from the Queensland Association of Occupational Therapists, now known
as Occupational Therapy Australia (Queensland), as a tribute to Mary Rankine Wilson and in recognition of her long and
distinguished services to occupational therapy.)
(a) **Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences after consultation with the Head of Division of Occupational Therapy.**
(b) Students completing the BOccThy or BOccThy(Hons).
(c) **Highest academic standard during the program.**
(d) (i) an engraved medal; and
   (ii) an OT Australia certificate of achievement.

The Occupational Therapy Australia Sara Philcox Student Medal
(Established in 1974 and maintained by an annual grant from the Queensland Association of Occupational Therapists, now known
as Occupational Therapy Australia (Queensland), as a tribute to Sara Philcox and in recognition of the valuable services rendered
by her to the profession of Occupational Therapy.)
(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences after consultation with the Head of the Division of Occupational Therapy.

(b) Students completing the BOccThy or BOccThy(Hons).

(c) Most significant progress in development of professional character and ability in the third and fourth years of the program.

(d) (i) an engraved medal; and
   (ii) an OT Australia certificate of achievement.

(e) In making a recommendation, consideration shall be given to the student’s -
   (i) participation in activities outside the formal program for the degree; and
   (ii) service in student affairs; and
   (iii) academic record and performance in clinical practice.

The Occupational Therapy Australia Sylvia Rodger Medal for Graduate Entry Masters Students in Occupational Therapy
(Established in 2006 and maintained by an annual grant from the Occupational Therapy Australia (Queensland), as a tribute to Sylvia Rodger and in recognition of the valuable services rendered by her to the profession of Occupational Therapy.)

(a) Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences after consultation with the Head of Division of Occupational Therapy.

(b) Students completing the MOccThySt.

(c) Most significant progress in development of professional character and ability across the 2 years of the program.

(d) (i) an engraved medal; and
   (ii) an OT Australia certificate of achievement.

(e) In making a recommendation, consideration must be given to the student’s –
   (i) participation in activities outside the normal scope of the formal program for the degree; and
   (ii) service in student affairs; and
   (iii) academic record and performance in clinical practice.

The Rama Krishna Sastry Pappu Memorial Prize in Business
(Established in 2015 by Dr Ravi Pappu in Memory of his Grandfather)

(a) Recommending authority
   Research Director, UQ Business School after consultation with PhD supervisors at the UQ Business School

(b) Eligibility
   PhD students at the UQ Business School.

(c) Basis for award
   Best thesis passed in the year of award and ranked by –
   (i) International recognition of the research work;
   (ii) Impact of the research (actual and potential);
   (iii) Publications or other outputs
   (iv) The Examiners’ reports; and
   (v) Any other recognition of the research quality.

(d) Nature of prize
   $1,000

(e) Other provisions
   Students must be nominated by their PhD supervisor.

Frank Pavlin Memorial Prize
(Established in 1992 as a memorial to the late Frank Pavlin, formerly Dean and Associate Professor of Social Work, and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by his family, colleagues and friends.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Nursing, Midwifery and Social Work.

(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Social Work or Bachelor of Social Work (Honours) program.

(c) Basis for award
   Highest mark for the course entitled ‘Introduction to Social Work.’

(d) Nature of prize
   Money to the value of at least $100.

(e) Other provisions
   The prize will be presented at the Annual General meeting of the Queensland Branch of the Australian Association of Social Workers.

Ed Parchimowicz Prize in Civil Engineering
(Established in 2004 in memory of Ed Parchimowicz, a civil engineer, and former UQ Engineering Manager who died in 2002. The prize is maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by organisations and individuals associated with him and The University of Queensland.)

(a) Recommending authority
   A committee comprising the Head (or nominee), School of Civil Engineering, as chair of the committee and one member of the academic staff teaching in any field of the civil engineering discipline.

(b) Eligibility
   A student is eligible for the prize if the student –
   (i) is enrolled in an Approved Program including the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program; and
   (ii) is studying in any field of engineering in the civil engineering discipline; and
   (iii) has completed 28 units, but no more than 43 units towards an Approved Program; and
   (iv) submits an application to the Head, by the closing date for applications.

(c) Basis for award
   Most meritorious student based on –
   (i) academic achievement in courses undertaken towards an Approved Program;
(ii) personal qualities, including leadership potential; and
(iii) other evidence deemed to be relevant to the student’s future success in the engineering profession as demonstrated
by a cover letter and resume and verified by the Head’s selection committee.

(d) **Nature of award**
$1,000 for one year.

(e) **Other provisions**
The prize may not be shared.

### J. Owen Pearn Memorial Prize
(Established in 1965 and awarded first in 1967 in memory of James Owen Pearn, MDSc, Reader in Operative Dentistry, by
contributions amounting to $1 395.75 from the staff and students of the Faculty of Dentistry, members of the Queensland Branch
of the Australian Dental Association, members of the Dental Study Club of Brisbane and other friends.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Dentistry.

(b) **Eligibility**
Year 5 BDSc(Hons) students.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest combined marks for DENT3021 Research Informed Practice 1, DENT4021 Research Informed Practice II and
DENT5023 Research Informed Practice III.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$250 and medal.

### A. E. E. Pearse Prize
(Established in 1993 and maintained by the income of a bequest of $27,940 from the late Archibald Ernest Edgar Pearse.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Communication and Arts.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students undertaking a higher degree by research in the School.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best article in the fields of literary studies or cultural critique submitted to a scholarly journal.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $2,500.

### Kent Pearson Memorial Prize
(Established in 1986 in recognition of and to commemorate the contribution made by the late John Kent Pearson to the University
and maintained by a fund subscribed by former colleagues, students and friends.)

(a) **Basis for award**
Students having completed at least #10 for courses offered by the School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences
(b) **Eligibility**
Full time Year IV Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) students who intend to
commence Year V of the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours)
(c) **Basis for award**
The prize is awarded to the person who,
(i) Has the highest combined marks for anaesthesia components of the first attempt at 4th year courses and
(ii) Provides evidence of interest in anaesthesia
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $500

### Eric W Peet Memorial Prize in Medical Ethics
(Established in 2010 and maintained by the annual income from a donation by Dr Benjamin and Mrs Tamara Cohney in honour of
Dr Cohney’s illustrious mentor Eric W Peet F.R.C.S. who trained both in ENT and plastic and reconstructive surgery.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine (the Dean). To assist in the selection process, the Dean must establish a selection
committee, comprising:
(i) the Dean or nominee, as chair of the committee; and
(ii) a member of the Faculty of Medicine’s academic staff who is currently teaching in the broad area of medical
ethics; and
(iii) one representative of Dr Benjamin Cohney’s family.

(b) **Eligibility**
Final year MBBS or MD students who submit an application for the prize to the Dean by the closing date for applications.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best essay of no more than 1,000 words on any ethics topic in medicine, with a focus on the student's experience of the
importance of ethical principles and professional virtues
(d) **Nature of prize**

$500

**F. A. Perkins Prizes in Entomology**

(Established in 1965 as a tribute to Frederick Athol Perkins, first Lecturer in Entomology (1926), first Head of the Department of Entomology and a founder of the Entomological Society of Queensland, on his retirement in that year, by contributions amounting to approximately $1,500 from his past and present students, his entomological and University colleagues and his other friends.)

(a) **Recommending authority**

Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**

Year 2 Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students who have completed 6 units of courses administered by the School of Biological Sciences

(c) **Basis for award**

Highest mark for first attempt in a 2nd year course in the field of entomology

(d) **Nature of prize**

$1000

(e) **Other provisions**

If in any one or more years either prize has not been awarded the amount of income not expended on that prize may be used for the award of a corresponding additional prize or prizes in a later year if, in the opinion of the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science, there are then 2 or more outstanding students deserving of the award of that prize.

**Performance Health Prize in Occupational Therapy**

(First established in 1984 as the Smith and Newphew Prize in Occupational Therapy. Since 2017 the prize has been maintained by Performance Health.)

(a) **Recommending authority**

Head, School of Health and Rehabilitation Sciences.

(b) **Eligibility**

BOccThy and MOccThySt students.

(c) **Basis for award**

Highest mark for first attempt at either OCTY2210 or OCTY7828.

(d) **Nature of prize**

Books or equipment to the value of $300.

(e) **Other provisions**

If the result is tied, the prize is to be awarded to the student with the highest proficiency in components other than group work.

**Pfizer Biotechnology Communication Prize**

(Established in 2017 and maintained by an annual gift from Patheon.)

(a) **Recommending authority**

Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**

Students completing the BBiotech(Hons) program.

(c) **Basis for award**

Best combined marks in the research proposal seminar and the final seminar which is part of the assessment in BIOT6121, BIOT6122 or BIOT6123.

(d) **Nature of prize**

$500

**Pfizer Australia Prize**

(Founded in 1941 and maintained by a fund of $600 established by gifts from Parke-Davis & Company. Parke-Davis has subsequently been absorbed by Pfizer Australia.)

(a) **Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.**

(b) **First time, year 3 MBBS or MD students who are not in receipt of another prize in the area of pharmacology & therapeutics.**

(c) **Best critical appraisal of published material on a topic in the field of pharmacology and therapeutics.**

(d) **Books or instruments.**

**Pharmaceutical Defence Ltd Prizes**

(Established in 1963 and maintained by an annual donation of $200 (increased in 1980 to $400) by Pharmaceutical Defence Ltd, Queensland Branch.)

(a) **Head, School of Pharmacy.**

(b) **Students completing the BPharm or BPharm(Hons) program without failure.**

(c) **Prize 1 — Female student who shows greatest proficiency in all courses leading to the honours degree.**

(c) **Prize 2 — Male student who shows greatest proficiency in all courses leading to the honours degree.**

(d) **For each prize, $500.**

**Pharmacy Interests Women’s Group Prize**

(Established in 1979 by a gift of $1,100, made by the Pharmacy Interests Women’s Group.)

(a) **Head, School of Pharmacy.**

(b) **Any student.**

(c) **Highest aggregate marks in first attempt at the dosage form design group of courses at the second level.**

(d) **Money.**
The Physics Prizes
(Established in 2007 and maintained by the income of an endowment fund established from a gift to the University.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on advice from the Head, School of Mathematics and Physics and the head of the physics discipline.

(b) **Eligibility**
- Prize 1 - Year 1 BAdvScHons or BSc students.
- Prize 2 - Year 2 BAdvScHons or BSc students.
- Prize 3 - Year 3 BAdvScHons or BSc students.

(c) **Basis for award**
- Prize 1 - Highest overall marks at first attempt in PHYS1001 and PHYS1002.
- Prize 2 - Highest overall marks at first attempt in PHYS2020, PHYS2041 and PHYS2055.
- Prize 3 - Highest overall marks at first attempt in any three of PHYS3020, PHYS3040, PHYS3051, PHYS3900 and PHYS3901. (The best three marks should count when awarding the prize.)

(d) **Nature of prize**
The combined value will be limited to the annual income from the endowment fund of approximately $400 split between the Prizes.

(e) **Other provisions**
If two or more students obtain the same overall mark, and in the opinion of the Head of School they cannot be split, the prize can be shared between the students.

PIMS Endeavour Award
(Established in 2008 and maintained by an annual gift from PIMS GROUP (PIMS Mining Pty Ltd) previously Pacific International Mining Solutions (PIMS) to foster a year 4 mining engineering student who has demonstrated the highest commitment to their studies.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering after consultation with Head, Division of Mining Engineering and Program Leader, Division of Mining Engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**
(i) Final year students undertaking the Bachelor of Engineering program or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) Program in any field within the mining engineering discipline.
(ii) is graduating in the year of the award.

(c) **Basis for award**
Most outstanding student who has demonstrated the greatest involvement in both curricular and extracurricular activities in mining as evidenced by a brief cover letter, resume and verified by the Head.

(d) **Nature of Prize**
(i) An engraved miners' flame safety lamp; and
(ii) $1000.

Planning Institute of Australia, Queensland Division, Prizes
(Established as a prize in 1977, which since 1986 included a number of outside prizes which were formalised in 1996, and maintained by an annual gift of $500 by the Royal Australian Planning Institute, Queensland Division.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
(i) Prize 1-4 - Bachelor of Regional and Town Planning students.
(ii) Prize 5 - Master of Urban and Regional Planning students.

(c) **Basis for award**
- Prize 1 - Greatest proficiency in the first year of the program.
- Prize 2 - Greatest proficiency in the second year of the program.
- Prize 3 - Greatest proficiency in the third year of the program.
- Prizes 4 & 5 - Greatest proficiency over the whole program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
Each prize is to the value of $100.

Harold Plant Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1941 by the Queensland Branch of the British Medical Association with the aid of a gift of $400 in 1918 (and accrued income thereon) made by Colonel C.F. Plant as a memorial to his son, the late Harold Plant.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine, after consulting the President, or nominee, University of Queensland Medical Society.

(b) Australian citizens completing the MBBS or MD program.

(c) **Most worthy on the basis of**
- (i) scholastic attainments, judged by the results of all examinations and other work during the program; and
- (ii) a high standard of character and service in student activities; and
- (iii) fondness for and success in sport.

(d) Money for the purchase of books.

Patricia Mary Poacher Prize
(Established in 1994 in honour of Patricia Mary Poacher, a past member of the Queensland State Vigoro team, and maintained by the income from a fund donated by her family.)

(a) Head of School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences.

(b) Undergraduate students who have completed one of the following courses –
   - History of Sport and Physical Activity in Australian Society;
   - Playing on the Big Stage: Histories of the Olympics and Paralympics.
(c) Best essay written in the relevant course.
(d) Books to the value of at least $250 but limited to the income of the fund.

**Richard Pollett Prize**
(Established in 2016 in memory of Richard Pollett and maintained by an annual donation from his parents, Philip and Patricia Pollett.)
(a) Head, School of Music.
(b) Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours).
(c) Most outstanding performance played on an orchestral stringed instrument with a bow.
(d) $500.

**Virgil Power Prize**
(Founded in 1946 by a gift of $700 from the members of his family in memory of the Honourable Virgil Power.)
(a) Head, School of Law.
(b) Students completing the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) program.
(c) Highest overall marks in compulsory level 3 and 4 courses.
(d) Books.

**Douglas Price Memorial Prize**
(Founded in 1940 by a gift of $547.45 from the Trustees of the Douglas Price Memorial Fund.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.
(b) Students who have completed the BA and are proceeding to take a postgraduate BA honours program in Classics and Ancient History, History or Philosophy.
(c) Best results in advanced Philosophy courses taken as part of the BA pass degree.
(d) Books.

**Priest Memorial Prize**
(Founded in 1932 by a gift of $400 from the mother of Herbert James Priest, BA BSc Lecturer in Mathematics in The University of Queensland, who died on 3 December 1930.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Undergraduate students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest mark in MATH2100.
(d) Nature of prize
$100 for the purchase of books.

**QIA Memorial Medallion**
(The QIA Memorial Medallion was established in 1948 as an outside prize to commemorate the Queensland Institute of Architects which was founded in 1888 and later became the Royal Australian Institute of Architects, Queensland Chapter (now known as the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) Queensland Chapter). The Medallion is maintained by a donation from the AIA Queensland Chapter, and formal rules for the prize were established in 1993.)
(a) Head, School of Architecture.
(b) BArch students or MArch students.
(c) Highest GPA in either –
(i) the final 2 years of the BArch; or
(ii) MArch.
(d) The QIA Memorial Medallion and Certificate.

**Garry Quayle Memorial Prize for Excellence in Student Research**
(Established in 1993 in memory of Garry Quayle, an AIDAB Officer in the Australian Embassy in Beijing until his death in 1992, and maintained by the income from an initial gift of $2,994 and subsequent donations made by his family and friends.)
(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Public Health
(b) Eligibility
Master of Public Health (#24 program) and Master of International Public Health (#24 program) students.
(c) Basis of Award
Highest average mark for a dissertation or project submitted in the previous year.
(d) Nature of Prize
Money

**Money Department Of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy Mines Chief Inspector’s Award For Excellence In Mine Safety**
(Established in 1997 and maintained by an annual gift from the Office of Resources Safety and Health of the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy to foster the study of safety and health in the mining engineering program at the University.)
(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the Professor of the mining engineering discipline.
(b) Undergraduate and postgraduate mining engineering students.
(c) Most outstanding undergraduate or postgraduate mining engineering thesis with particular emphasis on aspects of mine safety.
(d) $1,000.
(e) The winner of this award is not eligible for the SIMTARS Dr Peter Golledge Prize for Mine Safety Research Excellence.

The Queensland Alliance for Environmental Health Sciences (QAEHS), Higher Degree by Research Quality Awards
(Established in 2017 and maintained by annual funding from the Queensland Alliance for Environmental Health Sciences (QAEHS) to encourage and reward HDR students who are the primary authors of high quality publications.)

(a) **Recommended authority**
Director, QAEHS on advice from a selection committee, comprising:
(i) the Director QAEHS, or nominee, as Chair of the Committee; and
(ii) the School of Pharmacy Postgraduate Coordinator, or nominee; and
(iii) minimum of two QAEHS Theme Leaders

(b) **Eligibility**
PhD and MPhil students and graduates who:
(i) were the primary authors (first listed) of a manuscript affiliated with QAEHS and published in the year preceding the year of the award; and
(ii) were enrolled in the PhD or MPhil program administered by UQ when the research leading to the publication was carried out.

(c) **Basis for award**
Awards are for the Best Publication as follows:
(i) Award 1: Best Publication by a QAEHS affiliated HDR student;
(ii) Award 2-9: Best Publication in a specific QAEHS Theme

(d) **Nature of prize**
Certificate of award and an award fund of up to $5,000 to be disbursed at the discretion of the Selection Committee to award winners as follows:
(i) Awards for the Best Publication in each of the QAEHS research themes; and
(ii) Awards can be made for other Highly Commended Publications at the discretion of the Selection Committee.

(e) **Other provisions**
(i) Applicants must submit an application to the QAEHS Administration by the date set by the QAEHS; and
(ii) An applicant may submit only one publication for consideration in the year of the award.

RACGP Ben Adsett Memorial Prize
(Established in 1979 and maintained by annual gifts from the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners as a memorial to the late Benjamin Neil Adsett MBBS, FRACGP, past President of the Queensland Branch of Australian Medical Association and past Chairman of the Queensland Faculty Board of the Royal Australian College of General Practitioners.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) MBBS or MD students.
(c) Greatest merit in the progressive summative assessment in the general practice rotation.
(d) (i) $250; and
   (ii) a certificate

RACI Trevor Appleton First Level Chemistry Prize
(Established in 1987 and maintained by an annual gift by the Queensland Branch of The Royal Australian Chemical Institute. The prize was renamed in 2008.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in a program administered by either the Faculty of Science or the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(c) **Basis for award**
Greatest overall proficiency in first attempt at one of CHEM1010 or CHEM1100 and one of CHEM1020 or CHEM1200
(d) **Nature of prize**
(i) $200; and
   (ii) a certificate; and
   (iii) one year free Non-Corporate Associate Membership of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute

RACI Trevor Appleton Third Level Chemistry Laboratory Prize
(Established in 1987 and maintained by an annual gift by the Queensland Branch of The Royal Australian Chemical Institute. The prize was renamed in 2008.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in a program administered by either the Faculty of Science or the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(c) **Basis for award**
Best overall performance in at least 8 units of level 3 chemistry courses of which 4 units comprise a significant laboratory component, including the course entitled ‘Advanced Experimental Chemistry’.
(d) **Nature of prize**
(i) $200; and
   (ii) a certificate; and
   (iii) one year free Non-Corporate Associate Membership of the Royal Australian Chemical Institute
Ethel Raybould Prize in Mathematics
(Founded in 1988 and maintained through a bequest by Ethel Harriet Raybould, a University Medallist and the first female Mathematics lecturer at the University.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on advice from the Head, School of Mathematics and Physics.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students completing the BA or BSc or BMath with honours in the field of mathematics or final year students in the BAdvSci(Hons) in the field of mathematics.
(c) **Basis for award**
Greatest proficiency in the year.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$500.

Peter Hale Cox Architecture Prize
(Established in 2001 and formalized by Senate in 2012, this prize is one aspect of annual support for The University of Queensland provided by Cox Architecture. The prize aims to encourage a better understanding of becoming an architect, to promote a positive outlook regarding the profession’s support for graduates, to promote a registration as an architect, to involve architectural practices in the training and professional growth of graduates, and to support the graduate’s transition from education to the profession).
(a) Head, School of Architecture.
(b) Students completing the Master of Architecture.
(c) Highest GPA in subject areas of design, technology and practice studies.
(d) $3,000 and may offer an internship.
(e) International students will only be offered the internship if they have the necessary visa.

Dr Michael Reading Memorial Prize
(Established in 2016 in memory of Dr Michael Reading, a former medical student of the University who passed away in 2012. Maintained by from his colleagues, friends, former classmates and family.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine supported by the Head, Academic Discipline of Paediatrics and Child Health.
(b) Bachelor of Medicine/Bachelor of Surgery or Doctor of Medicine program.
(c) Highest overall mark in the Paediatrics & Child Health rotation.
(d) $500.

Enid Reeves Memorial Prize
(Established in 1976 by a bequest of $2,000 from the late Margaret Wilhelmina Smith to the University to establish a fund for the purpose of providing a prize in memory of the late Enid Reeves.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students completing the courses GEOS1100, GEOG1000 and GEOM1000 during the first year of a program at the University.
(c) **Basis for award**
Highest GPA or, where GPAs are equal, the highest total marks in those courses.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money to the value of at least $800.

John Rendle-Short Prize in Child Health
(Established in 1984 to commemorate Professor Rendle-Short’s contribution to the University as foundation Professor of Child Health and maintained by the income of a fund subscribed by his former colleagues, students and friends.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Final year MBBS or MD students.
(c) Best results in the progressive summative assessment in the paediatrics & child health rotation in the final year of the program.
(d) A medallion.

Hildegard Reuther Memorial Prize
(Established in 1978 as a memorial to the late Hildegard Reuther, Pharmacist and past President of the Queensland Women Pharmacists Association, by a gift of $3,085.04 subscribed by her colleagues and friends to honour her memory.)
(a) Head, School of Pharmacy.
(b) Students completing the first year of the BPharm(Hons) program —
   (i) who intend pursuing the second year of that program; and
   (ii) whose family home is in rural Australia; and
   (iii) who have no other prize in that year.
(c) Greatest overall proficiency in the first year of the program.
(d) Money.

H.C. Richards Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1948 as a memorial to the late Professor H. C. Richards, DSc, first Professor of Geology and Mineralogy in The University of Queensland, by a gift of approximately $2,000 and medallions from past students, University colleagues and other associates.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
The Responsible Wood Prize
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from Responsible Wood.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
   The prize shall be awarded on recommendation from the Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
   (i) one academic staff member from the School of Civil Engineering; and
   (ii) one academic staff member from the School of Architecture; and
   (iii) one representative from the Centre for Future Timber Structures, The University of Queensland.
(b) **Eligibility**
   Prize 1 – Students enrolled in any field of the civil engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
   Prize 2 – Students enrolled in the Master of Architecture.
(c) **Basis for award**
   Both prizes to be awarded to students with the best performance in a course or courses dealing with timber structures. This may include research-based courses where the research topic is in timber structures.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Prize 1 - $500.
   Prize 2 - $500.

C.N. Ross Prize
(Founded in 1956 by contributions of approximately $540 from colleagues and former students as a testimonial to Cecil Napier Ross, who retired in 1953 from the teaching staff of the Department of Civil Engineering after 40 years service to the University.)
(a) **Head, School of Civil Engineering.**
(b) **Any student.**
(c) **Highest mark in CIVL2340.**
(d) **$100 for the purchase of books.**
Margaret Julia Ross Prize in Australian History
(Established in 2015 and supported by a bequest from the estate of Margaret Julia Ross. Margaret Julia Ross graduated with a Bachelor of Arts in 1975. The prize is to encourage and reward excellence and interest in the study of Australian History.)
(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry, on advice from a selection committee comprising one academic staff member from the School and one academic staff member who teaches in the field of History.
(b) Students enrolled in Honours (in the field of History and with a thesis based, in the opinion of the head, primarily on Australian History) in the year the prize is to be awarded.
(c) Best Honours thesis in the opinion of the recommending authority based primarily on Australian History.
(d) $1250

Dr Helen Row — Zonta Memorial Prize
(Established in 1992 to commemorate the contribution of Helen Maude Row to Child Psychiatry, and maintained from an endowed fund subscribed by her former colleagues and friends.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine after consultation with –
   (i) Head, Discipline of Paediatrics and Child Health; and
   (ii) Head, Discipline of Psychiatry
(b) Eligibility
   MBBS or MD domestic students in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy.
(c) Basis for award
   Highest combined marks in the Paediatrics and Mental Health clinical rotations.
(d) Nature of prize
   $3,000 and a certificate.
(e) Other provisions
   The recipient will be requested to make a presentation to a meeting of the Zonta Club of Brisbane at which the prize will be awarded.

Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists Women’s Health Prize
(Established in 2005 by the Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Obstetricians and Gynaecologists and maintained by an annual donation.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Year 4 MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest mark in the Obstetrics and Gynaecology rotation.
(d) $500.
(e) The prize may not be awarded to a student who has received any other prize for the obstetrics and gynaecology rotation.

Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Ophthalmologists (Qld Branch) Prize
(Founded in 1966 and maintained by an annual gift of the Royal Australian College of Ophthalmologists.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Students enrolled in the 4th year of the MBBS or MD program.
(c) Awarded to the student who achieves the highest aggregated mark in the Year 4 ophthalmology written examination.
(d) $500.

Royal Geographical Society of Queensland, Keith Smith Prize
(Established in 1969 and maintained by an annual donation from the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland Incorporated.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
   Students completing the requirements of a bachelors degree with a major in Geography or Geographical Sciences or its equivalent.
(c) Basis for award
   Most distinction in the courses comprising the major or equivalent.
(d) Nature of prize
   (i) $500; and
   (ii) a medal; and
   (iii) one year’s membership to the Royal Geographical Society of Queensland.

Steele Rudd Memorial Essay Prize
(Established in 1973 by a gift of $210.15 from the Fellowship of Australian Writers, Queensland Section, as a memorial of Steele Rudd (Arthur Hoey Davis).)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Communication and Arts.
(b) Eligibility
   Any student.
(c) Basis for award
   Best essay for ENGL3100.
(d) Nature of prize
   Books to the value of $100.

Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Prize
(Established in 1994 and maintained by an annual gift from the Rural Doctors Association of Queensland.)
(a) Recommending authority
Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine — after consultation with a selection committee comprising –
(i) the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine (as Chair) or nominee;
(ii) a staff member from the Faculty of Medicine;
(iii) a representative from the Rural Doctors Association of Queensland; and
(iv) the President of the student rural support club TROHPIQ (Towards Rural and Outback Health Professionals in Queensland), or nominee;
with University staff comprising the majority.

(b) Eligibility
Students who are –
(i) domestic students in accordance with The University’s Fee Policy; and
(ii) enrolled in year 4 of the MD program; and
(iii) members of the student rural support club TROHPIQ; and
(iv) intend to attend the Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Annual Conference.

(c) Basis for award
Most outstanding applicant based on –
(i) a personal statement of 500 words or less, demonstrating interest in a career in rural medicine and commitment to rural communities; and
(ii) evidence of the student’s participation in activities of TROHPIQ.

(d) Nature of prize
(i) One honorary registration to the Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Annual Conference in the year of award, at which a commemorative plaque will be presented; and
(ii) $250 paid directly to the recipient once registered to attend the Rural Doctors Association of Queensland Annual Conference to assist with travel and accommodation expenses.

(e) Other provisions
(i) Applications must be lodged with the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(ii) The committee may decide to interview short-listed applicants.

John Ryley Memorial Prize in Pig Medicine
(Established in 1993 and maintained by the income from a gift of $2,000 from Mrs Marjorie Ryley and family in memory of the late Dr John W. Ryley OAM, BVSc, FACVSc, Hon DVSc, former member of Senate and the Veterinary Science Faculty Board.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
4th year Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) students.

(c) Basis for award
Highest mark in pig medicine component of VETS4021.

(d) Nature of prize
Money to the value of at least $150.

Howden Saggers Lawyers Prize in Criminal Procedure
(Established in 2008 and maintained by an annual gift from Howden Saggers Lawyers.)

(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Law.

(b) Eligibility
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or a dual degree including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).

(c) Basis of Award
Highest overall marks at first attempt in the courses entitled 

(d) Nature of Prize
$1,000.

Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology Prize
(Established in 2019 and maintained by an annual gift from Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology.)

(a) Recommending authority
The prize shall be awarded on recommendation from the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.

(b) Eligibility
Any student who –
(i) is enrolled in any field of the mechanical engineering discipline in the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
(ii) has attained 48 units of total credit but has not attained 56 units total credit towards their program or dual program in the year of the award with at least 24 units completed at The University of Queensland.

(c) Basis for award
The highest cumulative Grade Point Average (GPA) for those courses completed towards the Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.
The prize may not be shared. In the event that there are two or more students with the same GPA, the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, will determine the recipient based on a personal statement provided by each student outlining the expected benefits of the prize.

(d) Nature of prize
Flights, accommodation and travel costs to attend Sandvik Mining and Technology’s factory in Sweden, Finland or another location agreed between Sandvik Mining and Rock Technology and the Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.
The Gary Sansom Prize in Agribusiness
(Established in 2017 in honour of Gary Sansom, past president of the Qld Farmers Federation and maintained by an annual gift from The Qld Farmers’ Federation. Gary Sansom AM was one of Queensland agriculture’s most passionate and dedicated advocates. He spent more than 30 years working in representation, advocacy and advisory roles to improve agriculture beyond his own farm gate.)
a. Recommending Authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
b. Eligibility
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Agribusiness or Bachelor of Agribusiness / Sustainable Agriculture.
c. Basis for Award
   Highest marks in the first attempt at AGRC2023 (Agribusiness Planning and Management) or equivalent and AGRC2030 Agricultural Economics or equivalent.
d. Nature of Prize
   $500.

SAS Merit Prize for Data Science
(Established in 2018, maintained by annual gift from SAS Institute Australia Pty Limited)
(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Information Technology and Electrical Engineering.
(b) Eligibility
   (i) Enrolled students who have completed a minimum 8 units in the Master of Data Science; and
   (ii) Has completed at least one module of SAS data science academic certification approved by The University of Queensland
(c) Basis for award
   The highest cumulative Grade Point Average at the end of second semester of the year of award
(d) Nature of prize
   $1,000

Kos Scalvos Leadership Prize
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual gift from The Pharmacy Guild of Australia, Queensland Branch)
(a) A committee comprising Head of the School of Pharmacy, the chair of the School’s Teaching and Learning Committee and the President of the Pharmacy Guild of Australia, Queensland Branch (or their nominee).
(b) 4th year Bachelor of Pharmacy or Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) students
(c) A student who is deemed to have achieved outstanding engagement with the industry, the community, the School and fellow Bachelor of Pharmacy or Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) students.
(d) $1000.

Isolde Schaupp Memorial Prize for Classical Guitar
(Founded in 2013 by family, friends and colleagues of the late Ms Isolde Schaupp in her honour, this prize is to recognise excellence in classical guitar performance at the School of Music. Ms Schaupp taught classical guitar at the School of Music between 1986 and 2013.)
(a) Head, School of Music
(b) Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours).
(c) Most outstanding performance in classical guitar.
(d) $500
(e) The recipient of the prize will be determined at a special competition held each year on dates to be determined by the Head, School of Music

School of Chemical Engineering Program Prizes
(Established in 2010 and maintained by annual funding from the School of Chemical Engineering to acknowledge students who achieve the greatest proficiency in each field of chemical engineering and environmental engineering.)
(a) Head, School of Chemical Engineering.
(b) Any student who is -
   (i) enrolled in an approved undergraduate Engineering program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, in each field of the chemical engineering discipline.
   (ii) graduating in the year in which the prize is awarded.
(c) Highest GPA in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or integrated Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering program.
(d) Medal.
(e) One medal will be awarded to a student in each of the fields specified in rule b(i).

School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences Academic Excellence Award in Biochemistry
(Established in 2007 and maintained by ongoing financial commitment from the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences.)
(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
   Students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science.
(c) Basis for award
   Best overall marks in –
   (i) #4 of level 2 courses; and
   (ii) #8 of level 3 courses,
in the discipline of biochemistry.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$500.

**School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences Academic Excellence Award in Microbiology and Parasitology**
(Established in 2007 and maintained by ongoing financial commitment from the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science.

(c) **Basis for award**
Best overall marks in –
(i) #4 of level 2 courses; and
(ii) #8 of level 3 courses,
in the discipline of microbiology or parasitology or both.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$500.

**School of Pharmacy, HDR Student Best Publication Awards**
(Established in 2007 and maintained by annual funding from the School of Pharmacy to encourage and reward HDR students who are the primary authors of high quality publications.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
A Selection Committee, comprising:
(i) the Head of the School of Pharmacy, or nominee, as Chair of the Committee; and
(ii) the School of Pharmacy Postgraduate Coordinator, or nominee; and
(iii) the School of Pharmacy Research Strategies Committee Chair, or nominee; and
(iv) two members of the School of Pharmacy academic staff.

(b) **Eligibility**
PhD and MPhil students and graduates who:
(i) were the primary authors (first listed) of a research article affiliated with the School of Pharmacy and published in the year preceding the year of the award; and
(ii) were enrolled in the PhD or MPhil program administered by the School of Pharmacy when the research leading to the publication was carried out.

(c) **Basis for award**
Awards are for the Best Publication in the School of Pharmacy Research Areas and Research Centres as follows:
(i) Prize 1: Best Publication in one of the following fields: Clinical Pharmacy and Pharmacometrics; Medication Use, Safety and Health Services Research; Pharmacoepidemiology, Pharmacovigilance and Pharmacoconomics; or Pharmacy Education.
(ii) Prize 2: Best Publication in one of the following fields: Biopharmaceutical Delivery and Diagnostic Solutions; Pharmaceutical Biology; or Biomedical Discovery and Development.
(iii) Highly Commended: up to four highly commended publications may be awarded at the discretion of the Selection Committee.

(d) **Nature of prize**
(i) The best publications as determined by the Selection Committee will receive a certificate and $1000 for each Prize.
(ii) Highly commended publications as determined by the Selection Committee will receive a certificate and $500.

(e) **Other provisions**
(i) Applicants must apply to the School of Pharmacy by the date set by the School of Pharmacy Postgraduate Coordinator; and
(ii) An applicant may submit only one publication for consideration in the year of the award.

**Norman Sheridan Memorial Prizes**
The prizes were established in 2013 in memory of Dr Norman Sheridan for his 42 years of dedicated service to his profession at The University of Queensland and his life’s commitment to engineering education, particularly in the field of thermodynamics and, later, that of solar energy and other renewable energies. The prizes are supported through an endowment given by his family and friends.

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in the mechanical engineering discipline.

(c) **Basis for award**
Prize 1: Highest mark in the first attempt at MECH3400
Prize 2: Highest mark in the first attempt at ENGY4000.

(d) **Nature of prize**
The value of each prize will be approximately equal to half of the distributable annual income from the fund.

**Dr Mark Skinner Prize for Academic Excellence**
(Established in 2012 by a gift from friends of the Skinner Family in recognition of Dr Skinner’s long term voluntary teaching contribution at the Greenslopes Clinical School.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.

(b) 3rd year MBBS or MD students who have undertaken a clinical rotation at the Greenslopes Clinical School

(c) Highest GPA in Year 3

(d) $500
SIMTARS Dr Peter Golledge Prize for Mine Safety Research Excellence
(Established in 1996 by a gift of $16,000 from SIMTARS (Safety in Mines Testing and Research Station), to commemorate 45
years of service by Peter Golledge, a nationally and internationally renowned mining research engineer who has dedicated his
career - both in Australia and elsewhere in the mining world (including Africa, Canada and the United Kingdom) - to improving
health and safety in the industry.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
The Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering, on advice from the Professor of the mining engineering
discipline.
(b) **Eligibility**
Undergraduate and postgraduate mining engineering students.
(c) **Basis for award**
Most outstanding undergraduate or postgraduate mining engineering thesis with a demonstrable link with improved
safety in the mining industry sector.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money.
(e) **Other provisions**
A student who has been awarded the Department of Natural Resources, Mines and Energy Mines Chief Inspector's
Award for Excellence in Mine Safety is not eligible for this prize.

Sleath String Performance Prize
(Established in 1998 by a bequest by Howard Sleath of 50% of his estate to The University of Queensland. Mr Howard Sleath was
well-known to instrumentalists throughout Australia for the excellence of his craftsmanship and skill as a maker of stringed
instruments. Mr Sleath gave the State of Queensland a string quartet of instruments to be kept under the supervision of the Head
of the School of Music. The instruments were first demonstrated by the Mayne String Quartet at a concert to inaugurate the Howard
Sleath Quartet of Instruments in 1974.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Music.
(b) **Eligibility**
Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor
of Music of Bachelor of Music (Honours).
(c) **Basis for award**
Most outstanding performance played on an orchestral stringed instrument with a bow.
(d) **Nature of prize**
Money equal to the annual income from the fund allocated to this Prize.

Henry Roderick Smith Prize in Ancient History
(Established in 1987 by a gift of $1,000 from Mrs M.E. Smith in memory of her son, who was a student at the University.)
(a) **Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.**
(b) Students who have completed 2 or more advanced Ancient History courses in the year.
(c) Best performance based on any 2 of those courses.
(d) Money.

Society of Hospital Pharmacists of Australia (SHPA) Prize
(Maintained by an annual gift from the Society of Hospital Pharmacists of Australia. The prize was formalised by Senate in 2009.)
(a) **Head, School of Pharmacy.**
(b) Students who completed the Graduate Diploma in Clinical Pharmacy in the normal minimum time required to complete
the program.
(c) Greatest proficiency in the program.
(d) $250.

SQ AusIMM Branch Encouragement Awards
(Established in 1963 and maintained by an annual gift from the Southern Queensland Women’s Auxiliary of The Australasian
Institute of Mining and Metallurgy who each year, subject to monies being available and the agreement of current members, will
make available the amount of $1000 for two encouragement awards.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(b) **Eligibility**
Undergraduate students enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering
integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field within the mining or metallurgical engineering discipline
who -
(i) are not in receipt of a scholarship; and
(ii) have completed, in the first attempt, both semesters of compulsory and elective courses in the second year of the
program.
(c) **Basis for award**
Consistent academic performance and a high degree of enthusiasm and commitment to the profession of mining or
metallurgical engineering.
(d) **Nature of prize**
$500 for each discipline.

Southside Dental Study Club – Professor R R Stephens Prize
(Established in 2006 in memory of the late Professor R R Stephens who died in September 2004. The Prize is maintained by an
annual donation from the Southside Dental Study Club.)
(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Dentistry.
(b) **Eligibility**  
First time, Year 4 BDSc(Hons) students.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest marks in all compulsory Year 4 courses.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$500.

**Dr John Springhall Prize in Veterinary Science**  
(Established in 1983 by gifts from the late Dr J. A. Springhall, MBE, OAM, and his colleagues and friends. The late Dr Springhall was a Senior Lecturer in Veterinary School from 1959 - 1982.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science

(b) **Eligibility**  
Fourth year Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) students.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest mark at first attempt in VETS4022.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Money to the value of at least $500

**The Staveley Prize**  
(Established in 2019 and supported by an endowment.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Academic Dean and Head of School, School of Economics.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Final year student in the Bachelor of Politics, Philosophy and Economics (Honours) program.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Best performance (highest average in all listed courses at first attempt only):

- PPES1101 Politics, Philosophy, Economics 1
- PPES2101 Politics, Philosophy, Economics 2
- PPES3101 Politics, Philosophy, Economics 3
- PPES4101 Politics, Philosophy, Economics 4.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$1,000

**Bertram Dillon Steele Prize**  
(Established and maintained by the income from a bequest of $3,000 from the late Mrs A. Steele, in memory of Bertram Dillon Steele, DSc, FIC, first Professor of Chemistry in The University of Queensland.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Head, School of Chemical Engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Any student who –

(i) is enrolled in either the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program, in any field within the chemical engineering discipline; and

(ii) in the previous year attained #48 total credit but has not attained #56 total credit towards their program or dual program with at least #32 completed at The University of Queensland; and

(iii) has completed all compulsory courses listed in years 1, 2 and 3 of the program course listed for a chemical engineering discipline; and

(iv) is a continuing student and is enrolled in at least #4 in courses listed for year 4 of the program course list.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest cumulative GPA for those courses completed towards the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Money.

**James Cecil Stevenson Memorial Prize**  
(Founded in 1944 by a gift of $600 from the Right Reverend William Henry Webster Stevenson, Bishop of Grafton, as a memorial to his son, James Cecil Stevenson, BA (Honours Mathematics), BSc, of this University, and Wing Commander in the Royal Australian Air Force, who gave his life in the service of his country.)

(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Undergraduate students.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Greatest proficiency in any two of MATH2301, MATH2302 and MATH2400/MATH2401.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
Books to the value of at least $135.

**Jean and Joyce Stobo Memorial Prize**  
(Founded in 1956 by the Queensland Medical Women’s Society in memory of Drs Jean and Joyce Stobo; the initial gift was $460.)

(a) **Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.**

(b) **Eligibility**  
Female students who have completed year 2 of the MBBS or MD program.

(c) **Highest overall marks in year 2 examinations.**

(d) **Books.**
Neville G. Sutton Prize in Surgery
(Originally established in 1963 as the Neville G. Sutton Bursary in Surgery, to honour Professor Neville G. Sutton, upon his retirement from active University teaching. Professor Sutton was first Lecturer-in-Charge and later Professor of Surgery in 1937–1962 and Dean of the Faculty of Medicine 1957–1962. The Bursary was converted to a prize in 2002.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Year 3 MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest mark in the surgery rotation.
(d) Money.

Kenneth Swanwick Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1966 by a bequest of $400 under the will of Miss Beryl Blanche Steedman, BA, in memory of Kenneth Foulkes Swanwick, BA Syd.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students other than recipients of the Madalen Kitty Ravenhill Hulbert Memorial Prize.
(c) Basis for award
Highest overall marks at first attempt in MATH1051, MATH1052 and MATH1061.
(d) Nature of prize
$100 for the purchase of books.

Alrene Sykes Memorial Prize
(Established in 1991 as a memorial to the late Alrene Sykes, formerly Senior Lecturer in English at The University of Queensland, and maintained by the income from a fund subscribed by relatives, former colleagues, professional drama associates, students and other friends together with an annual donation of books from the University of Queensland Press).

(a) Head, School of Communication and Arts.
(b) Students who –
(i) hold a BA or BCreateArts including at least one course in Australian literature or Australian drama; and
(ii) are enrolled in one of the following programs –
   (a) BA(Hons) in English; or
   (b) BA(Hons) in English Literature; or
   (c) BA(Hons) in Drama; or
   (d) BCreateArts (Hons) in Drama; or
   (e) BA(Hons) in Australian Studies; or
   (f) GDipArts in Australian Studies; and
(iii) are writing a thesis on Australian literature or Australian drama.
(c) Greatest proficiency in at least #20 of English courses taken for the BA.
(d) (i) Money; and
(ii) $200 selection of books currently available from University of Queensland Press, to be selected by the recipient.

Tax Institute Prizes in Law
(Established in 1998 and maintained by an annual gift from The Tax Institute, formerly known as the Taxation Institute of Australia.)

(a) Recommending authority
Head, School of Law.
(b) Eligibility
Prizes 1 and 2 - Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours), or a dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
Prize 3 - Any student.
(c) Basis for award
Prize 1 - Highest mark in first attempt at LAWS5144.
Prize 2 - Highest mark in first attempt at LAWS5223 in a year when the course is offered.
Prize 3 - Highest mark in first attempt at LAWS7012.
(d) Nature of prize
(i) Registration to 'The Tax Institute’s “Young Tax Professionals Series”'; and
(ii) Certificate of achievement.

Edward Taylor Memorial Prize
(Founded in 1934 by a gift of $200, increased in 1936 to $300, from the Queensland Bowling Association, in memory of Mr Edward Taylor, a patron and a veteran member of that Association. The Prize is currently maintained by annual funding from the School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences.)

(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Students in the Faculty of Science and the Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.
(c) Basis for award
Greatest proficiency in first attempt at any 3 second level chemistry courses studied in a single year or over 2 consecutive years.
(d) Nature of prize
Books worth $200.

University of Queensland Library Excellence Award
(Established in 2006 and maintained by an annual gift from The University of Queensland Library.)

(a) University Librarian and Director of Learning Services, in consultation with the –
(i) President, Academic Board or nominee; and
(ii) Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Academic) or nominee.

(b) Any undergraduate, including honours, student of the University who is not a member of staff.

(c) Best 500-700 word essay demonstrating how Library resources were used to produce an excellent assessment outcome.

The essays will be assessed against the following criteria –

(i) sophistication, originality, the depth or breadth in the use of Library collections; and
(ii) evidence of significant personal learning and the development of a habit of research and inquiry; and
(iii) exceptional ability to locate, select, evaluate and synthesise Library resources.

The essay must be accompanied by a statement of support from the supervising lecturer, and by a copy of the piece of assessment including a bibliography that shows the resources used in completing the assessment.

(d) $1000.

(e) (i) Applications must be lodged with the University Librarian by 1 October in the year of the award.

(ii) The recommending authority may award up to four prizes annually.

The Theosophical Society Perennial Philosophy Prize
(Established in 2015 and maintained by an annual donation from the National Council of the Theosophical Society in Australia.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry after consultation with a committee, comprising staff of the Studies in Religion discipline

(b) Any student who has completed an essay in a Studies in Religion Course (with the discipline descriptor RELN) in the year of award

(c) Prize 1 – Awarded to the student who, in the opinion of the head, submitted the highest quality paper on any aspect of the Perennial Philosophy in its Eastern and Western traditions in an undergraduate program (excluding an honours program)

Prize 2 – Awarded to the student who, in the opinion of the head, submitted the highest quality paper on any aspect of the Perennial Philosophy in its Eastern and Western traditions in a postgraduate program or an undergraduate honours program

(d) $750 for each prize

(e) The winning papers will be considered for publication on the Society’s website and a précis of winning papers may also be considered for publication in the Society’s journal

(f) A copy of the winning papers will be forwarded for placement in The Campbell Theosophical Research Library at the Society’s National Headquarters

Kenneth A. Thiess Prize
(Established in 1963 by a gift of £10,000 from Mr B.J. Thiess as a memorial to his son Kenneth A. Thiess, a young Civil Engineering graduate of this University, who was accidentally killed while carrying out the duties of an engineer with the Snowy Mountains Hydro-Electric Authority.)

(a) Recommending Authority
Head, School of Civil Engineering, on advice of a selection committee established and chaired by the Head, and consisting of 3 staff members from the discipline and a representative of the Civil Engineering Students’ Association who is a recent civil engineering graduate and who has held office on the executive of that association. The Head may directly nominate students or may call for expressions of interest.

(b) Eligibility
Any student who -

(i) is enrolled in the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) program, or the integrated Bachelor of Engineering / Master of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) / Master of Engineering, or a dual program that includes a Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) component, in any field of engineering within the discipline of civil engineering; and

(ii) is expected to graduate at the end of the semester in which the prize is awarded, or the semester immediately following.

(c) Basis of Award
Most meritorious student based on –

(i) performance in the examinations of the program; and

(ii) participation in student activities as demonstrated by a cover letter and resume and verified by the Head’s selection committee.

(d) Nature of Prize
Money.

Catherine Thorp-Cramb Prize in Doctors’ Mental Health
(This prize was established in 2017 in memory of Dr Catherine Thorp-Cramb, a graduate of The University of Queensland. The prize was funded by gifts from family, friends and colleagues of Catherine, and is intended to increase community awareness in the area of doctors’ mental health.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine on advice from a head of the academic discipline of psychiatry or his or her nominee

(b) 3rd or 4th year students who are enrolled in the MD

(c) Best submitted essay on the topic of Doctors’ Mental Health

(d) $1000

(e) The prize may not be shared

John William Tierney Memorial Prize
(Established in 1992 in memory of John William Tierney and maintained by a fund subscribed by the Australasian Plant Pathology Society and members of staff who teach in the discipline of botany.)

(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science on consultation with the Head, School of Agriculture and Food Sciences.

(b) Any student.

(c) Highest mark for first attempt in BIOL3011 and BIOL3201.

(d) Books.
Town Planning Thesis Prize
(Established in 1984 and maintained by an annual donation of $250 by Mr John Brannock.)
(a) Recommending authority
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) Eligibility
Final year BRTP students.
(c) Basis for award
Highest mark in the exposition or thesis.
(d) Nature of prize
$400.
(e) Other provisions
The student shall be invited to submit a paper of not more than 2,000 words suitable for publication in a journal nominated by the donor on the subject of the thesis.

#transformlaw KWM Prize
(Established in 2018 and maintained by an annual gift from international law firm King & Wood Mallesons (KWM) to support a prize in new legal technology.)
(a) Recommending authority
Head of School, School of Law after consultation with a selection committee, comprising –
(i) Head of School, School of Law (or nominee) as chair; and
(ii) two academic staff members from The University, nominated by the Head of School, School of Law; and
(iii) up to two representatives from the donor and/or industry partners including at least one representative of KWM, nominated by the Head of School, School of Law, with University staff comprising the majority.
(b) Eligibility
Participants in a team comprising 2-4 undergraduate UQ students who have submitted a proposal. The team must –
(i) include at least one LLB or LLB(Hons) (including a dual program that includes the LLB or LLB(Hons)) student; and
(ii) include one other undergraduate UQ student; and
(iii) not include a member who is on another team applying for the prize in the same year.
(c) Basis for award
Best team determined on the basis of the proposal and performance at the final presentation to the selection committee, who will be judging according to the following criteria: innovation and creativity; legal analysis; practicality and business model; potential impact; and clarity of expression and presentation.
(d) Nature of prize
$10,000 shared equally between the team members.
(e) Other provisions
All intellectual property rights in the proposals vest with the students upon their creation. If KWM gives written notice to the students within 60 days of the end of the competition, it will have the first option to negotiate to acquire or otherwise commercialise any of those intellectual property rights. That option will last for three months from the date of notification.

Donald Tugby Anthropology Prize
(Established in 2010 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift of $23,000 from Dr Donald Tugby, who taught anthropology at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986 and carried out extensive fieldwork in Southeast Asia.)
(a) Head, School of Social Science, on advice from the staff teaching in the anthropology program.
(b) Bachelor of Arts (Honours) students who –
(i) are studying in the field of anthropology; and
(ii) have submitted a thesis on a topic –
(A) related to the Asia or Pacific region (excluding Australia); or
(B) on anthropological method.
(c) Highest overall mark for the honours program.
(d) (i) $1,000; and
(ii) a School of Social Science certificate.

Donald Tugby Musicology Prize
(Established in 2011 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift from Dr Donald Tugby, who taught anthropology at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986. Dr Tugby was a member of the University Choir and an advisor on world music to the School of Music.)
(a) Head, School of Music, on advice from staff teaching in the field of musicology.
(b) Students who –
(i) are enrolled in one of the following programs - (A) Bachelor of Music (Honours); (B) Bachelor of Arts (Honours), majoring in the field of music; and
(ii) have submitted a thesis on a topic in the field of musicology.
(c) Highest overall mark and a grade of 7 for the course entitled –
(i) ‘Music Thesis’ (MUSC4500); or
(d) Money equal to the annual income from the fund allocated to this Prize; and
(ii) a School of Music certificate.
Donald Tugby Postgraduate Archaeological Research Prize
(Established in 2010 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift of $23,000 from Dr Donald Tugby, who taught anthropology at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986. Dr Tugby introduced statistics to archaeology and initiated extensive archaeological fieldwork on North Stradbroke Island. The prize is to encourage and reward research excellence in archaeology by facilitating postgraduate student participation in the global archaeological research community.)

(a) Head, School of Social Science, on advice from the staff teaching in the field of archaeology.
(b) Students enrolled in a higher degree in the field of archaeology.
(c) Best application based on the following criteria in ranked order of importance-
   (i) peer-reviewed publication(s) (in press or published), with an emphasis on highly ranked journals or other publications;
   (ii) successful competitive grant applications;
   (iii) conference participation, with preference for conferences of international standing;
   (iv) previous prizes awarded;
   (v) proposed use of the funds to support one or more of the activities outlined in rule (d)(i).
(d) (i) $1,000 to be used to support –
   (A) travel; or
   (B) publication; or
   (C) fieldwork costs, related to postgraduate research activities; and
   (ii) a School of Social Science certificate.

Donald Tugby Prize for Art History
(Established in 2011 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift from Dr Donald Tugby, who taught anthropology at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986. Dr Tugby attended lectures on Art History, as did his two daughters, and has taken an interest in the advancement of the Art Museum.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Head, School of Communication and Arts, on the advice of staff teaching in the field of Art History.
(b) Eligibility
   Students who have -
   (i) completed the Bachelor of Arts (Honours), majoring in Art History in the year of the award.
   (ii) submitted a thesis on a topic in the field of Asia Pacific Art (excluding Australian Art); and
   (iii) achieved first class for their honours thesis.
(c) Basis for award
   Highest overall mark for the course entitled 'Honours Research Thesis'.
(d) Nature of prize
   (i) $1,000; and
   (ii) a School of Communication and Arts certificate.

Donald Tugby Prize in the Psychology of Peace
(Established in 2011 and maintained by the income of an endowment gift of $23,000 from Dr Donald Tugby, who taught at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986. Dr Tugby’s career began teaching anthropology, social psychology, and sociology within the Department of Psychology under Don McElwain. Dr. Tugby also served as the State Convenor of Psychologists for Peace until 2009.)

(a) Head, School of Psychology, on advice from staff researching and/or teaching in the field of peace psychology.
(b) Students –
   (i) who completed one of the following programs in the year of award –
      (A) Bachelor of Arts (Honours), in the field of psychology;
      (B) Bachelor of Science (Honours), in the field of psychology;
      (C) Bachelor of Psychological Science (Honours); and
   (ii) who submitted a thesis on a topic related to the psychology of peace, defined to include topics such as the following –
      (A) peace and social harmony between groups, couples, and individuals;
      (B) conflict resolution and escalation;
      (C) prejudice and reconciliation;
      (D) social justice;
      (E) positive social change; and
   (iii) whose thesis takes a positive approach to creating peace; and
   (iv) who obtained first class for their honours thesis.
(c) Highest overall mark for honours thesis.
(d) (i) $1,000; and
   (ii) a School of Psychology certificate.

Donald Tugby Prize in Excellence in Equine Clinical Practice
(The Donald Tugby for Excellence in Equine Clinical Practice was established in 2012. Dr Tugby taught anthropology at The University of Queensland from 1958 to 1986 and for part of that time, a social science course at the then Gatton College. Dr Tugby often visited the University’s Pinjarra Hills farm. He was a competitive horse rider, a BHS Riding Instructor, and bred Anglo-Arab Horses.)

(a) Recommending authority
   A committee comprising the Head, School of Veterinary Science, the Director (Equine Hospital), the Coordinator (VETS5015), and an Equine Hospital Clinical Academic.
(b) Eligibility
   Fifth year students enrolled full time in the Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours).
(c) Basis for award
   The Prize is awarded to the person who, in the opinion of the selection committee, shows the greatest merit as demonstrated by –
(i) 1st Class Honours eligibility;
(ii) Academic achievement in VETS5015;
(iii) Demonstrated performance in VETS4022 Equine Clinical Studies;
(iv) A demonstrated commitment to equine practice.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000.

(e) **Other provisions**
Applications must be lodged with, and by the date set by the Head, School of Veterinary Science.

**Donald Tugby Prize in Nanotechnology**
(Established in 2014 and maintained by an annual donation by Dr Donald Tugby. Dr Tugby taught anthropology at the University from 1958 to 1986. He was interested in the social function and history of science and was the chairperson of a group called "Social Responsibility in Science")

(a) Director, Australian Institute for Bioengineering and Nanotechnology (AIBN) after consultation with the AIBN Executive.
(b) Higher Degree by Research students enrolled or graduating at the AIBN in the year of award
(c) Best article published, or in press, in a recognised scientific journal where the student is the first author on the paper in the year of award
(d) (i) $1,000; and
(ii) Certificate from AIBN; and
(iii) Membership to the Renaissance Club with other Donald Tugby Prize Winners

**John H. Tyrer Prize in Internal Medicine**
(This prize honours the memory of Emeritus Professor John Tyrer, who passed away on 6 June 2006, following a lifetime of outstanding service to medicine, which included his appointment as The University of Queensland’s Foundation Professor of Medicine and Head of Discipline of Medicine, 1954-1985. The prize was established in 1992 and is maintained from the income of a fund contributed by colleagues, friends and former students of Professor Tyrer.)

(a) Awarded once every 2 years by Senate on the recommendation of the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine. To assist in the selection process, the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine must establish a selection committee, chaired by the Head, Discipline of Medicine, and comprised of academic staff teaching in the field of medicine.
(b) Persons who –
(i) have resided in the State of Queensland during the 2 years immediately prior to the year of the award; and
(ii) have not previously been awarded the prize.
(c) Best contribution by way of research in the field of Internal Medicine carried out in Queensland over the past 5 years.
(d) (i) Approximately equal to the annual income from the fund for this and the preceding year; and
(ii) a medal.

**Queensland University Squadron Alumni Prize**
(Established in 2011 by the Queensland University Squadron Branch of the RAAF Association, and maintained by income from multiple gifts donated from past members and supporters of the branch.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Academic Registrar, after consultation with the Queensland University Squadron Branch of the RAAF Association - Queensland Division.

(b) **Eligibility**
Full-time students who –
(i) are or have been a member of the Australian Air Force Cadets for a period of not less than two years of service; and
(ii) have completed at least the first year of an undergraduate program at The University of Queensland in the year immediately prior to the year of the award.

(c) **Basis for award**
Highest GPA in the first year of the program.

(d) **Nature of prize**
$1,000.

**UQCHU Honours Prize in Archaeology**
(Established in 2017 and maintained by the UQ Culture and Heritage Unit within the School of Social Science. The prize was established to encourage excellence in the field of archaeology.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Social Science.

(b) **Eligibility**
Students completing the BA or BSc honours program with an archaeological thesis topic in the School of Social Science.

(c) **Basis for award**
The highest aggregate mark.

(d) **Nature of Prize**
$1,000

**UQLS Medal for Outstanding Achievement**
(Established in 2000 and maintained by an annual donation from The University of Queensland Law Society.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
Head, School of Law after consultation with the President, University of Queensland Law Society (“the Society”).

(b) Students who –
(i) will graduate in the year of the award; and
(ii) have an overall GPA of at least 5.5 in all completed LAWS courses; and
(iii) have been positively and actively involved in –
(A) the life of the Law School or the Society; and  
(B) the broader community; and  
(iv) do not hold the office of the President of the University of Queensland Law Society.

(c) Best overall performance in the selection criteria in paragraph (b).  
(d) A cast medal and inscription on the honour board displayed in the Law Library.

UQ Rowe Scientific Chemistry Award – 2nd year laboratory prize
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual donation of $500 from Rowe Scientific Pty Ltd)

(a) Recommending authority  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility  
Students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science.

(c) Basis for award  
Greatest overall proficiency in first attempt of CHEM2054 or equivalent.

(d) Nature of prize  
$500

UQ Rowe Scientific Chemistry Award – 3rd year laboratory prize
(Established in 2016 and maintained by an annual donation of $500 from Rowe Scientific Pty Ltd)

(a) Recommending authority  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility  
Students enrolled in a program administered by the Faculty of Science.

(c) Basis for award  
Greatest overall proficiency in first attempt of CHEM3016 or equivalent.

(d) Nature of prize  
$500

UQ Singapore Alumni Excellence Prize

(a) Recommending authority  
Executive Dean of the Faculty of Business, Economics & Law.

(b) Eligibility  
Students in programs offered by the School of Business or School of Economics who –  
(i) are Singapore citizens; and  
(ii) are enrolled or have graduated in semester immediately prior to the award  
(iii) have completed at least 2 semesters of study.

(c) Basis for award  
Highest GPA for courses completed at UQ

(d) Nature of prize  
Money to the value of at least $1,000 but limited to the annual income from the fund.

Valuers Registration Board of Queensland Prize
(The inaugural prizes were awarded in 1974 and 1975. The Prizes are awarded by Senate since 1998. Maintained by an annual gift from the Valuers Registration Board of Queensland.)

(a) Head, School of Business.

(b) Full-time students completing year two of the BBusMan or BBus program (real estate and development major only).

(c) Best performance throughout the year.

(d) $1000.

Van Niel International Prize for Studies in Bacterial Systematics
(Established in 1986 by a contribution of $10,000 being funds derived from the International Committee on Systematic Bacteriology (now known as International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes) and a donation from Professor V.B.D. Skerman of the Department of Microbiology, in honour of the contribution of scholarship in the field of Microbiology of Professor Cornelis Bernardus van Niel who died in 1985.)

(a) Head, School of Chemistry and Molecular Biosciences, following consultation with the Executive Secretary-Treasurer of the International Committee on Systematics of Prokaryotes, a committee of the Bacteriology and Applied Microbiology Division of International Union of Microbiological Societies.

(b) Any person.

(c) Most distinguished contribution in the field of Bacterial Systematics in the years since the previous prize was awarded.

(d) Money and a citation.

(e) The Prize is awarded at the meeting of the Congress of the International Union of Microbiological Societies.

N.V. Varghese Prize for Comparative Education
(Established in 2001 by the Varghese family as a memorial to the late N.V. Varghese, a former staff member of the School of Education. The Prize is maintained from the income of a bequest of $15,000 by the late N.V. Varghese.)

(a) Head, School of Education on the advice of a selection committee appointed annually by the Head of School.

(b) Students completing a MPhil or PhD in the broad field of comparative education.

(c) Best thesis.

(d) Money.

R. & A.E. Veitch Prize
(Established in 1974 by a bequest of $2,000 from the late Robert Veitch as a memorial to his wife Alice Esmee Veitch and to himself.)
(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) In alternate years —
   (i) Students pursuing for the first time in one academic year the courses comprising 5th and 6th semesters of an undergraduate Agricultural Science program;
   (ii) students studying within the Faculty of Science.

(c) In alternate years —
   (i) greatest proficiency in the courses referred to in sub-paragraph (b)(i);
   (ii) greatest proficiency in second year entomology courses.

(d) Money.

Veterinary Alumni Prize
(Established in 2018 by the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland, and maintained by income generated from the endowment fund established in 2019. This gift is in recognition of the many years of support for medicine by the Veterinary Science Special Interest Group of Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
   First time, fourth year Bachelor of Veterinary Science or Bachelor of Veterinary Science (Honours) students.

(c) Basis for award
   Best results in the year.

(d) Nature of prize
   At least $1000 but limited to the annual income of the fund.

VIPAC Advanced Dynamics & Vibrations Prize
(Established in 2008 and maintained by an annual gift of $1200 from VIPAC Engineers and Scientists Limited Pty Ltd.)

(a) Head, School of Mechanical and Mining Engineering (the Head).

(b) Any student who passed the course referred to in rule (c) in the year of the award.

(c) Best demonstration project in the course entitled ‘Advanced Dynamics and Vibrations’.

(d) Money.

Arthur Wade Prize
(Founded in 1953 by gift of 100 8% cumulative preference shares valued at $200 in memory of Arthur Wade, DSc, from his widow Mrs Wade, their son Mr Cedric A. Wade and their daughter Dr Gyphe Wade Betheran.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
   Final year students with an academic interest in applied geology or applied geophysics who are enrolled in one of the following programs —
   (i) Bachelor of Science (Honours) (Geology or Exploration Geophysics);
   (ii) Graduate Diploma in Mineral Resources (Exploration);
   (iii) Master of Mineral Resources (Exploration);
   (iv) Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) (Geology or Exploration Geophysics)

(c) Basis for award
   Greatest proficiency in the year.

(d) Nature of prize
   Money for the purchase of books to the value of at least $400.

Maude Walker Prizes
(Established in 1973 by a bequest of $3 000 from the estate of the late Miss Maude Walker.)

(a) Recommending authority
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Eligibility
   BSc and BAdvSc(Hons) students.

(c) Basis for award
   Prize 1 - Greatest proficiency in the first year of enrolment in courses which have a total value of at least #16.
   Prize 2 - Greatest proficiency while enrolled as a second year student in courses in which the student has not previously enrolled which have a total value of at least #16.

(d) Nature of award
   Money to the value of at least $500.

Warren Walsh Memorial Award
(Established in 1994 in memory of Warren Walsh a former student and staff member of the Department of Human Movement Studies and maintained from a fund donated by his colleagues and friends.)

(a) A committee comprising the Head, School of Human Movement and Nutrition Sciences, a nominee of the Head and a person elected by the School’s full-time academic staff on contracts of at least 3 years duration.

(b) Students awarded a PhD within the field of Human Movement Studies within the last 12 months.

(c) Most outstanding performance, based primarily on the contribution made to the student’s academic disciplines but also on the contribution made to the teaching, research and life of the School generally.

(d) $500.

Lindsay and Richard Watson Prize
(Established in 1974 by a gift of $2,000 from Mrs Lindsay Watson in memory of her late husband Richard Watson.)

(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) First time, first year students in an undergraduate Agricultural Science program.
(c) Outstanding achievement in that year.
(d) Money.
(e) The winner of this award is not eligible for the Ben Brown Encouragement Award for Agricultural Science in the same year.

**Burnett William Wendorff Memorial Prize for Classical Piano**
(Established in 2016 by an endowed bequest from the estate of Eunice Shirley Wendorff, in honour of her late husband, Burnett William Wendorff (BA 1922).)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Head, School of Music.

(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Music or Bachelor of Music (Honours) or a dual program that includes the Bachelor of Music of Bachelor of Music (Honours).

(c) **Basis for award**
   Most outstanding performance in classical piano.

(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money equal to the annual income from the fund.

**John Western Sociology Prize**
(Established in 1996 to honour the late Emeritus Professor John Western's contribution to sociology at UQ. The prize is maintained by the income of an endowment gift of $20,000 from Mrs Tasnee Western, and a contribution from the School of Social Science.)

(a) **Head, School of Social Science.**

(b) Students completing a 4 year honours degree in -
   (i) the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) in Sociology; or
   (ii) the Bachelor of Social Science (Honours) in Sociology provided all fourth year courses and the thesis were undertaken in the School of Social Science.

(c) **Highest fourth-year result in the Sociology Honours program.**

(d) **$1000**

**F.T.M. White Prize**
(Founded in 1967 as a tribute to Professor F.T.M. White, formerly a professor of this University and maintained by the income of a fund of approximately $1,000 subscribed by his colleagues, students and friends.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology, on advice from the program leaders of the following disciplines –
   (i) mining engineering; and
   (ii) chemical and metallurgical engineering.

(b) **Eligibility**
   Any student completing the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours), or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual program –
   (i) in any field within the mining engineering discipline; or
   (ii) in the field of chemical and metallurgical engineering.

(c) **Basis for award**
   Most worthy of the award on the basis of the qualities of scholastic attainment and high standard of character and service in student activities.

(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money.

**Joan Wickham Memorial Prize**
(Established in 2010 and maintained by an annual gift from Alumni Friends of the University of Queensland. This prize is in memory of Joan Wickham who managed the Engineering Library from 1968 until her retirement in 1988.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Engineering, Architecture and Information Technology.

(b) **Eligibility**
   Female students who have completed 32 units, but no more than 38 units, towards the Bachelor of Engineering or Bachelor of Engineering (Honours) or an engineering integrated program, or an engineering dual.

(c) **Basis for award**
   Highest GPA in the units undertaken.

(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money to the value of at least $1,000.

**John Wienholt Memorial Prize**
(Established in 1937 as the John Wienholt Memorial Scholarship in Anatomy and Physiology and maintained until 1953 by annual payments by Mrs Wienholt and thereafter by a bequest by her to the University of $2000. The Scholarship was renamed in 2002 and converted to a prize in 2003.)

(a) **Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.**

(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the first year of the Doctor of Medicine program.

(c) **Basis for award**
   Awarded to the student with the highest aggregated mark in the first attempt in MEDI7111 and MEDI7112.

(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money.

**Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Child Health**
(Established in 1963 by a bequest of approximately $4,000 under the will of Professor Herbert John Wilkinson, Professor of Anatomy in The University of Queensland 1936–1959, in memory of his wife.)
(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Fourth year MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest mark in the paediatrics and child health rotation.
(d) Money.

**Elsie Butler Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Obstetrics and Gynaecology**
(Established in 1963 by a bequest of approximately $8,000 under the will of a Professor Herbert John Wilkinson, Professor of Anatomy in The University of Queensland 1936–1959, in memory of his wife.)

(a) Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) Fourth year MBBS or MD students.
(c) Highest mark in the obstetrics and gynaecology rotation.
(d) Money.

**Herbert John Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Anatomy**
(Established in 1963 by a bequest of approximately $8000 under the will of Professor Herbert John Wilkinson, Professor of Anatomy in the University of Queensland 1936 to 1959.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.
(b) **Eligibility**
   MBBS or MD students.
(c) **Basis for award**
   Highest score in the progressive summative assessment in the surgery rotation during the third year of the program.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money.

**Herbert Smith Freehills Prize in Law**
(Established in 1993 and maintained by an annual gift from Freehills, Solicitors (now known as Herbert Smith Freehills).)

(a) **Recommending Authority**
   Head, School of Law.
(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) or dual program including the Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours).
(c) **Basis of Award**
(d) **Nature of Prize**
   $1000.

**John Hughes Wilkinson Memorial Prize in Law**
(Established in 1963 by a bequest of approximately $8,000 under the will of Professor Herbert John Wilkinson, Professor of Anatomy in The University of Queensland 1936–1959, in memory of his son John Hughes Wilkinson.)

(a) **Head, School of Law.**
(b) **Eligibility**
   Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) students.
(c) **Basis for award**
   Highest results in law courses taken over the program.
(d) **Nature of Prize**
   Money.

**C.H. Williams Prize**
(Established in 1978 by gifts of $432 from Mr C.H. Williams, a former Senior Lecturer in the Department of Pharmacy; and $468 from the Pharmaceutical Society of Queensland.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Head, School of Pharmacy
(b) **Eligibility**
   Students enrolled in the Bachelor of Pharmacy or Bachelor of Pharmacy (Honours) who have passed all courses.
(c) **Basis of award**
   Highest aggregate mark in Drug Discovery courses taken in the second and third year of the program.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Money.

**Dulcie Evelyn Williams Memorial Prize**
(Founded in 1951 as a memorial to the late Miss Dulcie Evelyn Williams, BA BSc, by a gift of $400 from her mother Mrs J. E. Williams.)

(a) **Recommending authority**
   Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**
   Any student, other than recipients of the Michael P. O’Donnell Memorial Prize undertaking 3 or more level 3 mathematics courses in the year for which the award is awarded.
(c) **Basis for award**
   Highest proficiency in level 3 mathematics courses.
(d) **Nature of prize**
   Books to the value of at least $125.
Lesley Merle Williams Memorial Prize
(Established in 2017 from a bequest from the estate of Dr Lesley Williams. Dr Williams was awarded a PhD in Bacteriology from UQ and was a UQ employee periodically between 1954 and 1997. She was awarded an Excellence in Teaching award and an Order of Australia. She was also an author of three books on the history of Women’s Health.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science
(b) **Eligibility**  
Students in the Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science or Bachelor of Biomedical Science program
(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest average of the marks in the practical component of BIOL3003 (Advanced Immunology) or equivalent and the practical component of PARA3002 (Biomedical Parasitology) or equivalent
(d) **Nature of prize**  
$1,000

Wilmar Sugar Prize in Chemistry
(Established in 1964 and maintained by an annual donation from Sucrogen, previously called CSR Limited.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**  
Students completing the BSc (Hons) or fourth year of the BAdvSc(Hons) in the field of chemistry.
(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest standard in the program.
(d) **Nature of prize**  
$500.

Libbie Wilson Prize
(Established in 2018 and funded by an annual donation from the Alumni Friends of The University of Queensland. The award is named in recognition of alumna, Elizabeth Wilson, for her long-term commitment to biological sciences.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**  
Students completing the first 24 units of the Master of Conservation Biology or the Master of Conservation Science within 12 months of commencement.
(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest GPA for the first 24 units of either MConsBiol or MConsSci programs.
(d) **Nature of prize**  
$1,000

M.M. Wilson Memorial Prize
(Established in 1995 as a memorial to the late Dr M.M. Wilson. Maintained by the income accruing on the sum of donations made by Dr Wilson’s former students.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.
(b) **Eligibility**  
Full-time Bachelor of Science or Bachelor of Advanced Science (Honours) students.
(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest marks in second level field mapping during the year for which the prize is awarded.
(d) **Nature of prize**  
Money to the value of at least $200.

R. Martin Wilson Memorial Prize in Architecture
(Established in 1986 by a donation of $3,000 from Mr Blair Wilson, in memory of the late R. Martin Wilson, Architect and Engineer, who was the first Master of Engineering graduate of this University.)
(a) **Head, School of Architecture (the Head).**
(b) Students who have completed year 1 of the Master of Architecture program.
(c) Most successful demonstration of the creative integration of architectural technology with imaginative design, as judged by a panel appointed by the Head and consisting of examiners in design and architectural technology courses.
(d) **Nature of prize**  
$300.

H.J. Windsor Prize
(Founded in 1968 by a gift of $1,800 from Dr H.J. Windsor, KSG, CBE, FRCS, FRACS. The object of the prize is to promote surgical knowledge and ensure continuity of effort on the part of students during their undergraduate years.)
(a) **Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine.**
(b) **Eligibility**  
Year 3 MBBS or MD students.
(c) Most outstanding student in the surgery component of the final summative assessment held in the third year of the program.
(d) **Nature of prize**  
Money.
(e) In addition to taking into account a candidate’s results in the final summative assessment, the Medical Dean, Faculty of Medicine may require viva voce examinations by the Professor of Surgery.

Peter Wood Memorial Prize in Planning
(Established in 1997 and maintained by a gift of $10,000 from the estate of the late Dr Peter Wood in accordance with the wishes of his children.)
(a) **Recommending authority**  
Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Graduating international students in the Master of Development Practice program in the field of development planning.

(c) **Basis for award**  
Highest GPA in 8 units within the field of development planning.

(d) **Nature of prize**  
$500.

(e) **Other provisions**  
In making a recommendation, consideration will be given to the candidate’s achievement in terms of the candidate’s effort throughout the program, the overcoming of any obstacles to study or performance and the candidate’s GPA.

### Gertrude Mary Woolcock Memorial Prize

(Founded in 1929 by a bequest of $200 under the will of John Laskey Woolcock, formerly a Justice of the Supreme Court of Queensland.)

(a) Head, School of Historical and Philosophical Inquiry.

(b) Final year Bachelor of Arts students enrolled in a major in Classical Languages, specializing in Greek.

(c) Greatest proficiency in Greek language courses throughout the program.

(d) Books.

### William Woolcock Memorial Prize

(Founded in 1928 by a gift of $100, increased in 1932 to $200, from Mrs Youngman, widow of the late Reverend Henry Youngman, in memory of her father, the late Reverend William Woolcock.)

(a) Associate Dean (Academic), Faculty of Science.

(b) Students in the School of Agriculture and Food Science and enrolled in an undergraduate Agriculture Science program.

(c) Highest overall marks in –
   1. First year core biology courses (AGRC1020 or BIOL1020); and
   2. Second year biochemistry course (AGRC2001).

(d) Books.

### Kay Young Memorial Prize

(established in 1989 and maintained by the income from a gift of $1,500 from the husband and friends of the late Mrs Kay Young, a graduate of The University of Queensland Law School.)

(a) **Recommending Authority**  
Head, School of Law.

(b) **Eligibility**  
Bachelor of Laws or Bachelor of Laws (Honours) students.

(c) **Basis of Award**  
Highest mark in first attempt at the course entitled ‘Jurisprudence’.

(d) **Nature of Prize**  
Money to the value of at least $150.

_endnote_

§ Subject to final approval